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ABSTRACT 
 
This research is conducted to analyze the way Negeri 5 Menara has been 
translated in The Land of Five Towers in terms of religious expressions. There are 
three objectives of the study, namely: (1) to identify the translation techniques 
applied in the translation of the religious expressions, (2) to identify the 
translation ideologies, and (3) to identify the degree of accuracy of the translation 
of the religious expressions. 
A descriptive qualitative method is employed in the research to provide 
description of the translation phenomenon in the Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 
Menara. However, to support the analysis, the researcher also used quantitative 
data. The data type used in the research was in the sentence type expressions in 
Bahasa Indonesia and its English translation. The procedures in analyzing the data 
were collecting, classifying, analyzing, discussing, and reporting.  Then, 
triangulations were applied to strengthen the trustworthiness of the research. 
The research reveals three findings. In terms of translation techniques 
applied in the religious expressions, there are 13 techniques proposed by Molina 
and Albir employed by the translator. Out of 241 data, most of the data are 
translated using borrowing, combined translation techniques, literal translation, 
established equivalent, amplification, description, and generalization. The least 
techniques used are adaptations, particularization, transposition, reduction, 
variation, modulation, discursive creation, and unrealized translation. In terms of 
translation ideology, the most frequently occurred ideology is domestication at 
45.64% (110 data).  Then, it is followed by foreignization at 33.61% (81 data). 
The least occurred ideology is the combined ideologies of domestication and 
foreignization at 20.75% (50 data). The fact that domestication is the most used 
ideology, and followed closely by foreignization shows that there is no serious 
tendency from the translator to perform particular ideologies in translating the 
novel. In terms of degree of accuracy, translation using foreignization has the 
more highest degree of accuracy at 95.06% than other ideologies in the research. 
Keywords: translation, religious expressions, domestication, foreignization,  
Negeri 5 Menara, The Land of Five Towers, accuracy 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Problem 
Literary works are inanimate yet powerful. They have tendency to change 
the world or at least humans’ perspectives.  Through the contents of the works, 
people may find a whole new knowledge, discover human’s condition on the other 
parts of the world they do not know before. However, decision whether the readers 
will try to understand the particular knowledge found, to hate or to neglect is solely 
a choice. 
The tendency of literary works to move people had happened since a long 
time ago. Uncle Tom’s Cabin by Harriet Beecher Stowe, for example, is a book 
famous for its influences on civil right resulting on the civil war. Other examples 
which may lead someone to a new perspective are Wuthering Heights which speaks 
for women, and The Da Vinci Code which shakes the belief of particular. In brief, 
every work has its own strength. 
Every literary work has its own value. The value may be familiar for one 
and peculiar for the other. For example, an Indonesian novel by Ahmad Fuadi, 
Negeri 5 Menara, explores the world of pesantren. The word pesantren is familiar 
to local Indonesian readers. However, the word is unfamiliar to readers  who have 
different culture. For example, the English speaking readers of the novel will not 
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share the same knowledge before reading the novel because pesantren is peculiar 
for them.  
In relation to the view that literary works can someone’s perspective, there 
is a vocal issue to make a research on the novel written by Ahmad Fuadi, Negeri 5 
Menara and its English translation The Land of Five Towers by Angie Kilbane. The 
issue is related to the worsening image of Islam in Western world post-9/11. Islamic 
world is related closely to violence on the Western view. This novel, which is based 
on a true story, tells about how the students of pesantren, a place which should be 
the core of Islam, live their life. The life is far from violence, very peaceful and 
cheerful which is the opposite of Islamic world images in the West. There is a 
chance that the book has the power to slightly change Western’s assumption on 
Islam if the translated version has good quality in maintaining the meaning of 
important points focusing on religious symbolism, Islamic symbolism specifically. 
To translate is to transfer the text into another language. This means that a 
translator has to be able to maintain the message of the original work into the 
translated version through appropriate techniques. However, it is not easy. 
Moreover, when it comes to translating literary works, the text is usually harder to 
translate. This is because literary works are products of culture. A translator cannot 
give a good translation if the knowledge on culture of both source and target 
languages is not mastered. For example, Negeri 5 Menara is a novel that is rich in 
cultural concepts. The translator must have an adequate knowledge in the various 
cultural concepts in the novel in order to achieve a good translation. When the word 
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pesantren is mentioned, people who do not come from Islamic area or friendly 
enough with this Islamic-related expression may wonder what pesantren is. This is 
the translator’s task to translate, to explain to the target readers, what pesantren is, 
in a way that the target readers will understand, whether the expression or 
terminology is domesticated or foreignized. If the translator cannot give a good 
translation, the meaning transferred cannot be accurately accepted by the target 
readers. This situation damages the content of the messages transferred and cannot 
bridge the gap among two cultures. Thus, the purpose of translation which is to 
render the cultural message is also damaged. 
In this research, the techniques used to translate the existing Islamic-related 
expressions are identified. The identification is needed then to find the ideologies. 
After that, the accuracy of the translation of the religious expressions in the novel 
The Land of Five Towers is measured. 
 
B. Identification of the Problems 
Dealing with the translation of the Islamic-related expressions in the novel 
Negeri 5 Menara, several problems are identified. These are few of the problems. 
First, it will be hard for the translator to identify the religious expressions if 
one is not the member of the same culture. When the translator learns the cultural 
knowledge of both source and target languages, the problem is lowered to minimum. 
For instance, in the process of detecting the religious expressions, the translator 
may accidentally skip the religious expressions merely because the translator does 
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not realize that they are in fact cultural expressions. Knowing the classification of 
cultural expressions by many experts will eventually help the translator. 
Second, some religious expressions may be so deeply-rooted in their source 
language that the translator may find those expressions hard to translate.  They are 
exclusive only in their culture. Therefore, they have no equivalents in the target 
language. Through knowing the suitable techniques by the experts in translating the 
expressions, hopefully, it is easier for the translator to translate them. 
Third, the translation may turn harder for the translator if the translator does 
not determine the translation ideologies used. If the purpose is to introduce more of 
the source language expressions, the foreignized expressions should be preferred. 
Meanwhile, if the purpose is to make the target reader more familiar in reading the 
product, the domesticated expressions should be preferred. 
 
C. Focus of the Problems  
Based on the problems revealed, this research focuses on three problems. 
First, this research concern on the kinds of techniques in the translation of 
Islamic-related expressions found in Negeri 5 Menara. Second, this research 
identifies the applied ideologies on the case found. Finally, this research reviews the 
degree of the accuracy of the expressions where particular techniques are applied 
 
.   
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D. Formulation of the  Problems 
Based on the issues identified above, the problems of this research are 
formulated as follows. 
1. What translation techniques are applied in translating the religious expressions 
found in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara into its English translation The Land 
of Five Towers by Angie Kilbane? 
2. What translation ideologies are found in the translation of religious expressions 
found in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara into its English version The Land of 
Five Towers by Angie Kilbane? 
3. How accurate is the translation of religious expressions found in Ahmad 
Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara  into its English version The Land of Five Towers by 
Angie Kilbane? 
 
E. Objectives of the Study 
Based on the formulation of the problems, the objectives of this research 
are: 
1. to identify the translation techniques applied in the translation of the religious 
expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara into its English version 
The Land of Five Towers by Angie Kilbane, 
2. to identify the translation ideologies found in the translation of the religious 
expressions in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara into its English version The 
Land of Five Towers by Angie Kilbane, and 
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3. to identify the accuracy of the translations of the religious expressions found in 
Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara and its English version The Land of Five 
Towers by Angie Kilbane. 
 
F. Significance of the Study 
Based on the objectives of the study above, some benefits can be derived as 
follows. 
1. Theoretical significance 
This research is expected to enrich and to provide information to the 
development of translation field as a reference to any related research in concern of 
religious expressions specifically Islamic-related expressions from Indonesian into 
English. 
2. Practical significance 
This research offers some benefits for several people. For other researchers, 
it gives them the information regarding the techniques used to translate the religious 
expressions.  In other words, it can be used as a reference for their future research. 
As for the academic society, it contributes to them in conceiving more on religious 
expressions comprehension.  
 7 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
A. Literature Review 
1. Translation in General 
 There are many definitions of translation made by many experts. They 
have their own concept resulting in a wide variation of definitions proposed. 
Some definitions are mentioned as the basic concept in conducting this research. 
 Nida and Taber (1982:12) states that translating consists in reproducing in 
the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of the source language 
message, first in the term of meaning and secondly in terms of style. This 
definition explains that the duty of translator is to preserve the meaning and later, 
style even though the source text consists of different culture. 
 Another definition comes from Larson (1984:3). She explains that 
translation consists of transferring the meaning of the source language into the 
receptor language. The definition emphasizes on transferring meaning to the target 
language from the source language. The translation has to transfer the meaning 
into the target language accurately but does not have to preserve the form. 
Moreover, when dealing with the difference of both languages which likely 
includes the difference of culture, the change of the form sometimes has to be 
done. 
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Through the definitions made by both experts above, both definitions show 
that translation should be able to maintain the message of the source language in the 
target language. Form is carried later when the message is still accurate without any 
changing.  
 
2. Boundary between Translation Method, Strategies and Techniques 
Just as many definitions of translation, experts have proposed many methods 
or strategies or techniques in translation. There lies disagreement among expert in 
both terminological and conceptual levels. Hence, the labels sometimes confused 
with other concept and often the terms used overlap.  
Hurtado in Molina and Albir (2002:507) states that translation method, 
strategies and techniques are essentially different categories. Molina and Albir 
(2002:507) refer method as the way a particular translation process is carried out in 
terms of the translator‟s objective. Therefore, it affects the whole translation text and 
the way micro-units of the text are translated. Both Molina and Albir (2002:508) also 
explain the difference between translation strategies and translation techniques in 
brief that strategies are part of the process while techniques affect the result. The 
explanation above affects the way researcher analyzes the translation product in this 
research. 
The researcher uses technique as the terminology proposed by Molina and 
Albir to describe the concept in the research. The research is based on the product 
instead of the process of translation. Thus, the used of the term is appropriate. 
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3. Translation Techniques 
According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, the word ”technique” 
refers to a method of doing or performing something, especially in the arts or 
sciences. In this matter, translation technique can be defined as the way used by 
translator to translate smaller units of language including words, phrases, or 
expressions from the source language into target language. In addition, Molina and 
Albir (2002: 509) define translation technique as procedures to analyse and classify 
how translation equivalence works. 
As the objectives of the research include identifying the translation techniques 
applied in the translation of religious expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 
Menara and its English version, The Land of Five Towers by Angie Kilbane, the 
researcher will use the translation technique used by Molina and Albir while dealing 
with cultural elements in Arabic translations of A Hundred Years of Solitude. 
 Molina and Albir (2002: 509-511) propose eighteen translation techniques. 
However, there are only fifteen techniques used in written translation. The techniques 
are as follows. 
a. Adaptation 
The technique is done by replacing a ST cultural element with one from the 
target culture. Adaptation is done to give sense of familiarity to the readers. 
For example, as white as snow is translated into seputih kapas in Indonesian 
language. 
b. Amplification 
  
10 
The technique is used to introduce details that are not formulated in the ST: 
information, explicative paraphrasing. This technique is similar to addition. 
Footnotes are types of amplification. For example, bulan puasa umat Muslim 
is added to the noun Ramadan. 
c. Borrowing 
This technique is done by taking a word or expression straight from another 
language. It can be pure borrowing which is one without any change or 
naturalized borrowing which is the reverse. The example of pure borrowing is 
to translate harddisk into harddisk in Indonesian language. As for naturalized 
borrowing, the translation of telephone into telepon is the example. 
d. Calque 
Calque means literal translation of a foreign word or phrase which can be 
either lexical or structural. For example, secretariat general is translated into 
sekretaris jendral in Indonesian. 
e. Compensation 
Compensation is done by introducing a ST element of information or stylistic 
effect in another place in the TT because it cannot be reflected in the same 
place as in the ST. For example, a pair of scissors is translated into sebuah 
gunting in Indonesian. 
f. Description 
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Description is done by replacing a term or expression with a description of its 
form or/and function. For example, the Italian panettone is translated into kue 
tradisional Italia yang dimakan saat malam tahun baru in Indonesian. 
g. Discursive creation 
The technique is done by establishing a temporary equivalence that is totally 
unpredictable out of context. This technique commonly used in translating a 
title. For example, The Hunchback of Notre Dame is translated into Si Cantik 
dari Notre Dame in Indonesian. 
h. Established equivalent 
The technique is done by using a term or expression recognized (by 
dictionaries or language in use) as an equivalent in the TL For example, 
sincerely yours is translated into hormat kami. 
i. Generalization 
Generalization is to use a more general or neutral term in the translation. For 
example, bemo is translated into vehicle in English. 
j. Literal translation 
This technique is to translate a word or an expression word for word.  For 
example, I love you is translated into aku cinta kamu in Indonesian. 
k. Modulation 
Modulation is done by changing the point of view, focus or cognitive category 
in relation to the ST which can be lexical or structural.  For example, you are 
  
12 
going to have a child is translated into anda akan menjadi seorang ibu instead 
of anda akan mempunyai anak in Indonesian. 
l. Particularization 
Particularization is to use a more precise or concrete term in the TT. It is the 
opposite of generalization. For example, vehicle is translated into bemo in 
Indonesian. 
m. Reduction 
Reduction is done by suppressing an ST information item in the TT. It is the 
opposite of amplification. For example, the month of fasting is translated into 
Ramadan in Indonesian. 
n. Transposition 
Transposition is done by changing the grammatical category. For example, 
Pita has no control over this matter is translated into Pita tidak dapat 
mengendalikan masalah ini. 
o. Variation 
Variation is to change linguistic or paralinguistic elements (intonation, 
gestures) that affect aspects of linguistic variation: changes of textual tone, 
style, social dialect, geographical dialect. For example, give it back to me! is 
translated into kembaliin barang itu ke gue! in Indonesian. 
 
Referring to the translation techniques mentioned above, it can be interpreted 
that some of the techniques are more oriented toward the source language cultures, 
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some of them are more oriented toward the target language cultures, while the others 
are partially oriented toward both cultures. The techniques which are considered as 
source language oriented techniques are pure borrowing, calque, and literal 
translation. Meanwhile, adaptation, naturalized borrowing, compensation, 
description, discursive creation, established equivalent, generalization, modulation, 
particularization, reduction, transposition, and variation are part of target language 
oriented techniques, Technique like amplification is considered as partially oriented 
toward source language and target language. Based on this classification, the 
translation ideologies used by the translator can be identified. 
 
4. Domestication and Foreignization 
In The Translator as Communicator, Hatim and Mason (1997:120) state that 
translating is not a neutral activity. That means the translators may have their own 
tendencies in translating texts. Specifically, Venuti in his book The Translator’s 
Invisibility: A History of Translation (1995) mentions that tendencies divided into 
two ideologies which can be based on a target language-oriented (domestication) or a 
source language translation (foreignization).  
In the same book, Venuti (1995:20) reveals that Schleiermacher, a German 
theologian and philosopher, allows the use of both domestication which is “an 
ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-language cultural values, bring the 
author back home” and foreignization which is “an ethno deviant pressure on those 
(cultural) values to register the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text, 
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sending the reader abroad”. Based on the definition above, the first ideology has the 
tendency to have the reduction of foreign expressions. Even though it is easier for the 
readers to apprehend the translation text, the readers will have less exposure to the 
culture of the original text. In case of this research, the translator of Negeri 5 Menara 
says to expose more of the original work to the reader. So, it is expected that 
foreignization will dominate the translation version instead of domestication.    
 
5. Religious Expressions 
According to Newmark‟s categorization (1988:95), religious expression is a 
part of cultural expression under the head of „organizations, customs, activities 
procedures, concepts‟. Adapting Nida, he categorizes them as follows. 
a. Ecology 
The ecology is included in the cultural categories because of  flora, fauna, 
winds, plain or hills are not similar in different areas. Instead, many of 
ecological beings are varies greatly each area. People in an area may familiar 
with „koala‟ and the other people in other side of the world can have no idea 
about the animal.  
b. Material culture (artifacts) 
Material culture is things made by people on an area which reflect the culture 
of the society. The expressions include artifacts, food, clothes, houses and 
towns, transport, etc. 
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c. Social culture – work and leisure 
Social culture is a culture that is possessed by a particular society. Depending 
on how the particular society associates, the culture may differ. Newmark 
enlists „reggae‟ „rock‟ „condottiere‟, etc. as the example. 
d. Organizations customs, activities, procedures, concepts  
Some expressions that belong to the category are political and administrative, 
religious, and artistic expressions. 
e. Gestures and habits  
Some cultures have a distinction between the gesture made and the meaning 
behind the gesture. 
However, despite being under the head of the fourth category, religion is not 
bound to particular culture and being the one influencing the society. So, it may be 
difficult to draw a clean-cut distinction without overlapping to other categories. 
Moreover, Newmark does not put a separate definition for religious culture. Sharififar 
(2010:174) proposes that religious culture is associated with actions, rituals, customs 
and traditions that may distinguish the believers of one religion from other religions. 
 
6. Translation Quality Assessment (TQA) 
Translation Quality Assessment (TQA) is employed to assess the quality of 
the translation product.  
This assessment needs to be done in order to know if the translation quality is 
bad or good enough and how to improve it or how to keep it that way if it is a good 
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translation. Forster in Tawbi (1994:12) describes a good translation as one which 
fulfils the same purpose in the target language as the original did. This statement is 
also in line with Newmark‟s. Newmark (1988: 192) states that a good translation can 
fulfill its intention. So, the good translation has to fulfill the requirement of the 
intended translation. 
It is not easy to assess the quality of the translation product. This situation 
happens because there is no precise standard of how to assess the translation product. 
As a result, examiners have different approach in the way they assess the translation. 
Some of the examiners lean more towards applying qualitative assessments. The 
others prefer the quantitative assessments. 
Tawbi (1994:9) proposes the differences between qualitative assessment and 
quantitative assessment. It is as follows. 
Qualitative assessment are kinds of assessments where a description of the 
quality of a translation is given in impressionistic terms such as excellent, 
very good, good, bad or poor. Quantitative assessments are kinds of 
assessments where a mark is given to describe the quality of a translation. 
  
There are weaknesses of both kinds of assessments.  The qualitative 
assessment cannot reflect the exact quality of the translation. When the examiner 
decides that the translator is good, there is no barrier if the translator is barely good or 
very good. In other side, quantitative assessment cannot show the exact quality of 
translation if one cannot justify the number of marks which should be deducted for 
each error happened. Most examiners prefer to use qualitative assessment as they 
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avoid making it precise assessment as it is more of free-response type. This research 
will use translation quality assessment with guidelines for each category of quality.  
 
7. Accuracy   
In relation to translation quality assessment, Nababan (2003: 86) mentions 
that a research on translation quality comprises of three matters, namely: (1) the 
accuracy of the message transferred, (2) the acceptability of the message expression 
in the target language, and (3) the readibility of the translation language.  So, to fulfill 
the value of a good translation can be gain through assessing the accuracy, the 
acceptability, and the readability of the text translated.  
However, this research employs only accuracy to check on the translation 
quality being the most important point adjusting to religious expression. Accuracy 
serves to indicate whether a translation of source text to the target text is accurate or 
not. The accuracy concept revolves on the meaning or the message translated. The 
accuracy of the translation text can decrease if the translator adds or deletes the 
contained messages on the translation process. Addition and deletion raise the 
probability of reader under misconception. Fatal effect can certainly happened 
moreover to the translation products on some fields such as medical, law or religious 
text. This research emphasizes on the translation of religious expression employed on 
the Negeri 5 Menara novel. So, the use of accuracy as the point to proof the 
translation quality is proper.  
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This research measures the translation accuracy by modifying the accuracy 
degree in Nababan, Nuraeni & Sumardiono (2012:50). The accuracy degree is as 
follows. 
 
Table 01. The Accuracy Assessment Scoring System 
Translation 
Categories 
Score Explanation 
Accurate 3 The religious expression is accurately conveyed in 
the target text according to the context of the 
source text and measured by means of Kamus 
Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) and Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary. 
Less Accurate 2 Most parts of the religious expression are 
accurately conveyed according to the context of the 
source text into the target text by means of Kamus 
Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) and Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary. However, there is still 
meaning distortion, ambiguous meaning, or 
deletion of the meaning which is disruptive to the 
whole meaning.  
Inaccurate 1 The religious expression is not accurately conveyed 
conveyed in the target text according to the context 
of the source text and measured by means of 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) and Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. 
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8. Negeri 5 Menara 
Negeri 5Menara is a based-on-true-story novel written by Ahmad Fuadi. This 
book is the first part of a trilogy. The book has garnered many attentions and 
automatically became a national best seller novel. In 2010, this novel is one of the 10 
nominees for  Khatulistiwa Literary Award. Also, notably, in the same year, Negeri 5 
Menara snatched an award for Buku & Penulis Fiksi Terfavorit API 2010. The 
English version of this book came out in 2011 translated by Angie Kilbane, entitled 
The Land of Five Towers. In 2012, a movie based on this novel came out with its title 
Negeri 5 Menara The Movie. The movie also became hot topic. 
This inspiring novel tells readers about, mainly, pesantren life which seems 
frightening for some people because of its tension on strict regulation. One may 
suspect that pesantren is dangerous for the society as its image post 9/11. However, 
far from the frightening image, this novel tells the society on how to dream, how to 
maintain the friendship and how to keep the faith.   
The English translation of the novel aims to change the unfair stereotype of 
pesantren as the core of Islam to global readers. The translator tries to deliver a 
different image from what people think they are seeing, such as balanced education, 
great students discipline, dedicated teachers, etc.    
The main character of this story is Alif who leaves his hometown in West 
Sumatra with unsettle heart to enroll to Madani Pesantren (MP) in East Java. He does 
it to fulfill his mother‟s dream for the son to attend pesantren. Quickly, he makes 
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friend with other five boys whose characters are different coming across the big 
archipelago possessing. Living without parents makes them even closer. Their group 
is known as Fellowship of the Manara as they like to gather under the manara. The 
life in the pesantren is hard but not again as they learn to enjoy. Alif himself finally 
accepts his mother‟s decision. The powerful Arabic proverb  man jadda wa jada 
which roughly means “whoever does something in a persistent way will succeed” 
becomes their spirit to believe in each of their dreams.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
9. Related Research 
 There are two earlier researches conducted as the references to support this 
research. One of the earlier research discusses cultural terms and the other one 
discusses the material culture which is a part of cultural terms. However, this research 
is decided to go further by focusing more on religious expressions in line with the 
main theme of Negeri 5 Menara. Still, both earlier researches are considered relevant 
since religious expressions are also part of culture. 
 The first research is conducted by Rimari (2010). The research discusses the 
translation analysis of material culture in bilingual book entitled Tenun Ikat  and its 
translation Indonesian Ikats. This study finds out the strategies applied by the 
translator to translate the material culture terms and  the accuracy of the translation of 
the terms. 
 The second research is done by Putrawan (2011) in order to get his master 
degree. The research discusses the cultural terms found in Pramoedya Ananta Toer‟s 
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Gadis Pantai and its translation‟s book The Girl from the Coast. Putrawan researches 
the translation techniques applied to the translations of cultural terms in the novels. 
This step is done in order to find the most frequently-applied ideology of translation 
in dealing with the translations of cultural terms in the novels. He also discusses the 
factor leading to the application of the ideologies. 
 
B. Conceptual framework 
This research adopts the definition of translation which is the view that 
translation should be able to maintain the message of the source language in the target 
language. Form is carried later when the message is still accurate without any 
changing. The definition serves the purpose of translating religious expressions; in 
this case, Islamic-related expressions; that the translation should be accurate to 
maintain the purity of the expressions and refrain from misunderstanding.  
In a translation activity, some texts may be harder to translate. One which is a 
common problem in translation is an encounter into specific culture. The translator 
has to choose certain ideologies, whether to choose domestication or  foreignization, 
in order to fulfill its translation purpose. The chosen ideology will influence the 
method, strategies, or techniques used in translating the texts. Consequently, the 
ideologies used in the translation product can be seen by its method, strategies, or 
techniques. 
The first point of this research is to reveal the tecniques used by the translator. 
The point after is to decide the ideologies whether particular techniques used are 
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considered as domestication, foreignization or both. There are 15 techniques for 
written text proposed by Molina and Albir. About 12 techniques are classified as 
domestication which are adaptation, naturalized borrowing, compensation, 
description, discursive creation, established equivalent, generalization, modulation, 
particularization, reduction, transposition, and variation. Other 3 techniques which are 
pure borrowing, calque, and literal translation are considered as foreignization. 
Meanwhile, amplification is the only technique representing domestication and 
foreignization at a time. Back to the important point of accuracy, the degree of 
translation accuracy will be decided using Nababan„s Accuracy Rating Instrument. 
The degree consists of 3 categories; accurate, less accurate, and inaccurate. 
 
C. Analytical Construct 
This research aims to analyze the translation ideologies in the translation of 
religious expressions found in the novel of Negeri 5 Menara and its translation The 
Land of Five Towers. The applied translation techniques are found in order to trace 
the ideologies involved. The accuracy of the religious expressions are revealed to 
prove the quality of the translation. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
A. Research Approach 
This research employs descriptive-qualitative method as Vanderstoep and 
Johnston (2009:167) state that the research is more descriptive than predicitive. 
The qualitative research provides description of the current phenomenon rather 
than attempts to manipulate the condition.  
More in depth definition is proposed by Creswell (2007:249). The 
definition of qualitative research by Creswell is as follows: 
“This is an inquiry process of understanding based on a distinct 
methodological tradition of inquiry that explores a social or human problem. The 
researcher builds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, reports detailed 
views of informants, and conducts the study in a natural setting.” 
 
This method is relevant to the research since the researcher identifies 
religious expressions, analyzes the techniques employed to derive the ideologies 
behind the translation and also analyzes the accuracy of the translation between 
two novels in a condition which does not need experiment and is done in natural 
setting.  
 
B. Data Type  
The researcher collected the religious expressions in the written text form 
from the novel. In this study, the researcher collected data in the written texts 
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form from the novel by Ahmad Fuadi, Negeri 5 Menara into its English 
translation, Angie Kilbane’s The Land of Five Towers. The data are in the form of 
words, phrase, and clauses. The data repeatedly mentioned with the same 
expressions in the TT are only taken once unless different meanings are 
expressed. The accuracy of the translation is also measured in this research.  
 
C. Data Sources 
The data sources in this research are Ahmad Fuadi’s novel, Negeri 5 
Menara and its English translation, Angie Kilbane’s The Land of Five Towers. 
Negeri 5 Menara consists of 432 pages and is first published by Gramedia 
Pustaka Utama in July 2009.  Meanwhile the Angie Kilbane’s version is also first 
published by the same publisher in October 2011 consisting 387 pages.  
 
D. Data Collection 
The data collection is done by using a table of analysis. Only the data 
which contained the religious expressions are included in the table. To be more 
specific, the religious expressions included are in the form of words, phrases, and 
clauses. In order to make this research more orderly and easier to understand, the 
data are classified and encoded in the following. 
1. The classification for translation techniques of foreignization, 
domestication and combination of both techniques are coded as follows. 
2.   
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a. Foreignized translation techniques 
(1) PBr: Pure borrowing 
(2) Cq:  Calque 
(3) LT:  Literal translation 
b. Domesticated translation techniques 
(1) Ap:  Adaptation 
(2) NBr: Naturalized borrowing 
(3) Cp:   Compensation 
(4) Dc:  Description 
(5) DcC: Discursive Creation 
(6) EE:   Established Equivalent 
(7) Gn:  Generalization 
(8) Md:  Modulation 
(9) Pt:  Particularization 
(10) Rd: Reduction 
(11) Tp: Transposition 
(12) Vr: Variation 
(13) Un: Unrealized 
c. Combined-Translation Techniques of Foreignization and Domestication 
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(1) Amp: Amplification 
3. The classification for accuracy is coded as follows. 
(1) A  : Accurate 
(2) LA: Less Accurate 
(3) I    : Inaccurate 
4. The data encoding can be explained as follows. 
Example:  D1/NLM.P1/TLFT.P1/EE/D/A 
D1: Datum number 001 
  NLM.P1: Negeri 5 Menara, page 1 
TLFT.P1: The Land of Five Towers, page 1 
EE: established equivalent 
D: domestication 
A: accurate 
To put in a concrete format, the example of the table analysis is as follows. 
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Table 02: Table of Analysis 
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Note: 
Ap: Adaptation   Md:  Modulation  PBr:  Pure borrowing  A: Accurate 
NBr:   Naturalized borrowing Pt:   Particularization Cq:   Calque    LA: Less accurate 
Cp:     Compensation   Rd:  Reduction  LT:   Literal translation  I:  Inaccurate 
Dc:     Description   Tp:  Transposition        
DcC:  Discursive creation  Vr:  Variation   
EE:     Established equivalent Amp: Amplification      
Gn:    Generalization   Un: Unrealized 
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E. Research Instruments 
This research has main and secondary instruments. The instruments are as 
follows. 
1. Main Instrument 
Moleong (2014: 168) states that the role of the researcher is crucial. 
The researcher plays the role as the designer, the data collector, the analyst, 
the data interpreter, and lastly the reporter of the research findings. Due to the 
researcher role in processing the data starting from collecting the raw data to 
reporting the research findings, acting as the main instrument of this research 
is the researcher. 
2. Secondary Instrument 
The secondary instrument is mainly used to help the researcher in the 
process of analysis. The instrument used to record and classify the data is the 
data sheets in the form of tables. Also include as the secondary instruments are 
laptop, handout, pen, pencil, paper, calculator, etc. to play along the data 
sheets.   
 
F. Trustworthiness 
The trustworthiness of the data can be confirmed through several criteria. 
Moleong (2014: 324-327) proposes 4 criteria to achieve trustworthiness. They are 
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability. 
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 In order to achieve the credibility of the data, the researcher performed deep 
observation toward the data and used triangulation in testing the research credibility, 
avoiding subjectivity. The triangulation was applied by using other observers to 
verify the data included whether the data were considered as religious expressions or 
not. The observers were Anindia Ayu R, M.Hum.; a Graduate of Linguistics Study 
Program majoring in Translation in Sebelas Maret University and Imanina Resti, S.S.; 
a Graduate of English Literature in Yogyakarta State University.  The data were 
reread until the researcher can fully confirm that the data is in accordance with the 
research. In addition, this research also employed Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI)  
and Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. 
 The transferability was maintained by providing clear and sufficient 
information related to the research. Also a framework was created to make the 
concept of the research clear and easily understood. As to maintain both 
dependability and the confirmability of the research, the researcher audited the quality 
as well as the accuracy of the research findings by multiple recheckings. 
  
G. Data Analysis 
There were five steps on the research used in the process of data analysis. 
The steps were described as follows. 
1. Collecting  
The researcher read and then took the data from the two data sources. Both 
sources were Negeri 5 Menara and its English translation The Land of Five 
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Towers. Only the compatible data in concern with religious expressions were 
taken. 
2. Classifying 
This step required the researcher to classify the data into relevant categories 
provided. In order to make this step successful, it needed the researcher to have 
a good as well as deep understanding on the theories employed. The religious 
expressions found in the data sources were classified according to the 
employed theories of translation techniques of foreignization and 
domestication, and translation accuracy. 
3. Analyzing 
In analyzing step, the data were counted one by one according to the 
classification system in order to get the fixed percentage of each phenomenon 
found. After all percentages of the existing type were counted, the researcher 
can find already the answer for the research objectives.  
4. Discussing 
Through this step, the researcher discussed and set the conclusion of the 
research. The discussion covered the relation between the findings and the 
employed theories. In addition, the explanation of why the finding could be so 
was also told.   
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5. Reporting 
Reporting was the last step in this research. The researcher wrote some brief 
points of conclusion for this step. In addition, some points of suggestion were 
added to this research in case of future research. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter consists of two important parts: research findings and 
discussion. The former shows the finding of the research in the form of tables 
containing the information of the research objectives: the table of translation 
techniques applied in the translation of the religious expressions, the table of 
translation ideologies found in the translation of the religious expressions, and the 
table of the degree of accuracy of the religious expressions. Each table contains 
the knowledge of frequency and percentage numbers of the data.  The later part 
presents the discussion of the findings by presenting deep explanation for some 
presented examples of the finding data based on the research objectives. 
 
A.  Research Findings 
This sub-chapter comprises the three findings based on the three 
objectives, namely the translation techniques, translation ideologies and the 
degree of accuracy of the religious expressions. The findings are presented in the 
form of tables which contains the frequency and the percentage representing the 
amount of the findings. After each table, the description of the information in the 
table is presented. For further elaboration, this sub-chapter also shows the 
attribution between the degree of accuracy and the ttranslation ideologies, also the 
degree of accuracy and the translation techniques. The findings are presented in 
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the form of pie charts. After the chart figure, the description of information is 
presented. 
 
1. The Translation Techniques in Translating the Religious Expressions 
This research finds that out of 18 translation techniques proposed by 
Molina and Albir (2002: 509-511) only 13 techniques are employed by the 
translator to translate the religious expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 
Menara. The techniques include adaptation, borrowing, description, discursive 
creation, established equivalent, generalization, modulation, particularization, 
reduction, transposition, variation, literal translation, and amplification. The rest 
of the data found among 241 data are translated using the combined translation 
techniques or left unrealized. The table below shows the frequency and the 
percentage of the translation techniques employed in translating the religious 
expressions. 
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      Table 3: The Frequency and Percentage of the Translation Techniques in 
the Translation of the Religious Expressions Found in Ahmad 
Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara 
No Translation Techniques ∑ % 
1 Adaptation 7 2.9% 
2 Borrowing 56 23.24% 
3 Description 21 8.71% 
4 Discursive Creation 1 0.41% 
5 Established Equivalent 22 9.13% 
6 Generalization 16 6.64% 
7 Modulation 1 0.41% 
8 Particularization 4 1.66% 
9 Reduction 2 0.83% 
10 Transposition 3 1.24% 
11 Variation 2 0.83% 
12 Literal Translation 27 11.2% 
13 Amplification 22 9.13% 
14 Combined Translation Techniques 42 17.43% 
15 Unrealized 15 6.22% 
Total  241 100% 
 
  It can be concluded based on the data above that the translator mostly uses 
borrowing and combined translation techniques to translate the religious 
expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. Both techniques have high 
number of percentage with borrowing at 23.24% (56 data), and combined 
translation techniques at 17.43% (42 data). Those techniques then followed by 
literal translation at 11.2% (27 data), established equivalent and amplification; 
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each at 9.13% (22 data), description at 8.71% (21 data), and generalization at 
6.64% (16 data). The least techniques used are adaptation at 2.9% (7 data), 
particularization at 1.66% (4 data), transposition at 1.24% (3 data), reduction and 
variation; each at 0.83% (2 data), also modulation and discursive creation, each at 
0.41% (1 datum). About 6.22% (15 data) of the religious expressions is left 
unrealized. 
 
2. The Translation Ideology in Translating the Religious Expressions 
 The translation ideology is divided into two classifications, namely 
domestication and foreignization. Based on the research data, the translation 
ideologies found other than domestication and foreignization is the combination 
between both of them. The techniques used on this research which are considered 
as domestication are adaptation, naturalized borrowing, description, discursive 
creation, established equivalent, generalization, modulation, particularization, 
reduction, transposition, and variation. The datum that left unrealized will be 
included in domestication category since the principle is most similar to one of the 
domestication technique namely reduction. The combined translation techniques 
between the domestication techniques will also be in the classification. The 
techniques used below the umbrella of foreignization are pure borrowing, literal 
translation and the combination between the foreignization techniques. Lastly, if 
the translation techniques that are used have the combination of both 
domestication and foreignization techniques, the datum will be included in 
combined ideologies. Most case of amplification techniques will also be in this 
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classification, since the amplification technique, most often, is inclined partially 
toward source and target languages. The researcher indicates the frequency and 
the percentage of the ideologies traced from the techniques employed as follow. 
 
Table 4: The Frequency and Percentage of the Translation Ideologies 
in the Translation of the Religious Expressions Found in Ahmad 
Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara 
 
Based on the table above the most frequently occurred ideology is 
domestication at 45.64% (110 data).  Then, it is followed by foreignization at 
33.61% (81 data). The least occurred ideology is the combined ideologies of 
domestication and foreignization at 20.75% (50 data). 
 The domestication ideology in the data is derived from the inclination of 
techniques toward target readers. There are 110 data included in this research. The 
table below indicates the frequency and the percentage of the techniques under 
domestication. 
 
No Translation Ideologies ∑ % 
1 Domestication 110 45.64% 
2 Foreignization 81 33.61% 
3 
Combined Ideologies of Domestication 
and Foreignization 
50 20.75% 
Total  241 100% 
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Table 5: The Frequency and Percentage of the Domestication Ideology 
in the Translation of the Religious Expressions Found in Ahmad 
Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara 
No Domesticating Translation Techniques ∑ % 
1 Adaptation 7 6.37% 
2 Naturalized Borrowing 6 5.45% 
3 Description 21 19.1% 
4 Discursive Creation 1 0,91% 
5 Established Equivalent 22 20% 
6 Generalization 16 14.55% 
7 Modulation 1 0.91% 
8 Particularization 4 3.64% 
9 Reduction 2 1.82% 
10 Transposition 3 2.73% 
11 Variation 2 1.82% 
12 Amplification 1 0.91% 
13 
Combined Translation Techniques of 
Domestication 
9 8.2% 
14 Unrealized 15 13.64% 
Total  110 100% 
 
 According to the table above, the translator mostly uses established 
equivalent and description to translate the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s 
Negeri 5 Menara. The percentage numbers for both of them, respectively, are 
20% (22 data) and 19.1% (21 data). Those are followed by generalization at 
14.55% (16 data), combined translation techniques at 8.2% (9 data) adaptation at 
6.37% (7 data), naturalized borrowing at 5.45% (6 data), particularization at 
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3.64% (4 data), and transposition at 2.73% (3 data). The least used techniques are 
reduction and variation; each at 1.82% (2 data), also discursive creation, 
modulation and amplification; each at 0.91% (1 datum). A number of 13.64% (15 
data) of the data is left unrealized. 
 In contrary to domestication ideology, the foreignization ideology in the 
data is derived from the inclination of techniques toward the source language. 
There are 81 data included in the research. The table below indicates the 
frequency and the percentage of the techniques under foreignization. 
 Table 6: The Frequency and Percentage of the Foreignization 
Ideology in the Translation of the Religious Expressions Found in 
Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara 
No Foreignizing Translation Techniques ∑ % 
1 Pure Borrowing 50 61.73% 
2 Literal Translation 27 32.3% 
3 
Combined Translation Techniques of 
Foreignization 
4 4.94% 
Total  81 100% 
 
 From the above table, it can be concluded that the translator mostly uses 
pure borrowing as the mean to translate the religious expressions. The percentage 
number is 61.73% (50 data). Then, it is followed by literal translation at 32.3% 
(26 data). The least used technique is the combined translation techniques of 
foreignization. Its occurrence is at 4.94% (4 data). 
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 The combination of both ideologies is chosen when the technique used 
inclines to both domestication and foreignization. From the research, there are 50 
data included. The table below indicates the frequency and the percentage of the 
techniques under the combined ideology. 
 Table 7: The Frequency and Percentage of the Domestication and 
Foreignization Ideology or the Combined Ideology in the Translation 
of the Religious Expressions Found in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 
Menara 
No 
Domesticating and Foreignizing 
Translation Techniques 
∑ % 
1 Amplification 21 42% 
2 
Combined Translation Techniques of 
Domestication and Foreignization 
29 58% 
Total 50 100% 
 
 Based on the table, the translator mostly used the combined translation 
techniques of domestication and foreignization. Its percentage soars at 58% (29 
data). Closely behind is amplification technique at 42% (21 data). 
 
3. The Accuracy Degree of the Translation of the Religious Expressions 
 One of the translation quality assessments is to measure the accuracy 
degree. The measurement is divided into three levels. They are accurate, less 
accurate and inaccurate. The table below shows the frequency and the percentage 
of the accuracy degree shown in translating the religious expressions. 
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Table 8: The Frequency and Percentage of the Degree of Accuracy in 
the Translation of the Religious Expressions Found in Ahmad Fuadi’s 
Negeri 5 Menara 
No Degree of Accuracy ∑ % 
1 Accurate 186 77.18% 
2 Less Accurate 26 10.79% 
3 Inaccurate 29 12.03% 
Total  241 100% 
 
 According to the table above, it could be seen that the amount of accurate 
translation is the highest. It is around 77.18% (186 data). It is then followed by 
inaccurate translation at 12.03% (29 data). It is because there are so many 
unrealized expressions in the translated text. The less accurate translation is the 
least translation found in the research data. The number of percentage is around 
10.79% (26 data).  
 In order to make a clear description, the next tables shows the frequency of 
data according to the techniques, ideologies and accuracy degree and the more 
specific, data classifying analysis containing each datum. 
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Table 9: The Frequency of Translation Techniques, Ideologies and 
Degree of Accuracy  
              Translation            
Ideologies 
 
Translation 
Techniques  
Domestication 
 
Foreignization 
 
Combined 
Ideologies 
 
Total 
Adaptation A   : 3 
 
LA : 1 
 
NA: 3 
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LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
50 
Naturalized 
Borrowing 
A   : 6 
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
6 
Description A   : 16 
 
LA : 4 
 
NA: 1 
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
21 
Discursive Creation A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA: 1 
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
1 
Established 
Equivalent 
A   : 22  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
22 
Generalization A   : 6 A   :   A   :  16 
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LA : 6 
 
NA: 4 
 
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
Modulation A   :  
 
LA : 1 
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
1 
Particularization A   : 1 
 
LA : 1 
 
NA: 2 
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
4 
Reduction A   :  
 
LA : 2 
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
2 
Transposition A   : 3 
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
3 
Variation A   : 2 
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
2 
Literal Translation A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   : 23 
 
LA : 2 
 
NA: 2 
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
27 
Amplification A   : 1 
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
A   : 17 
 
LA : 3 
 
NA: 1 
22 
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Combined 
Translation 
A   : 6 
 
LA : 2 
 
NA: 1 
 
A   : 4 
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   : 25 
 
LA : 4 
 
NA:  
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Unrealized A   : 1 
 
LA :  
 
NA: 14 
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
A   :  
 
LA :  
 
NA:  
 
15 
 
As seen in the tables above, they show that from the domestication 
ideology, the adaptation techniques employed are considered accurate in 3 data, 
less accurate in 1 datum, and inaccurate in 3 data. The naturalized borrowing 
techniques are considered accurate in all 6 data. The description techniques are 
considered accurate in 16 data, less accurate in 4 data, and inaccurate in 1 datum. 
The discursive creation techniques are considered inaccurate in 1 datum. The 
established equivalent techniques are all accurate with 22 data occurred. The 
generalization techniques are accurate in 6 data, less accurate also in 6 data and 
inaccurate in 4 data. The modulation technique found is considered less accurate 
in 1 datum. The particularization technique is considered accurate in 1 datum, less 
accurate in 1 datum and inaccurate in 2 data. Both of the reduction techniques 
found in the research are considered less accurate. All 3 data of the transposition 
techniques are considered accurate. The variation techniques are considered 
accurate in 2 data. The rare amplification technique found is considered accurate 
in 1 datum. The combined translation techniques of domestication are considered 
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accurate in 6 data, less accurate in 2 data and inaccurate at all in 1 datum. The 
unrealized translations are considered inaccurate in 14 data, while accurate in 1 
datum. From foreignization ideology, it shows that the pure borrowings are all 
accurate with 50 data. The literal translation technique is considered accurate in 
23 data, less accurate in 2 data and inaccurate in 2 data. The combined translation 
techniques of foreignization are all accurate with 4 data. Lastly, from the 
combined ideology of domestication and foreignization, the amplification 
techniques are mostly accurate in 17 data, less accurate in 3 data and inaccurate in 
1 datum. The combined translation techniques of domestication and foreignization 
are accurate in 25 data and less accurate in 3 data. 
From the data analysis above, the researcher elaborates the attribution 
between the degree of accuracy of the use of foreignization and domestication. 
The pie charts are as follow. The figures in the charts are the numbers of the data. 
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Figure 2: Chart of the Degree of Accuracy of the Domesticated 
Translation Techniques in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 
Menara  
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Figure 3: Chart of the Degree of Accuracy of the Foreignized 
Translation Techniques in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 
Menara  
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Figure 4: Chart of the Degree of Accuracy of the Combined 
Translation Techniques of Foreignization and 
Domestication in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara  
 
 According to the three figures above, translation by foreignized translation 
techniques has the highest percentage of accurate translation compared to the 
domestication and the combination of domestication and foreignization. The 
domesticated translation techniques do rather poorly compare to the techniques 
under different ideologies. In other words, translation by foreignized translation 
techniques has the minimum percentage of translation that is inaccurate, while the 
domesticated translation techniques possess the highest percentage. 
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 The following figures further elaborate the attribution between the 
translation techniques and the degree of accuracy. 
 
Figure 5: Chart of the Accurate Translation Degree of the Translation 
Techniques in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara  
 
The pie chart above presents the attribution between the accurate 
translations realized and the techniques of translation. It shows that pure 
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borrowing is the translation technique which has the highest number of 
occurrences having accurate translation. The technique then is followed by 
combined translation technique of domestication and foreignization, literal 
translation, amplification, established equivalent, and so on. Through the chart 
above, it can be seen which translation techniques have the intended accuracy 
outcome or otherwise. The following figure shows the chart of the less accurate 
translation degree of the translation techniques. 
 
Figure 6: Chart of the Less Accurate Translation Degree of the 
Translation Techniques in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 
Menara  
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The figure above presents the attribution between the less accurate 
translations realized and the techniques of translation. It shows that generalization 
is the translation technique which has the highest number of occurrences having 
less accurate translation. The technique then is followed by combined translation 
technique of domestication and foreignization, description, amplification, and so 
on. Through the chart above, it can be seen which translation techniques have the 
less accurate outcome or otherwise. The following figure shows the chart of the 
inaccurate translation degree of the translation techniques. 
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Figure 7: Chart of the Inaccurate Translation Degree of the 
Translation Techniques in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5Menara  
 
The pie chart above presents the attribution between the inaccurate 
translations realized and the techniques of translation. It shows that the unrealized 
translation has the highest number of occurrences having inaccurate translation. In 
fact, every unrealized translation is deemed inaccurate. Then it is followed by 
generalization, adaptation, particularization, literal translation and so on. Through 
the chart above, it can be seen which translation techniques have the inaccurate 
outcome or otherwise. In this research, unrealized translation brings down the 
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accuracy degree the most compares to other techniques, in translating the religious 
expressions.  
 
B.  Discussions 
 The sub-chapter contains deep explanation of the findings. It is done in 
order to answer the three objectives of the research, namely the translation 
techniques, the translation ideology and the translation quality assessment in the 
form of accuracy, of the religious expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 
Menara. 
 
1. The Translation Techniques in Translating the Religious Expressions 
 This part aims to analyze the translation techniques employed by the 
translator in translating the religious expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 
5 Menara into the target novel. There are approximately 18 techniques proposed 
by Molina and Albir (2002:509-511). However, only 13 techniques are employed 
by the translator among 241 data found excluding the combined translation 
techniques and the unrealized translation. 
 
a. Adaptation 
 Adaptation is done by replacing a ST cultural element with one from the 
target culture. There are 7 data found in the translation of religious expressions in 
Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. Below are the examples.  
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SL : Seorang laki-laki separo baya yang berbaju koko putih maju ke podium.  
TL : A middle-aged man dressed in white tunic came up to the podium.  
(D49/NLM.P48/TLFT.P46/Ap/D/I) 
The SL‟s expression baju koko is translated into “tunic” in TL. The 
expression baju koko by KBI means “baju cina” which means “baju model Cina, 
kerahnya bulat tertutup, model seperti baju piyama”. However, according to 
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “tunic” means a loose garment, typically 
sleeveless and reaching to the knees, as worn in ancient Greece and Rome. The 
expression baju koko in the source text is unknown in the target culture. Thus, the 
translator adapts the expression baju koko into “tunic”, so that it could be 
understood by the target readers since it is closer to the target culture. However, 
this action results in an inaccurate translation.  
 
 
SL : Menurut Ustad Salman, PM akan mengadakan syukuran akbar dengan 
menggelar berbagai acara mulai dari seminar nasional sampai bazaar, 
mengundang tokoh nasional mulai dari Presiden, cendekia sampai 
konglomerat, dan mengadakan pertandingan mulai dari sepakbola antar 
pondok sampai antar asrama.  
TL : According to Ustad Salman, MP would have a huge anniversary 
celebration with many events from a national seminar to a bazaar, inviting 
top national figures like the president, scholars, and conglomerats. There 
would also be soccer competitions among pesantrens and dorms. 
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(D222/NLM.P326/TLFT.P304-305/Ap/D/A) 
The SL expression syukuran akbar is translated into “a huge anniversary 
celebration” when realized into TL. According to KBI, the word syukuran means 
an event which its purpose is to show a sign of gratefulness towards God, while 
akbar means big. The word syukuran is unknown in the target culture. Thus, the 
translator adapts the expression syukuran akbar into “a huge anniversary 
celebration” to provide an easier understanding to the target readers. By the 
context, the syukuran akbar is held during the time of anniversary. The translation 
of the expression is deemed accurate. 
 
 
 
 
SL : Pepatah andalan Kiai Rais yang selalu mengundang geerr dan terus 
muncul di setiap acara syukuran habis ujian dan menjelang libur adalah, ...  
TL : Kiai Rais' proverb that always led to laughter and was a constant on these 
thanksgiving night was, ...  
(D234/NLM.P393/TLFT.P370/Ap/D/I) 
 The SL word syukuran is translated into “thanksgiving night” in the TL. 
By definition, Syukuran means an event that is conducted to show a sign of 
gratefulness towards God. The “thanksgiving” event is an important holiday in the 
United States, celebrated during the last Thursday of the month November. Thus, 
“Thanksgiving night” refers to the night before the event. The word syukuran is 
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unknown to the target culture. The translator adapts the expression to 
“thanksgiving night” in order to familiarize the event into the target culture since 
both of them has the same purpose which is to thank God. However, 
“thanksgiving night” has a specific date while syukuran does not. This point of 
difference makes the translation to be considered as inaccurate. 
 
b. Borrowing 
 Borrowing is done by taking an expression straight from the source 
language to the target language. There are 56 data found in the translation of 
religious expressions in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. Below are two kinds of 
borrowing. 
 
 
1) Pure Borrowing 
 Pure borrowing is done by taking an expression straight from the source 
language to the target language without any changing. There are 50 data found in 
the translation of the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. 
Below are few examples. 
 
SL : Coba waang bayangkan bagaimana kualitas para buya, ustad, dan dai 
tamatan madrasah kita nanti. 
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TL :  Try, son, to imagine the quality of religious leaders and preachers 
graduating from our madrasah later.  
(D11/NLM.P7/TLFT.P7/PBr/F/A) 
The SL expression madrasah is translated into “madrasah” in the TL. 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), madrasah means school or 
institution with islamic basic. The pure borrowing technique is done by taking the 
expression madrasah straight from the source language into the target language 
without any changing eventhough the expression is uncommon. Since the word is 
straight taken from the source language, the translation is considered as accurate.  
 
SL : Sebuah kopiah beludru hitam melekat miring di kepalanya.  
TL : He wore a black, velvet kopiah crooked on his head.  
 (D32/NLM.P27/TLFT.P26/PBr/F/A) 
The SL expression kopiah is translated into “kopiah” in the TL According 
to Kamus  Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), kopiah means a hat used by moslem in time 
of prayer. The pure borrowing technique is done by taking the expression kopiah 
straight from the source language into the target language without any changing 
eventhough the target readers have unfamiliarity to the expression. This technique 
makes the translation of the word to be considered as accurate. 
 
SL : Laki-laki ramping ini adalah Ustad Salman, wali kelasku. 
TL : This slender fellow was Ustad Salman, my homeroom teacher. 
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(D43/NLM.P41/TLFT.P39/PBr/F/A) 
The SL expression ustad is translated into “ustad” in the TL According to 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), ustad means religious scholar with male gender 
or teacher or professor. The pure borrowing technique is achieved by taking the 
expression ustad straight from the source language into the target language 
without any changing eventhough the target readers felt the peculiarity of the 
expression. This action makes the translation of the word to be considered as 
accurate. 
 
2) Naturalized Borrowing 
Naturalized borrowing is done by taking an expression straight from the 
source language to the target language with slight adjustment to fit the spelling 
rules in the target language. There are 6 data found in the translation of the 
religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. Below are few 
examples. 
 
SL : Ternyata dasar menara ini tempat yang enak untuk istirahat," kata Said 
memperlihatkan temuannya.  
TL : Apparently, the base of this manara is a nice place to rest," said Said, 
showing his findings.  
(D93/NLM.P93/TLFT.P87/NBr/D/A) 
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The SL expression menara is translated into “manara” in the TL 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), menara means tall building or part 
of a building that is taller than the rest. In this matter, menara is a part of the 
building that is taller than the rest. Since the building refers to the mosque, the 
translator decides to keep the trace of the menara expression. The naturalized 
borrowing technique is achieved by taking the expression menara with slight 
adjustment from the source language into the target language. This technique done 
by the translator makes the translation accurate. 
 
SL : "Melihat yang bukan muhrim bisa menghilangkan hapalan Al-Quranku," 
kata Baso dengan suara rendah.  
TL : "Looking at one who is mahram could erase my Al-Quran 
memorization," said Baso in a low voice.  
(D128/NLM.P128/TLFT.P120/NBr/D/A) 
The SL expression muhrim is translated into “mahram” in the TL 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), muhrim means a person who does 
an ihram ritual or a person who has a close family relationship that makes the 
person is foridden to marry. In this matter, the expression is unknown to the target 
culture. Therefore, the translator decides to borrow the expression with slight 
adjustment. The naturalized borrowing technique is achieved by taking the 
expression muhrim with slight adjustment from the source language into the target 
language. The translation is considered accurate. 
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SL : Tepat setelah Ashar, kami setengah berlari menuju ke lapangan karena 
tidak mau kehabisan tempat.  
TL : Right after Asr, we half-ran to the field because we didn't want to be left 
without seats.  
(D150/NLM.P167/TLFT.P157/NBr/D/A) 
The SL expression ashar is translated into “asr” in the TL According to 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), ashar means a time for an afternoon prayer after 
the dzuhur prayer (about 03.00-04.00pm). In this matter, the expression is 
unknown to the target culture. Therefore, the translator decides to borrow the 
expression with slight adjustment. The naturalized borrowing technique is 
achieved by taking the expression ashar with slight adjustment from the source 
language into the target language. Through this technique, the translation of the 
word ashar is considered accurate. 
 
c. Description 
Description is done by replacing an expression with a description of its 
form or/and function. There are 21 data found in the translation of the religious 
expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. Below are few examples. 
 
SL : Sementara itu di belakang ruang makan, berderet puluhan kamar mandi 
dan WC serta mushala untuk melayani penumpang antar kota yang 
mungkin sudah tiga hari tiga malam menjadi musafir.  
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TL : ..., while in the back of the restaurant were dozens of washrooms and 
toilets along with a prayer room to serve the intra-city passengers.  
(D28/NLM.P24/TLFT.P23/Dc/D/A) 
The SL expression mushala is translated into “a prayer room” in the TL 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), mushala means a place (house) for 
muslim to pray. In practice, mushala has the same purpose as a mosque, only 
smaller in size and can easily be found in public places. In the matter, the 
expression is unfamiliar to the target culture. Therefore, the translator decides to 
describe the expression into “a prayer room.” The description technique is 
achieved by describing the expression mushala from the source language into “a 
prayer room” in the target language. The translation of mushala into “a prayer 
room” is considered an accurate translation. 
 
 
SL : Hari ini aku segera pulas tertidur walau hanya beralas sajadah.  
TL : I fell fast asleep even though I was only on a prayer rug.  
(D65/NLM.P57/TLFT.P54/Dc/D/A) 
The SL expression sajadah is translated into “a prayer rug” in the TL 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), sajadah means a floor covering 
which is used for praying with its form usually is a small carpet. In short, the 
expression is unknown to the target culture. Therefore, the translator decides to 
describe the expression into “a prayer rug”. The description technique is achieved 
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by describing the expression sajadah from the source language into “a prayer rug” 
in the target language. The translation of the word sajadah into “a prayer rug” is 
considered as accurate. 
 
SL : "Qum ya akhi, Tahajjud," bisik Kak Is, membangunkan aku malam buta, 
seperti permintaanku.  
TL : "Time for night prayer," whispered Kak Is, waking me up in the dead of 
the night, as I'd requested.  
(D164/NLM.P197/TLFT.P184/Dc/D/A) 
The SL expression tahajjud is translated into “night prayer” in the TL 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), tahajjud means a non obligatory 
prayer in the middle of the night after a sleep. The expression is clearly unknown 
to the target culture. Therefore, the translator decides to describe the expression 
into “night prayer” to represent it. The description technique is achieved by 
describing the expression tahajjud from the source language into “night prayer” in 
the target language. The translation of the expression can be considered as an 
accurate translation. 
 
d. Discursive Creation 
 This technique is done by establishing a temporary equivalence that is 
totally unpredictable and out of the context. There is a datum found in the 
translation of the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. 
Below is the explanation. 
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SL : Sehabis Isya, murid-murid berbondong-bondong memenuhi aula.  
TL : After dinner, students filled the hall in droves.  
(D48/NLM.P48/TLFT.P46/DcC/D/I) 
The source language expression isya is translated into “dinner” in the TL 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), isya means an obligatory prayer for 
muslim in the evening after a maghrib prayer with 4 raka’ah. The expression is 
clearly unknown to the target culture. So, the translator decides to establish a 
temporary equivalence with  the expression “dinner” which is entirely different 
from isya. The discursive creation technique is achieved by establishing a 
temporary equivalence of the expression isya into “dinner” in the target language, 
which has entirely different meaning. The translation of the expression is 
considered as inaccurate translation. 
 
 
 
e. Established Equivalent 
 This technique is done by using an expression recognized by dictionaries 
or language in use as an equivalent in the target language. There are 22 data found 
in the translation of the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. 
Below are some of the examples of this technique. 
 
SL : Ini tugas mulia untuk akhirat. 
TL : This is a noble task for the hereafter.  
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(D19/NLM.P9/TLFT.P9/EE/D/A) 
The SL expression akhirat is translated into “the hereafter” in the TL 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), akhirat refers to the hereafter. 
Therefore, the translator uses the expression which already exists in the target 
language. The translation of the expression through this technique is accurate.  
 
SL : Amin bergema meliputi udara aula ini. 
TL : Amen echoed through the hall. 
(D55/NLM.P52/TLFT.P50/EE/D/A) 
The SL expression amin is translated into “amen” in the TL. According to 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), amin means terimalah or demikianlah 
hendaknya. Still according to KBI, it is meant to be said during or after praying. 
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary also carries similar notion regarding 
the meaning of “amen”. It is said that “amen” means “may it be so” (1995:35) and 
meant to be used especially at the end of a prayer or hymn. Both of the 
expressions refer to the same thing. Therefore to translate amin with “amen” is a 
given and considered as accurate. 
 
SL : Tahun lalu, dia bahkan masuk ke dunia lain lagi, mendalami apa itu seni 
tasawuf dan sufi melalui buku-buku Al-Ghazali.  
TL : Last year, he even entered another world, exploring Sufism and Sufi art 
through the books of Al-Ghazali.  
(D211/NLM.P304/TLFT.P285/EE/D/A) 
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The SL expression tasawuf is translated into “sufism” in the TL. 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), tasawuf means a way to know God 
and be close to Him, in hope of a direct relationship consciously with Him. The 
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary also carries similar notion regarding the 
meaning of “sufism” in a simple way. It is said that “sufism” means “the mystical 
system of the Sufis”. Both of the expressions refer to the same thing. Therefore to 
translate tasawuf into “sufism” is called established equivalence. The translation 
using this technique is considered as an accurate translation. 
 
f. Generalization 
 Generalization is to use a more general or neutral expression in the 
translation of the religious expressions.  There are 16 data found in the translation 
of the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. Below are some 
of the examples of the generalization technique. 
  
SL : Penetrasi pasukan jasus menjadi sangat luas dan dalam, karena bisa saja 
ada di antrian kamar mandi, kiftir, kelas, acara olahraga dan segala aspek 
kehidupan santri.    
TL : The infiltration of jasus forces ran far and deep; there could be one in the 
bathroom queue, the cafetaria, class, sporting events, and every other of 
student life.  
(D79/NLM.P77/TLFT.P72/Gn/D/LA) 
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The SL expression santri is translated into “student” in the TL. The 
expression santri according to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) is orang yang 
mendalami agama Islam while “student” according to Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary is “a person, usually over the age of 16, who is studying at a 
university or college” (1995:1187). Still from the same dictionary, it can also 
mean “a boy or girl at school” (1995:1187). Comparing the two expressions, it is 
clear that “student” is a more general expression to santri. In other word, the 
translated expression doesn‟t have the more complicated meaning that santri has. 
Thus, the translation of santri is deemed less accurate. 
 
SL : Puncaknya yang tinggi untuk menumpangkan corong TOA, bagian 
bawahnya untuk rumah beduk kulit kerbau.  
TL : Its high peak had huge speakers, the bottom was the home of the water 
buffalo skin drum.  
(D97/NLM.P95/TLFT.P88-89/Gn/D/LA) 
The SL expression beduk is translated into “drum” in the TL. The 
expression beduk according to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) means a big drum, 
which usually is used in mosque or mushola (similar to a mosque but smaller) as a 
mean to notify the prayer time. Meanwhile, “drum” according to Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is “A percussion instrument sounded by being 
struck with sticks or the hands, typically cylindrical, barrel-shaped, or bowl-
shaped, with a taut membrane over one or both ends. Comparing between the two 
expressions, it is clear that “drum” is a more general expression of beduk.  With 
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the fact that the translation of the expression is more general, the translation of 
beduk into “drum” is considered a less accurate translation. 
 
SL : Di akhir acara, pengurus masjid berbaju koko yang mengenalkan dirinya 
kepada kami bernama Yana, menyelipkan sebuah amplop ke saku Atang.  
TL : After the event, the caretaker of the mosque, wearing Muslim clothes, 
introduced himself to us as Yana and put an envelope in Atang's pocket. 
(D179/NLM.P220/TLFT.P207/Gn/D/I) 
The SL expression baju koko is translated into “Muslim clothes” in the 
TL. The expression baju koko by KBI means “baju cina” which means “baju 
model Cina, kerahnya bulat tertutup, model seperti baju piyama”. Moslem mostly 
uses the clothes to attend religious matters. Meanwhile, it is clear that “Muslim 
clothes” is a more general term to baju koko since there are so many attributes that 
can be identified as “Muslim clothes”. The translation is far too general that it is 
not accurate anymore. 
g. Modulation 
 Modulation is done by changing the point of view, focus or cognitive 
category in relation to the source text which can be either lexical or structural. 
There is only a datum found in the translation of the religious expressions of 
Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. Below is the example. 
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SL : Hadits mengatakan: Innallaha jamiil wahuwa yuhibbul jamal. 
Sesungguhnya Tuhan itu indah dan mencintai keindahan.  
TL : The Prophet Muhammad said: Innallaha jamiil wahuwa yuhibbul jamal. 
Verily God is beautiful and loves beauty.  
(D41/NLM.P34/TLFT.P33/Md/D/LA) 
The SL expression hadits is translated into “the Prophet Muhammad” in 
the TL. The expression hadits according to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) 
means the sayings of the prophet Muhammad. There is a change of point of view 
in this expression. This is done by translating the “sayings” into “the person who 
delivered the sayings” which is “the Prophet Muhammad.” Even though the 
translation is not exactly accurate, the overall message is still quite conveyed. 
Accordingly, the translation is considered as less accurate. 
 
h. Particularization 
 Particularization is done by resorting to use a more precise or concrete 
expression in the target text. This technique is the opposite of generalization. 
There are 4 data found in the translation of the religious expressions of Ahmad 
Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. Below are some of the examples. 
 
SL : Rasulullah menjawab, "ibumu".  
TL : The Prophet Muhammad answered, 'Your mother'.  
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(D139/NLM.P141/TLFT.P132/Pt/D/A) 
The source language expression Rasulullah is translated into “Prophet 
Muhammad” in the TL. The expression Rasulullah literally means “the messenger 
of God”. In Islam, it can be any of the messengers. However, according to the 
context above which is about a hadith concerning the status of mothers in Islam, 
the exact person who answered „your mother‟ is Prophet Muhammad. Therefore, 
the translation of the expression is made more specific than the source text. 
According to this detail, the translation of the expression can be considered as 
accurate. 
 
SL : Mereka biasa mengadakan pengajian di masjid Unpad Dipati Ukur.  
TL : They usually had monthly lectures at the Padjadjaran Mosque.  
(D176/NLM.P219/TLFT.P205/Pt/D/LA) 
The SL expression pengajian is translated into “monthly lectures” in the 
TL. The expression pengajian means lectures. The translation of the source text is 
made more specific, precise by mentioning the period of the lectures. However, 
there is no implication in the source novel that the lecture is given monthly. In 
consequence, the translation is considered as less accurate. 
 
SL : Dengan penuh haru kami bertiga dan disusul Fatia yang telah bangun, 
bersama-sama melantunkan syair yang menegakkan bulu roma itu, seperti 
yang biasa kami lakukan di PM sebelum shalat berjamaah.  
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TL : Full of emotion, the three of us, joined by Fatia who'd already woken up, 
sang the chilling poem, just as we'd done at MP before Friday communal 
prayer.  
(D239/NLM.P404/TLFT.P382/Pt/D/I) 
The SL expression shalat berjamaah is translated into “Friday communal 
prayer” in the TL. According to KBI, shalat berjamaah means “shalat bersama-
sama dengan mengikuti imam”. Shalat itself means praying towards God. 
However, “Friday communal prayer” is a specific two raka’ah shalat ritual in 
Friday which happens at noon, is done after khotbah and only obligatory for men. 
Thus, the translation of the expression is made more specific than the source 
expression. However, the context of the source expression does not only imply the 
Friday prayer, Hence, the particularization technique used in the process results in 
inaccurate translation. 
 
 
i. Reduction 
 Reduction is done by suppressing an ST information item in the TT. This 
technique is the opposite of amplification. There are only two data found in this 
research in the use of reduction technique without any other technique. Both of 
them are as follows. 
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SL : Amanat dari jamaah surau kami untuk membeli seekor sapi untuk kurban 
Idul Adha minggu depan telah ditunaikan Ayah.  
TL : Father had fulfilled the task from our small mosque to buy a sacrificial 
cow.  
(D90/NLM.P91/TLFT.P84/Rd/D/LA) 
The SL expression seekor sapi untuk korban Idul Adha is translated into “a 
sacrificial cow” in the TL. The translation of seekor sapi untuk korban into “a 
sacrificial cow” is accurate. However, the translator reduces the Idul Adha part. 
There is a suppress information from the source text that is not realized in the 
target text. Thus, in the end, the translation is considered as less accurate. 
 
SL : Waktu ini diisi untuk shalat Subuh berjamaah di dalam kamar masing-
masing.  
TL : This time is filled with communal prayer in our rooms.  
(D140/NLM.P145/TLFT.P136/Rd/D/LA) 
The SL expression shalat Subuh berjamaah is translated into “communal 
prayer” in the TL. The translation of shalat berjamaah into “communal prayer” is 
equal. However, the translator reduces the Subuh part. There is a suppress 
information regarding the name of the prayer from the source text that is not 
realized in the target text. Hence, the suppressed information makes the translation 
less accurate. 
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j. Transposition 
 Transposition is done by shifting the grammatical category of the religious 
expressions. There are only 3 data found in the research concerning the use of 
transposition technique. Below are the data found. 
 
SL :  Kiai kami bilang, agar menjadi rahmat bagi dunia dengan bekal ilmu 
umum dan ilmu agama.  
TL : The leader of the pesantren, our Kiai says, armed with general and 
religious knowledge, we will be blessings for the world.  
(D35/NLM.P31/TLFT.P29/Tp/D/A) 
The SL expression rahmat is translated into “blessings” in the TL. 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), rahmat is a noun and singular. 
However, according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “blessings”, while 
it is a noun, the form is in plural. So, there is a shift between grammatical matters 
in the translation. The translation of rahmat into “blessings” itself is considered as 
accurate.  
 
SL : Beliau itu kiai dan hapal Quran pula," sergah Baso dengan wajah paling 
hakul yakin yang dia punya.  
TL : He's the kiai and memorized Al-Quran too," snapped Baso with the surest 
face he had.  
(D146/NLM.P164/TLFT.P155/Tp/D/A) 
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The SL expression hakul yakin is translated into “sure” in the TL. 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), hakul yakin is a noun. However, 
according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “sure” is an adjective. 
Therefore, there is a shift between grammatical categories in the translation. The 
translation of the expression using transposition technique in this case results in an 
accurate translation. 
 
SL : Hanya transfer amal, doa, dan pahala.  
TL : Only the transfer of deeds, prayers, and merits.  
(D204/NLM.P297/TLFT.P278/Tp/D/A) 
The SL expression amal is translated into “deeds” in the TL. According to 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), amal is a noun and singular. However, according 
to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “deeds”, while it is a noun, the form is 
in plural. So, there is a shift between grammatical matters in this translation. The 
translation of amal into “deeds” is considered as accurate.  
 
k. Variation 
 Variation is done by changing the linguistic or paralinguistic elements like 
intonation, and gestures that affect aspects of linguistic variation, namely changes 
of textual tone, style, social dialect and geographical dialect. There are 2 data 
found in the translation of religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 
Menara. Below are both of them. 
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SL : "Dan sebelum beristirahat di kamar masing-masing dan memulai misi 
besar kalian besok pagi: menuntut ilmu, mari kita teguhkan niat dengan 
membaca Ummul Al-Qur'an dan dilanjutkan menyanyikan bersama himne 
sekolah kita. Al-Fatihah..." 
TL : "And before resting in your rooms and starting your big mission 
tomorrow morning--  seeking knowledge-- let strengthen our intentions by 
reciting Al-Fatihah and continuing by singing our school's anthem 
together." 
(D56/NLM.P52/TLFT.P50/Vr/D/A) 
The SL expression ummul Al-Qur’an is translated into “Al-Fatihah” in the 
TL. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), ummul Al-Qur’an means the 
main qur‟an, and it refers to “al-Fatihah” as ummul Al-Qur‟an has many variation, 
such as ummul kitab, al-fatihah, the core of the Qur’an, etcetera. Therefore, the 
translator decision to change the expression into other variation of the name is 
considered as using the variation technique. In this case, the translation of the 
expression using the technique is deemed accurate. 
 
SL : Hadits adalah segala sabda dan perbuatan Nabi Muhammad selama 
beliau menjadi Rasulullah.  
TL : Hadiths are the words and deeds of the Prophet Muhammad in his time as 
the messenger of Allah.  
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(D193/NLM.P274/TLFT.P258/Vr/D/A) 
The SL expression Rasulullah is translated into “the messenger of Allah” 
in the TL. Rasulullah, in this context which is the Prophet Muhammad has many 
name of himself.  There are Muhammad, Ahmad, al-Mushthafa, al-amin, the 
messenger of Allah, etcetera. Therefore, the translator decision to change the 
expression into other variation of the name is considered using the variation 
technique. In this case the translation of Rasulullah into “the messenger of Allah” 
is accurate. 
 
l. Literal Translation 
 Literal translation is to translate an expression word for word. This 
research has 27 data found in translating the religious expressions using this 
technique. Below are few examples of them. 
 
SL : ..., bukan hanya berceramah di mimbar surau di kampungku.  
TL : ..., not just lecturing at the podium of my village mosque.  
(D17/NLM.P9/TLFT.P8/LT/F/A) 
The SL expression mimbar surau is translated into “podium of mosque” in 
the TL According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), mimbar means a little 
platform for lecturing. While surau means a place for muslim to pray.  In this 
matter, the translator resorts to use the word for word translation, as “podium” 
means “a small platform on which a person may stand to be seen by an audience, 
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as when making a speech or conducting an orchestra” and “mosque” means “a 
Muslim place of worship”. The “podium of mosque” is a literal translation of 
mimbar surau. In this case, the translation of the expression is accurate. 
 
SL : Aku cepat-cepat memakai baju lebaran tahun lalu, yang telah aku lipat di 
sebelah dipan sejak kemarin.  
TL : I quickly get dressed in my last year's Eid clothes, which I had folded and 
left beside the couch since the day before. 
(D88/NLM.P88/TLFT.P82/LT/F/A) 
The SL expression baju lebaran is translated into “Eid clothes” in the TL. 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), baju means clothes to cover your 
body. While lebaran means a celebration after the month of fasting, which 
happens in the first day of month syawal.  In the matter, the translator decides to 
use the word for word translation, as “Eid” means “A Muslim festival, in 
particular Eid-al-Fitr or Eid al-Adha and “clothes” means “items worn to cover 
the body”. In this case, the translation of the expression is considered accurate as 
the context fits. 
 
SL : Kami belajar dari Ustad Faris bagaimana menyerap saripati ilmu, 
pengetahuan, kearifan dan makna dari qalam ilahi dan sabda Nabi.  
TL : We learned from Ustad Faris how to absorb the essence of science, 
knowledge, wisdom and meaning from the holy book of Allah and the 
sayings of the prophet.  
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(D106/NLM.P112/TLFT.P105/LT/F/A) 
The SL expression sabda nabi is translated into “the sayings of the 
prophet” in the TL. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), sabda means 
sayings, mainly by God, prophet, or king. While nabi means a person who is 
chosen by God to be the messenger of Allah.  In the matter, the translator decides 
to use the word for word translation, as “sayings” means “a short, pithy, 
commonly known expression which generally offers advice or wisdom.and 
“prophet” means “a person regarded as an inspired teacher or proclaimer of the 
will of God”. The translation is word for word translation and by the context, 
considered as an accurate translation. 
 
 
 
 
m. Amplification 
 Amplification technique is used to introduce details that are not formulated 
in the ST: information, explicative paraphrasing. This technique is similar to 
addition. Footnotes are types of amplification. The opposition to amplification is 
reduction. Through the research, the researcher finds 22 data using this technique. 
Below are few of the examples. 
 
SL : Aku tegak di atas panggung aula madrasah negeri setingkat SMP.  
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TL : I stood upright on the auditorium stage of the state junior high madrasah-
--religious school.  
(D5/NLM.P5/TLFT.P5/Amp/DF/A) 
 The SL expression madrasah is translated into “madrasah—religious 
school” in the TL. The expression madrasah, according to KBI, means school or 
institution (usually Islamic-based). The amplification technique in this expression 
is realised by adding information about the source text expression madrasah with 
“religious school”. The translated expression is considered accurate.   
 
SL : Insya Allah, dengan doa Amak dan Ayah, bisa lulus.”  
TL : Insya Allah, God willing, with Amak and Father‟s prayers, I can pass.”  
(D7/NLM.P6/TLFT.P6/Amp/DF/A) 
The SL expression Insya Allah is translated into “Insya Allah, God 
willing” in the TL. The expression Insya Allah, according to Kamus Bahasa 
Indonesia, is an expression of promise that not necessarily can be fulfilled. The 
expression literally means “if Allah permitting”.  The amplification technique in 
this expression is realised by adding “God willing” which means the same as the 
literal meaning of Insya Allah, in the target text for easier understanding.  The 
translation using this method, in this case, is considered as an accurate translation. 
 
SL : Kiai kami bilang, agar menjadi rahmat bagi dunia dengan bekal ilmu 
umum dan ilmu agama. (NLM.P31) 
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TL : The leader of the pesantren, our Kiai says, armed with general and 
religious knowledge, we will be blessings for the world.  
(D34/NLM.P31/TLFT.P29/Amp/DF/A) 
The SL expression Kiai is translated into “The leader of the pesantren, 
Kiai” in the TL.  According to KBI, the expression Kiai is a title for scholars 
specifically the intellectuals of Islam. The amplification technique in this expression 
is achieved by adding information that the kiai in this context is the leader of the 
pesantren. According to the context, the added information is considered as 
accurate since most of the time if not all, the leader of the pesantren is an 
intellectual of Islam. 
 
n. Combined Translation Techniques 
 Combined translation technique happens when the translator uses more 
than one technique to achieve the desired translation. The researcher finds 42 data 
using the combined techniques to translate the religious expressions. Below are 
some of the examples. 
 
SL : Aku ingin menjadi orang yang mengerti teori-teori ilmu modern, bukan 
hanya ilmu fiqh dan ilmu hadits.  
TL : I wanted to be someone who understood modern theories, not only fiqh 
and hadiths.  
(D15/NLM.P8/TLFT.P8/Rd.PBr/DF/A) 
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 The translator uses the combined translation techniques in the religious 
expressions by employing the techniques of reduction and pure borrowing. The 
techniques employed are under the combined translation of domestication and 
foreignization techniques. She reduces the word ilmu from the source text and also 
borrows the word fiqh straight from the source text into the target text, without 
any changing. The word fiqh, according to KBI, means the science of Islamic law, 
while ilmu means science. Hence, the translator decides to reduce the word ilmu 
as it is excessive to use in this case. The translation of the expression is considered 
as an accurate translation. 
 
SL : Amanat dari jamaah surau kami untuk membeli seekor sapi untuk kurban 
Idul Adha minggu depan telah ditunaikan Ayah.  
TL : Father had fulfilled the task from our small mosque to buy a sacrificial 
cow.  
(D89/NLM.P91/TLFT.P84/Dc.Rd/D/LA) 
The translator uses the combined translation techniques in the religious 
expressions by employing the techniques of description and reduction. The 
techniques employed are under the combined translation of domestication 
techniques. The SL expression jamaah surau is translated into “small mosque” in 
the outcome. The word jamaah, according to KBI means a group of people who 
worship, while surau means a place for moslem to worship. In practice, surau is a 
smaller form of mosque. She describes surau by giving information about its form 
which is “small mosque” while at the same time reduces the word jamaah out of 
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the target text. This decision dehumanizes “the people” and turns them into 
inanimate objects. Hence, the translation of this expression is a less accurate one. 
 
SL : Tidak ketinggalan, ini tempat yang pas mendengarkan kalam Ilahi yang 
dibaca sangat indah oleh para qari, pembaca Al-Qur'an, pilihan PM.  
TL : Not to mention, this place was perfect for listening to the book from God, 
recited very beautifully by the qari, Al-Qur'an readers, the best MP had to 
offer.  
(D95/NLM.P94/TLFT.P88/PBr.LT/F/A) 
The translator uses the combined translation techniques in this religious 
expression by employing the techniques of pure borrowing and literal translation. 
The techniques employed are under the combined translation of foreignization 
techniques. The translator borrows the words qari and al-qur’an straight from the 
source text into the target text without any changing. She also translates the word 
pembaca into “reader” word for word. In this context, the use of both techniques 
results in an accurate translation. 
 
o. Unrealized 
 Unrealized translation happens when the religious expressions found 
remain unrealized. It has the same meaning as deletion, and very similar to 
reduction. There are 15 data of religious expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s 
Negeri 5 Menara left unrealized. Below are some of the examples. 
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SL      : Melakukan amar ma’ruf nahi munkar, mengajak orang kepada kebaikan 
dan meninggalkan kemungkaran,” kata Amak pelan-pelan.  
TL : Inviting people to goodness and to leave wrongdoing behind,” Amak said 
slowly.  
(D12/NLM.P8/TLFT.P8/Un/D/A) 
In the datum above, the translator decides to leave the religious expression 
unrealized. The translator omits the information of the religious expression amar 
ma’ruf nahi munkar totally in the target text in order to make the translation 
product simpler. However, the translator translates the meaning of the other 
expression presents in the next phrase instead which is the exact translation of the 
religious expression. Thus, despite the total deletion, the readers still get an idea 
of the concept. 
. 
SL : Sementara itu di belakang ruang makan, berderet puluhan kamar mandi 
dan WC serta mushala untuk melayani penumpang antar kota yang 
mungkin sudah tiga hari tiga malam menjadi musafir. 
TL : ..., while in the back of the restaurant were dozens of washrooms and 
toilets along with a prayer room to serve the intra-city passengers. 
(D29/NLM.P24/TLFT.P23/Un/D/I) 
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In the datum above, the translator can be seen completely left the religious 
expression unrealized. The translator deletes the information of the musafir 
concept in the sentence. According to KBI, musafir means people who are on a 
long journey. In Islam, someone who is in a long journey obtains easiness in term 
of worship with particular requirements. The decision by the translator to omit the 
concept makes an inaccurate translation.  
 
SL : Kami merinding khusyuk.  
TL : It gave us goosebumps.  
(D120/NLM.P114/TLFT.P107/Un/D/I) 
In the datum 120 above, the translator left the religious expression khusyuk 
unrealized. The translator deletes the information of the khusyuk concept in the 
sentence. According to KBI, khusyuk means earnestly, with full submission and 
one mind, also humility. The deletion results in an inaccurate translation.  
 
 
2. The Translation Ideologies in Translating the Religious Expressions 
 In the research, the translation ideology chosen by the translator can be 
identified by the use of the technique. Therefore, the translation ideology is 
determined based on the analysis of the previous section. The translation ideology 
is divided into two classifications, namely domestication and foreignization. 
Based on the research data, the researcher adds the combination of domestication 
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and foreignization as the third translation ideology in order to cover all the 
occurrences. The elaborations of each ideology are as follows. 
 
a. Domestication 
 In this research there are 12 translation techniques considered as 
domestication. The techniques are adaptation, naturalized borrowing, description, 
discursive creation, established equivalent, generalization, modulation, 
particularization, reduction, transposition, and variation. The datum that left 
unrealized will be included in domestication category since the principle is most 
similar to one of the domestication technique namely reduction. The combined 
translation techniques between the domestication techniques will also be in the 
classification. About 110 out of 241 occurrences are categorized into 
domestication. Below are the elaborations. 
 
 
 
 
1) Adaptation 
 The domesticating effect is achieved by adapting the religious expression 
in the source language into the target language. This adaptation is done to give 
sense of familiarity to the target readers. There are 7 data that are considered as 
adaptation. Below are few examples of this technique. 
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SL : Seorang laki-laki separo baya yang berbaju koko putih maju ke podium.  
TL : A middle-aged man dressed in white tunic came up to the podium.  
(D49/NLM.P48/TLFT.P46/Ap/D/I) 
The source text expression baju koko is translated into “tunic” in the target 
text. The expression baju koko, according to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) 
means “baju cina” which means “baju model Cina, kerahnya bulat tertutup, model 
seperti baju piyama”. However, according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary, “tunic” means a loose garment, typically sleeveless and reaching to 
the knees, as worn in ancient Greece and Rome. The expression baju koko in the 
source text is unknown in the target culture. In order to perform the domestication 
effect, the translator adapts the expression baju koko into “tunic”, so that it could 
be understood by the target readers since it is closer to the target culture. 
 
SL : Menurut Ustad Salman, PM akan mengadakan syukuran akbar dengan 
menggelar berbagai acara mulai dari seminar nasional sampai bazaar, 
mengundang tokoh nasional mulai dari Presiden, cendekia sampai 
konglomerat, dan mengadakan pertandingan mulai dari sepakbola antar 
pondok sampai antar asrama.  
TL : According to Ustad Salman, MP would have a huge anniversary 
celebration with many events from a national seminar to a bazaar, inviting 
top national figures like the president, scholars, and conglomerats. There 
would also be soccer competitions among pesantrens and dorms. 
(D222/NLM.P326/TLFT.P304-305/Ap/D/A) 
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The source text expression syukuran akbar is translated into “a huge 
anniversary celebration” when realized into the target text. According to Kamus 
Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), the word syukuran means an event which its purpose is 
to show a sign of gratefulness towards God, while akbar means big. The word 
syukuran is unknown in the target culture. Thus, the translator applies the 
domestication ideology by adapting the expression syukuran akbar into “a huge 
anniversary celebration” to provide an easier understanding to the target readers 
since “anniversary celebration” is natural to the target culture.  
 
SL : Pepatah andalan Kiai Rais yang selalu mengundang geerr dan terus 
muncul di setiap acara syukuran habis ujian dan menjelang libur adalah, ...  
TL : Kiai Rais' proverb that always led to laughter and was a constant on these 
thanksgiving night was, ...  
(D234/NLM.P393/TLFT.P370/Ap/D/I) 
The source text word syukuran is translated into “thanksgiving night” in 
the target text. By definition, syukuran means an event that is conducted to show a 
sign of gratefulness towards God. The “thanksgiving” event is an important 
holiday in the United States, celebrated during the last Thursday of the month 
November. Thus, “Thanksgiving night” refers to the night before the event. The 
word syukuran is unknown to the target culture. The translator applies the 
domestication ideology by adapting the expression to “thanksgiving night” in 
order to familiarize the event into the target culture since both of them has the 
same purpose which is to thank God.  
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2) Naturalized Borrowing 
 The effect of domestication is achieved by a naturalization of the religious 
expression to fit the spelling rules in the target language. There are 6 data of the 
religious expressions found using this technique. Below are the examples. 
 
SL : Ternyata dasar menara ini tempat yang enak untuk istirahat," kata Said 
memperlihatkan temuannya.  
TL : Apparently, the base of this manara is a nice place to rest," said Said, 
showing his findings.  
(D93/NLM.P93/TLFT.P87/NBr/D/A) 
The source text expression menara is translated into “manara” in the target 
text. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), menara means tall building or 
part of a building that is taller than the rest. In this matter, menara is a part of the 
building that is taller than the rest. Since the building refers to the mosque, the 
translator decides to keep the trace of the menara expression. The domestication 
effect is achieved taking the expression menara with slight adjustment from the 
source language into the target language. 
 
SL : Tapi diam-diam aku merasa tidak sabar untuk segera kembali ke PM 
bulan Syawal depan.  
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TL : But secretly, I already couldn't wait to get back to MP next month in 
Shawwal.  
(D200/NLM.P285/TLFT.P268/NBr/D/A) 
The source text expression Syawal is translated into “Shawwal” in the 
target text. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), Syawal is the tenth 
month of the Hijriah calendar. Hijriah calendar is an Islamic calendar that is 
based on the moon. Unlike the sun calendar universally used, this lunar calendar 
only consists of 354-355 days a year. In this matter, the expression is unknown to 
the target culture. Therefore, the translator decides to borrow the expression with 
a bit of adjustment. The domestication effect is achieved by taking the expression 
Syawal with slight adjustment from the source language into “Shawwal” in the 
target language. 
 
 
 
SL : Tepat setelah Ashar, kami setengah berlari menuju ke lapangan karena 
tidak mau kehabisan tempat.  
TL : Right after Asr, we half-ran to the field because we didn't want to be left 
without seats.  
(D150/NLM.P167/TLFT.P157/NBr/D/A) 
The source text expression ashar is translated into “asr” in the target text. 
Based on, Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), ashar means a time for an afternoon 
prayer after the dzuhur prayer (about 03.00-04.00pm). In this matter, the 
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expression is unknown to the target culture. Therefore, the translator decides to 
borrow the expression with slight adjustment. The domestication effect is 
achieved by taking the expression ashar with slight adjustment of the spelling 
from the source language into the target language. 
 
3) Description 
 This technique is employed by the translator to realise her domestication 
ideology by describing the religious expression to give a grasp for the target 
readers of its form or/and function instead of the expression itself. There are 21 
data of religious expressions using this technique. The examples are as follows. 
 
SL : Sementara itu di belakang ruang makan, berderet puluhan kamar mandi 
dan WC serta mushala untuk melayani penumpang antar kota yang 
mungkin sudah tiga hari tiga malam menjadi musafir.  
TL : ..., while in the back of the restaurant were dozens of washrooms and 
toilets along with a prayer room to serve the intra-city passengers.  
(D28/NLM.P24/TLFT.P23/Dc/D/A) 
The source text expression mushala is translated into “a prayer room” in 
the target text. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), mushala means a 
place (house) for muslim to pray. In practice, mushala has the same purpose as a 
mosque, only smaller in size and can easily be found in public places. In the 
matter, the expression is unfamiliar to the target culture. Therefore, the translator 
decides to describe the expression with “a prayer room”. The domestication effect 
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is achieved by describing the expression mushala from the source language into 
“a prayer room” in the target language. 
 
SL : Hari ini aku segera pulas tertidur walau hanya beralas sajadah.  
TL : I fell fast asleep even though I was only on a prayer rug.  
(D65/NLM.P57/TLFT.P54/Dc/D/A) 
The source text expression sajadah is translated into “a prayer rug” in the 
target text. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), sajadah means a floor 
covering that is used for praying with its form usually is a small carpet. In short, 
the expression is unknown to the target culture. Therefore, the translator decides 
to describe the expression with “a prayer rug”. The domestication effect is 
achieved by describing the expression sajadah from the source language into “a 
prayer rug” in the target language. 
 
SL : Dia memakai baju putih terusan seperti piyama dan jari tangannya terus 
memetik tasbih yang dibawa ke mana-mana. (NLM.P223) 
TL : He wore a long white shirt like pajamas and his fingers kept touching the 
prayer beads he brought everywhere. (TLFT.P210) 
(D181/NLM.P223/TLFT.P210/Dc/D/A) 
The source text expression tasbih is translated into “the prayer beads” in 
the target text. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), tasbih is a thread of 
beads that is used to recite tasbeeh, etc. The expression tasbih is relatively 
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unknown to the target culture. Therefore, the translator decides to describe the 
expression into “the prayer beads” to represent it. The domestication effect is 
achieved by describing the expression tasbih from the source language into “the 
prayer beads” in the target language. 
 
4) Discursive Creation 
 The translator performs his domestication ideology by establishing a 
temporary equivalence that is unpredictable but closer to the target readers in term 
of familiarity. Thus, even if the translation is not accurate, it still feels natural. 
There is only a datum found in the research using this technique. Below is the 
explanation. 
 
 
 
SL : Sehabis Isya, murid-murid berbondong-bondong memenuhi aula.  
TL : After dinner, students filled the hall in droves.  
(D48/NLM.P48/TLFT.P46/DcC/D/I) 
The source language expression isya is translated into “dinner” in the 
target text. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), isya is an obligatory 
prayer for muslim in the evening with 4 raka’ah after a maghrib prayer. The 
expression is relatively unknown to the target culture. Hence, the translator 
decides to establish a temporary equivalence with  the expression “dinner” which 
gave isya an entirely different meaning. The domestication effect is achieved by 
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establishing a temporary equivalence of the expression isya into “dinner” in the 
target text.  
 
5) Established Equivalent 
 The translator realises the domestication ideology by using an expression 
recognized by dictionaries or language in use as an equivalent in the target 
language. There are 22 data found in the research using the technique. Below are 
some of the examples. 
 
SL : Bekalku sebuah tas kain abu-abu kusam berisi baju, sarung, dan kopiah 
serta sebuah kardus mie berisi buku, kacang tojin dan sebungkus rendang 
kapau yang sudah kering kehitam-hitaman.  
TL : My profisions were an old grey cloth bag with a shirt, sarong and kopiah 
prayer cap inside, and an empty noodle box containing Tojin peanuts and a 
package of dried, blackish rendang-- spicy meat.  
(D24/NLM.P14/TLFT.P14/EE/D/A) 
The source language expression sarung is translated into “sarong” in the 
target language. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), sarung is a long 
piece of cloth which at the edge of the base and the edge are sewn together. While 
based on The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, sarong means “long piece 
of fabric wrapped around the body from the waist, worn in Indonesia and 
Malaysia. The definition of sarung has already included in the target language‟s 
dictionary. So, while sarung is not particularly known by the public, the target 
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readers can actually look up the expression in the dictionary. The domestication 
effect in the expression is realized by translating sarung into the equivalent 
expression recognized in the target language. 
 
SL : Amin bergema meliputi udara aula ini. 
TL : Amen echoed through the hall. 
(D55/NLM.P52/TLFT.P50/EE/D/A) 
The source language expression amin is translated into “amen” in the 
target language. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), amin means 
terimalah (please, accept) or demikianlah hendaknya (so, he will). Still according 
to the same source, amin is meant to be said during or after praying. The Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary also carries similar notion regarding the meaning 
of  “amen”. It is said that “amen” means “may it be so” (1995:35) and meant to be 
used especially at the end of a prayer or hymn. The domestication effect in the 
expression is realized by translating amin into “amen” as the equivalent 
expression recognized in the target language. 
 
SL : Tahun lalu, dia bahkan masuk ke dunia lain lagi, mendalami apa itu seni 
tasawuf dan sufi melalui buku-buku Al-Ghazali.  
TL : Last year, he even entered another world, exploring Sufism and Sufi art 
through the books of Al-Ghazali.  
(D211/NLM.P304/TLFT.P285/EE/D/A) 
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The source text expression tasawuf is translated into “sufism” in the target 
text. Based on Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), tasawuf means a way to know 
God and be close to Him, in hope of a direct relationship consciously with Him. 
The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary also carries similar notion regarding 
the meaning of “sufism” in a simple way. It is said that “sufism” means “the 
mystical system of the Sufis”. Both of the expressions refer to the same thing 
despite of the language differences. Thus, the domestication effect in the datum is 
achieved by replacing tasawuf with “sufism” as the equivalence. 
 
6) Generalization 
 The effect of domestication is realised by using a more general or neutral 
expression in the translation. Some cultures have deepened need in particularizing 
some expressions, while others do not. The target readers are presented by a more 
neutral or general expression because the religious expression related are simply 
too specific in the target readers culture. There are 16 data found in the research 
finding concerning this technique. Below are the elaborations of the example 
 
SL : Penetrasi pasukan jasus menjadi sangat luas dan dalam, karena bisa saja 
ada di antrian kamar mandi, kiftir, kelas, acara olahraga dan segala aspek 
kehidupan santri.    
TL : The infiltration of jasus forces ran far and deep; there could be one in the 
bathroom queue, the cafetaria, class, sporting events, and every other of 
student life.  
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(D79/NLM.P77/TLFT.P72/Gn/D/LA) 
The source language expression santri is translated into “student” in the 
target text. The expression santri, based on Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) 
means orang yang mendalami agama Islam or a person who pursues Islamic faith, 
while “student” according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is “a person, 
usually over the age of 16, who is studying at a university or college” 
(1995:1187). Still from the same dictionary, it can also mean “a boy or girl at 
school” (1995:1187). By assessing both expressions, it is apparent that “student” 
is a more general expression to santri. Thus, the domestication effect in the datum 
is performed by generalizing santri into “student.” 
 
SL : Puncaknya yang tinggi untuk menumpangkan corong TOA, bagian 
bawahnya untuk rumah beduk kulit kerbau.  
TL : Its high peak had huge speakers, the bottom was the home of the water 
buffalo skin drum.  
(D97/NLM.P95/TLFT.P88-89/Gn/D/LA) 
The source expression beduk is generalized into “drum” in the target 
language. That is because the expression beduk, according to Kamus Bahasa 
Indonesia (KBI), means a big drum, which usually is used in mosque or mushola 
(similar to a mosque but smaller) as a mean to notify the prayer time. Meanwhile, 
“drum” according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is “A percussion 
instrument sounded by being struck with sticks or the hands, typically cylindrical, 
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barrel-shaped, or bowl-shaped, with a taut membrane over one or both ends. 
Comparing between the two expressions, it is evident that “drum” is a more 
general expression of beduk. Hence, the domestication effect on this datum is 
performed by generalizing beduk into “drum.” 
 
SL : Lalu Teuku mendemonstrasikan kemampuannya memakai beraneka 
qiraah yang sulit dengan napas panjang seperti kuda pacu.  
TL : Then he demonstrated his ability to use various difficult rhythms with 
long breaths like a racehorse.  
(D117/NLM.P114/TLFT.P106/Gn/D/LA) 
The source expression qiraah is generalized by the translator into 
“rhythms” in the target text. That is because, based on Kamus Bahasa Indonesia 
(KBI), qiraah means matters related to quran’s reading. Usually, it is about the 
way the quran‟s readers read the qur’an. Meanwhile, according to Oxford 
Advance’s Learners Dictionary, “rhythms” means strong regular repeated pattern 
of sounds or movements. Comparing between both of the above expressions, it is 
apparent that “rhythms” is a more general expression of qiraah. Hence, the 
domestication effect on this datum is performed by generalizing the expression 
qiraah into “rhythms.” 
 
7) Modulation 
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 The translator performs the domestication ideology by changing the point 
of view, focus or cognitive category in relation to the ST which can be lexical or 
structural. There is a datum found in the data analysis of the religious expressions 
found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara. The elaboration is as follows.  
SL : Hadits mengatakan: Innallaha jamiil wahuwa yuhibbul jamal. 
Sesungguhnya Tuhan itu indah dan mencintai keindahan.  
TL : The Prophet Muhammad said: Innallaha jamiil wahuwa yuhibbul jamal. 
Verily God is beautiful and loves beauty.  
(D41/NLM.P34/TLFT.P33/Md/D/LA) 
The source text expression hadits is translated into “the Prophet 
Muhammad” in the target text. The expression hadits, based on Kamus Bahasa 
Indonesia (KBI) means the sayings of the prophet Muhammad, instead of the 
prophet Muhammad himself. Thus, there is a change of point of view in this 
expression by translating the “sayings” into “the person who delivered the 
sayings” which is “the Prophet Muhammad.” The change of point of view is the 
desired technique by the translator in order to fulfil the domestication effect.  
 
8) Particularization 
 This technique is employed by the translator to realise her domestication 
ideology by using a more precise or concrete expression in the target text. There 
are 4 data found in the research using this technique as a mean to domesticate the 
expression. Below are the examples of the technique. 
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SL : Rasulullah menjawab, "ibumu".  
TL : The Prophet Muhammad answered, 'Your mother'.  
(D139/NLM.P141/TLFT.P132/Pt/D/A) 
The source language expression Rasulullah is translated into a more 
specific expression, “Prophet Muhammad” in the target language. The expression 
Rasulullah literally means “the messenger of God”. In Islam, there are many 
messengers sent to spread the essences of Islamic faith, including the prophet 
Muhammad. However, based on the context which is about a hadith concerning 
the status of mothers in Islam, the exact person who answered with „your mother‟ 
is the prophet Muhammad. Thus, the domestication effect is achieved by 
translating the expression into a more specific expression.  
 
SL : Mereka biasa mengadakan pengajian di masjid Unpad Dipati Ukur.  
TL : They usually had monthly lectures at the Padjadjaran Mosque.  
(D176/NLM.P219/TLFT.P205/Pt/D/LA) 
The source text expression pengajian is translated into a more specific 
expression which is “monthly lectures” in the target text. According to Kamus 
Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), the expression pengajian means lecture, specifically in 
Islam. The translation of the source text is made more precise by mentioning the 
period of the lectures, which is a monthly lecture. The translator achieves the 
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domestication effect by translating pengajian into “monthly lectures” in the target 
text. 
 
SL : Dengan penuh haru kami bertiga dan disusul Fatia yang telah bangun, 
bersama-sama melantunkan syair yang menegakkan bulu roma itu, seperti 
yang biasa kami lakukan di PM sebelum shalat berjamaah.  
TL : Full of emotion, the three of us, joined by Fatia who'd already woken up, 
sang the chilling poem, just as we'd done at MP before Friday communal 
prayer.  
(D239/NLM.P404/TLFT.P382/Pt/D/I) 
The SL expression shalat berjamaah is translated into a more specific 
expression, which is “Friday communal prayer” in the TL. According to KBI, 
shalat berjamaah means “shalat bersama-sama dengan mengikuti imam” or 
praying together by following the prayer‟s leader. However, “Friday communal 
prayer” is a specific two raka‟ah shalat ritual in Friday‟s noon which is done after 
khotbah and only obligatory for men. Thus, the translation of the expression is 
made more specific than the source expression in order to achieve the 
domestication effect preferred by the translator.  
 
9) Reduction 
 The translator uses this technique to realise the domestication ideology by 
suppressing the source text information item in the target text. This happens 
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because sometimes the information can be too rich to the target text and this 
attempt is to simplify the expression. There are 2 data found containing only this 
technique. Below are the elaborations for both of the data found. 
 
SL : Amanat dari jamaah surau kami untuk membeli seekor sapi untuk kurban 
Idul Adha minggu depan telah ditunaikan Ayah.  
TL : Father had fulfilled the task from our small mosque to buy a sacrificial 
cow.  
(D90/NLM.P91/TLFT.P84/Rd/D/LA) 
The source language expression, seekor sapi untuk korban Idul Adha is 
translated into “a sacrificial cow” in the target text. The translation of seekor sapi 
untuk korban into “a sacrificial cow” is accurate. However, the translator reduces 
the Idul Adha part. There is a suppress information from the source text that is not 
realized in the target text. The translator figures that the information given can be 
too rich for the target readers. Hence, the decision is to rid of the words Idul Adha 
in order to achieve the desired domestication effect. 
 
SL : Waktu ini diisi untuk shalat Subuh berjamaah di dalam kamar masing-
masing.  
TL : This time is filled with communal prayer in our rooms.  
(D140/NLM.P145/TLFT.P136/Rd/D/LA) 
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The source expression shalat Subuh berjamaah is translated into 
“communal prayer” in the target text. The translation of shalat berjamaah into 
“communal prayer” is truthful. However. the translator takes the Subuh part off in 
the target text. There is reduced information relating to the name of the prayer 
from the source text. The translator decides that the information given can be too 
overwhelming for the target readers. Hence, the translator‟s judgement is to rid of 
the word Subuh in order to achieve the desired domestication effect. 
 
10) Transposition 
 The domestication ideology using this technique is achieved by changing 
the grammatical category of the expressions. There are 3 data found in translating 
the religious expressions using this technique. Below are the elaborations of the 
technique. 
 
SL :  Kiai kami bilang, agar menjadi rahmat bagi dunia dengan bekal ilmu 
umum dan ilmu agama.  
TL : The leader of the pesantren, our Kiai says, armed with general and 
religious knowledge, we will be blessings for the world.  
(D35/NLM.P31/TLFT.P29/Tp/D/A) 
The source expression rahmat is translated into “blessings” in the target 
language. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), rahmat is a noun and 
singular. However, based on Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “blessings”, 
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while it is a noun, the form is in plural. So, there is a shift between grammatical 
matters in the translation to fit the English system.  
 
SL : Beliau itu kiai dan hapal Quran pula," sergah Baso dengan wajah paling 
hakul yakin yang dia punya.  
TL : He's the kiai and memorized Al-Quran too," snapped Baso with the surest 
face he had.  
(D146/NLM.P164/TLFT.P155/Tp/D/A) 
The source text expression hakul yakin is translated into “sure” in the 
target text. According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), hakul yakin is in a form 
of noun. However, according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “sure” is 
an adjective form. Therefore, there is a shift between grammatical categories in 
the translation to fit the English grammar system.  
SL : Hanya transfer amal, doa, dan pahala.  
TL : Only the transfer of deeds, prayers, and merits.  
(D204/NLM.P297/TLFT.P278/Tp/D/A) 
The SL expression amal is translated into “deeds” in the target text. Based 
on Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), amal is a noun in a singular form. However, 
according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, “deeds”, while it is a noun, 
the form is in plural. Therefore, there is a shift between grammatical categories in 
this translation to conform the translator‟s ideal.  
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11) Variation 
 The translator using this technique to achieve the domestication ideology 
by changing the linguistics or paralinguistic elements (intonation, gestures) that 
affect aspects of linguistic variation: changes of textual tone, style, social dialect, 
geographical dialect. There are 2 data found in in translating the religious 
expressions using this technique. Below are the elaborations of the technique.  
 
SL : "Dan sebelum beristirahat di kamar masing-masing dan memulai misi 
besar kalian besok pagi: menuntut ilmu, mari kita teguhkan niat dengan 
membaca Ummul Al-Qur'an dan dilanjutkan menyanyikan bersama himne 
sekolah kita. Al-Fatihah..." 
TL : "And before resting in your rooms and starting your big mission 
tomorrow morning--  seeking knowledge-- let strengthen our intentions by 
reciting Al-Fatihah and continuing by singing our school's anthem 
together." 
(D56/NLM.P52/TLFT.P50/Vr/D/A) 
The source language expression ummul Al-Qur’an is translated into “Al-
Fatihah” in the target language. Based on Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), ummul 
Al-Qur’an means the main qur‟an, and it refers to “al-Fatihah”. The case is 
because ummul Al-Qur‟an has many variation, such as ummul kitab, al-fatihah, 
the core of the Qur’an, etcetera. Hence, the translator decision to change the 
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expression into other variation of the name in order to achieve the domestication 
effect is considered as using the variation technique. 
 
SL : Hadits adalah segala sabda dan perbuatan Nabi Muhammad selama 
beliau menjadi Rasulullah.  
TL : Hadiths are the words and deeds of the Prophet Muhammad in his time as 
the messenger of Allah.  
(D193/NLM.P274/TLFT.P258/Vr/D/A) 
The source text expression Rasulullah is translated into “the messenger of 
Allah” in the TL. Rasulullah, in this context which is the Prophet Muhammad has 
many name of himself.  They are Muhammad, Ahmad, al-Mushthafa, al-amin, the 
messenger of Allah, etcetera. Therefore, the translator‟s judgement to change the 
source expression into other variation of the expression in order to achieve the 
domestication effect is considered as using the variation technique.  
 
12) Amplification 
 In this type of amplification, the translator attempts the domestication 
ideology by introducing details that are not formulated in the source text to help 
the target readers grasping the concept of the expressions. This technique is 
similar to addition. There is a datum found using this type of amplification. Below 
is the explanation. 
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SL : Menjelang shalat Jumat gerimis akhirnya pergi.  
TL : Before Friday communal prayer, the drizzle finally went away.  
(D198/NLM.P278/TLFT.P261/Amp/D/A) 
The SL expression, shalat Jumat  is translated into “Friday communal 
prayer” in the TL. The expression shalat Jumat, according to Kamus Bahasa 
Indonesia, is a two raka’ah shalat ritual that must be performed together in 
Friday. The amplification technique in this expression is realised by adding 
“communal” which according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary means 
“involving different groups of people in a community.”  The essence of the 
addition correlates with the SL expression. The translator‟s decision to add a word 
into the target text is a result of domestication in order to help the readers grasping 
the concept of the source expression. 
 
 
13) Combined Translation Techniques of Domestication 
 The translator achieves the domestication ideology by using more than one 
technique under the umbrella of domestication technique. There are 9 data found 
in translating religious expression found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara 
through these techniques. Below are few of the examples. 
 
SL : Aku ingin menjadi orang yang mengerti teori-teori ilmu modern, bukan 
hanya ilmu fiqh dan ilmu hadits. 
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TL : I wanted to be someone who understood modern theories, not only fiqh 
and hadiths.  
(D16/NLM.P8/TLFT.P8/NBr.Rd.Tp/D/LA) 
The translator using the combined translation techniques in the religious 
expressions to perform the domestication act by employing the techniques of 
naturalized borrowing, reduction and transposition. The techniques applied are 
under the combined translation of domestication techniques. She reduces the word 
ilmu from the source text, borrows the word hadith from the source text into the 
target text, with a slight change, and also changing the expression from singular 
into plural form.  
 
SL : Amanat dari jamaah surau kami untuk membeli seekor sapi untuk kurban 
Idul Adha minggu depan telah ditunaikan Ayah.  
TL : Father had fulfilled the task from our small mosque to buy a sacrificial 
cow.  
(D89/NLM.P91/TLFT.P84/Dc.Rd/D/LA) 
The translator uses the combined translation techniques in the religious 
expressions by employing the techniques of description and reduction to perform 
the domestication act. The source text expression  jamaah surau is translated into 
“small mosque” in the target text. The word  jamaah, based on KBI means, a 
group of people who worship, while surau, means a place for moslem to worship. 
In practice, surau is a smaller form of mosque. The translator describes surau by 
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giving information about its form which is “small mosque” while at the same time 
reduces the word jamaah out of the target text.  
 
SL : "Kemarin waktu dihukum membersihkan masjid, aku kebagian 
membersihkan menara. 
TL : "The other day, when I was sentenced to clean up the mosque, I was 
assigned to clean al-manara--the minaret.  
(D92/NLM.P93/TLFT.P87/NBr.Amp/D/A) 
The translator uses the combined translation techniques in the religious 
expressions by employing the techniques of naturalized borrowing and 
amplification to perform the domestication act. The source text expression menara 
is translated into “al-manara—the minaret” in the target language. The word 
menara, according to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) means tall building or part 
of a building that is taller than the rest. In this matter, menara is a part of the 
building that is taller than the rest. Since the building refers to the mosque, the 
translator opted to keep the trace of the menara expression by using the 
naturalized borrowing. The naturalized borrowing technique is achieved by taking 
the expression menara with slight adjustment, from the source language, into the 
“al-manara,” in target language. After that process, the translator adds “the 
minaret” to the expression to assist the readers in grasping the concept of the 
source language. 
 
14) Unrealized Translation 
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 The translator simply deletes the religious expressions which are 
considered unusual in the target culture in order to gain the domestication effect. 
There are 15 data found in this research to left the religious expressions 
unrealized. Below are the further explanations.  
SL : Melakukan amar ma’ruf nahi munkar, mengajak orang kepada kebaikan 
dan meninggalkan kemungkaran,” kata Amak pelan-pelan.  
TL : Inviting people to goodness and to leave wrongdoing behind,” Amak said 
slowly.  
(D12/NLM.P8/TLFT.P8/Un/D/A) 
In the datum above, the translator can be seen clearly left the religious 
expression unrealized. The translator deletes the information of the religious 
expression amar ma’ruf nahi munkar totally in the target text in order to make the 
experience of reading by the readers simpler. However, the translator translates 
the meaning of the other expression presents in the next phrase instead which is 
the exact translation of the religious expression. 
 
SL : Sementara itu di belakang ruang makan, berderet puluhan kamar mandi 
dan WC serta mushala untuk melayani penumpang antar kota yang 
mungkin sudah tiga hari tiga malam menjadi musafir. 
TL : ..., while in the back of the restaurant were dozens of washrooms and 
toilets along with a prayer room to serve the intra-city passengers. 
(D29/NLM.P24/TLFT.P23/Un/D/I) 
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In the datum above, the translator can be seen completely left the religious 
expression untranslated. The translator deletes the information of the musafir 
concept in the target text to simplify the sentence, save the trouble for the readers 
to figure the meaning of musafir. As stated in Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), 
musafir means people who are on a long journey. In Islam, someone who is in a 
long journey obtains easiness in term of worship with particular requirements. So, 
the concept of the religious expression is failed to be received by the target 
readers. 
 
SL : Kami merinding khusyuk.  
TL : It gave us goosebumps.  
(D120/NLM.P114/TLFT.P107/Un/D/I) 
In the datum 120 above, the translator left the religious expression khusyuk 
unrealized. The translator  deletes the information of the khusyuk concept in the 
sentence in order to avoid the reader‟s confusion of the concept. According to 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), khusyuk means earnestly, with full submission 
and one mind, also humility. The deletion results in a failed concept reception.  
 
b. Foreignization 
  In the research, the techniques used below the umbrella of foreignization 
are pure borrowing, literal translation and the combination between the 
foreignization techniques. There are 81 data out of 241 data found in translating 
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the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara are found using 
foreignization ideology. 
 
1) Pure Borrowing 
 To achieve the effect of foreignization, the translator uses this technique to 
keep the expressions straight from the source language without any change. Thus, 
the target readers are exposed to the expressions in their original form. There are 
50 data out of 30 data found using this technique. Below are the further 
elaborations. 
 
SL : Coba waang bayangkan bagaimana kualitas para buya, ustad, dan dai 
tamatan madrasah kita nanti. 
TL :  Try, son, to imagine the quality of religious leaders and preachers 
graduating from our madrasah later.  
(D11/NLM.P7/TLFT.P7/PBr/F/A) 
The source text expression madrasah is strightly translated into 
“madrasah” in the target text in order to create a foreignization effect in the 
translation product. In accordance with Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), 
madrasah means school or institution with basic in Islam. The pure borrowing 
technique is delivered by taking the expression madrasah directly from the source 
language into the target language without any modification eventhough the 
expression is uncommon.  
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SL : Sebuah kopiah beludru hitam melekat miring di kepalanya.  
TL : He wore a black, velvet kopiah crooked on his head.  
(D32/NLM.P27/TLFT.P26/PBr/F/A) 
The source language expression kopiah is directly translated into “kopiah” 
in the target text in order to perform the desired foreignization effect. According 
to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), kopiah is a hat used by moslem in time of 
prayer. The pure borrowing technique is achieved by taking the expression kopiah 
straight from the source language into the target language without any changing 
despite the target readers‟ potential unfamiliarity towards the expression.  
 
SL : Laki-laki ramping ini adalah Ustad Salman, wali kelasku. 
TL : This slender fellow was Ustad Salman, my homeroom teacher. 
(D43/NLM.P41/TLFT.P39/PBr/F/A) 
The source language expression ustad is translated into “ustad” in the 
target language directly in order to achieve the foreignization effect. Based on 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), ustad is a religious scholar with male gender or 
teacher or professor. The pure borrowing technique is realized by taking the 
expression ustad straight from the source language into the target language 
without any modification regardless the target readers‟ peculiarity towards the 
expression.  
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2) Literal Translation 
 The translator performs the foreignization ideology by translating the 
expressions word for word into the target text. Hence, the religious expressions 
from the source culture are translated into the target text literally. There are 27 
data found in translating the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 
Menara using literal translation. The elaborations of the examples are as follows. 
 
SL : ..., bukan hanya berceramah di mimbar surau di kampungku.  
TL : ..., not just lecturing at the podium of my village mosque.  
(D17/NLM.P9/TLFT.P8/LT/F/A) 
The source expression mimbar surau is translated word for word into 
“podium of mosque” in the TL in order to achieve the foreignization effect. In 
accordance with Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), mimbar means a little platform 
for lecturing. Meanwhile, surau means a place for muslim to pray.  In the matter, 
it can be concurred that the translator resorts to use the word for word translation, 
as “podium” means “a small platform on which a person may stand to be seen by 
an audience, as when making a speech or conducting an orchestra” and “mosque” 
means “a Muslim place of worship”. The “podium of mosque” is a literal 
translation of mimbar surau. 
 
SL : Aku cepat-cepat memakai baju lebaran tahun lalu, yang telah aku lipat di 
sebelah dipan sejak kemarin.  
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TL : I quickly get dressed in my last year's Eid clothes, which I had folded and 
left beside the couch since the day before. 
(D88/NLM.P88/TLFT.P82/LT/F/A) 
The source language expression baju lebaran is translated word for word 
into “Eid clothes” in the target language in order to realize the foreignization 
effect. Based on Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), baju means clothes to cover 
your body. Meanwhile, lebaran means a celebration after the month of fasting, 
which happens in the first day of syawal month.  In this matter, it can be 
concluded that the translator decides to use the word for word translation, as “Eid” 
means “A Muslim festival, in particular Eid-al-Fitr or Eid al-Adha and “clothes” 
means “items worn to cover the body”.  
 
SL : Kami belajar dari Ustad Faris bagaimana menyerap saripati ilmu, 
pengetahuan, kearifan dan makna dari qalam ilahi dan sabda Nabi.  
TL : We learned from Ustad Faris how to absorb the essence of science, 
knowledge, wisdom and meaning from the holy book of Allah and the 
sayings of the prophet.  
(D106/NLM.P112/TLFT.P105/LT/F/A) 
The SL expression sabda nabi is translated word for word into “the 
sayings of the prophet” in the TL in ordert to achieve the foreignization effect. 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), sabda means sayings, mainly by 
God, prophet, or king. Meanwhile,  nabi means a person who is chosen by God to 
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be the messenger of Allah.  In the matter, it can be concurred that the translator‟s 
judgement is to use the word for word translation, as “sayings” means “a short, 
pithy, commonly known expression which generally offers advice or wisdom.and 
“prophet” means “a person regarded as an inspired teacher or proclaimer of the 
will of God”.  
 
3) Combined Translation Techniques of Foreignization 
 The translator realises the foreignization effect by using more than one 
technique under the umbrella of foreignization technique. There are 4 data found 
in translating religious expression found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara 
through these techniques. Below are few of the examples.  
 
SL : Tidak ketinggalan, ini tempat yang pas mendengarkan kalam Ilahi yang 
dibaca sangat indah oleh para qari, pembaca Al-Qur'an, pilihan PM.  
TL : Not to mention, this place was perfect for listening to the book from God, 
recited very beautifully by the qari, Al-Qur'an readers, the best MP had to 
offer.  
(D95/NLM.P94/TLFT.P88/PBr.LT/F/A) 
The translator utilizes the combined translation techniques of 
foreignization in this religious expression by employing the techniques of pure 
borrowing and literal translation. The techniques are employed by the translator to 
keep the concept as close as possible to the source language expression. The 
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translator borrows the words qari and al-qur’an straight from the source text into 
the target text without modifying. She, also, translates the word pembaca into 
“reader” word for word. In this context, the use of both techniques results in a 
foreignization effect. 
 
SL : Untuk itu sebuah hadits dilengkapi dengan sanad,jalur para pelapor cerita 
tentang nabi ini,  
TL : For that, a hadith is equipped with sanad, the path of the story's reporters.  
(D111/NLM.P113/TLFT.P106/PBr.LT/F/A) 
The translator uses the combined translation techniques of foreignization 
in this religious expression by employing the techniques of pure borrowing and 
literal translation. The techniques are employed by the translator to maintain the 
translated expression concept as near as possible to the source expression. The 
translator borrows the words sanad straight from the source text into the target 
text without any changing. The translator also translates the phrase jalur para 
pelapor cerita into “the path of the story‟s reporters” quite literally. In this 
circumstance, the use of both techniques results in a foreignization effect. 
 
SL : Beliau menegaskan keutamaan menuntut ilmu, bahkan sampai 
disebutkan siapa yang menuntut ilmu dengan niat yang ikhlas, dia 
mendapat kehormatan sebagai mujahid, pejuang Allah.  
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TL : He stressed the virtue of studying, even saying that he who studies with 
sincere will, will be honored as a mujahid,  defender of Allah.  
(D157/NLM.P190/TLFT.P178/PBr.LT/F/A) 
The translator uses the combined translation techniques of foreignization 
in the religious expressions by employing the techniques of pure borrowing and 
literal translation. The techniques are employed by the translator to keep the 
concept as close as possible to the source expression. The translator borrows the 
words mujahid straight from the source text into the target text without any 
modification. She also translates the phrase pejuang Allah in the source 
expression, literally into “defender of Allah”. In this context, the use of both 
techniques results in a foreignization effect. 
 
c. Combined Ideologies of Domestication and Foreignization 
In the research, the translator employs the translation techniques which are 
under both domestication and foreignization ideologies to achieve the combined 
ideologies of domestication and foreignization. There are 50 data out of 241 data 
found in translating the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara 
are found using the combined ideologies of domestication and foreignization. 
 
1) Amplification 
 The translator achieves the combined ideologies of domestication and 
foreignization by introducing details that are not formulated in the source text 
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while keeping the expression of the source text. There are 21 data found in 
translating the religious expressions of Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara are 
found using this technique. Below are few of the examples. 
 
SL : Aku tegak di atas panggung aula madrasah negeri setingkat SMP.  
TL : I stood upright on the auditorium stage of the state junior high madrasah-
--religious school.  
(D5/NLM.P5/TLFT.P5/Amp/DF/A) 
 In the datum above, the amplification technique is realized by translating 
the source madrasah into “madrasah—religious school” in the target language. 
The technique above is to deliver the result desired by the translator as a 
combination act of domestication and foreignization. The source expression, 
madrasah, according to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), means school or 
institution (usually Islamic-based). The expression madrasah directly taken from 
the source expression is an act of foreignization. Meanwhile, the added 
information “religious school” is an act of domestication because the target 
readers can get a clearer idea of madrasah. 
 
SL : Insya Allah, dengan doa Amak dan Ayah, bisa lulus..”  
TL : Insya Allah, God willing, with Amak and Father‟s prayers, I can pass.”  
(D7/NLM.P6/TLFT.P6/Amp/DF/A) 
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In the datum D7, the amplification technique is achieved by translating the 
SL expression Insya Allah into “Insya Allah, God willing” in the TL. This 
technique is to present the result desired by the translator as a combination act of 
domestication and foreignization. The source expression, Insya Allah, based on 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), is an expression of promise that not necessarily 
can be fulfilled. The expression literally means “if Allah permitting”.  The 
expression “Insya Allah” directly taken from the source expression is an act of 
foreignization. Meanwhile, the added “God willing” which has similar meaning to 
the source expression literal meaning, is an act of domestication because the target 
readers can get a clearer idea of Insya Allah through the added information. 
 
SL : Kiai kami bilang, agar menjadi rahmat bagi dunia dengan bekal ilmu 
umum dan ilmu agama.  
TL : The leader of the pesantren, our Kiai says, armed with general and 
religious knowledge, we will be blessings for the world.  
(D34/NLM.P31/TLFT.P29/Amp/DF/A) 
In the datum above, the amplification technique is realized by translating 
the source language expression Kiai into “The leader of the pesantren, Kiai” in the 
TL. This technique is to present the result wanted by the translator as a 
combination act of domestication and foreignization. According to Kamus Bahasa 
Indonesia (KBI), the expression Kiai is a title for scholars specifically the 
intellectuals of Islam. Based on the book context, the Kiai is a leader of the main 
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characters‟ pesantren. The translated expression “Kiai” straight taken from the 
source expression is an act of foreignization. Meanwhile, the added phrase “The 
leader of the pesantren” is an act of domestication because the target readers can 
get a more precise idea of Kiai through the addition. 
 
2) Combined Translation Techniques of Domestication and Foreignization 
The translator performs the combined translation of domestication and 
foreignization effect by using more than one technique under the umbrella of 
domestication and foreignization techniques. There are 29 data found in 
translating religious expression found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 Menara through 
these techniques. Below are the elaborations of the examples. 
 
SL : Aku ingin menjadi orang yang mengerti teori-teori ilmu modern, bukan 
hanya ilmu fiqh dan ilmu hadits.  
TL : I wanted to be someone who understood modern theories, not only fiqh 
and hadiths.  
(D15/NLM.P8/TLFT.P8/Rd.PBr/DF/A) 
The translator uses the combined translation techniques in the religious 
expressions by employing the techniques of reduction and pure borrowing. The 
techniques employed to deliver the result desired by the translator are a 
combination act of domestication and foreignization. The translator omits the 
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word ilmu from the source text and borrows the word fiqh straight from the source 
text into the target text, without any modification.  
 
SL  : Ini sunnatullah--hukum Tuhan."  
TL : This is God's law.  
(D136/NLM.P136/TLFT.P127/Rd.LT/DF/A) 
The translator utilizes the combined translation techniques in the religious 
expressions above by employing the techniques of reduction and literal 
translation. The techniques employed to deliver the translator‟s intention are a 
combination act of domestication and foreignization. She erases the word 
sunnatullah completely from the source text and literally translates hukum Tuhan 
into “God‟s law” in the target text. 
 
SL : Satu jam lagi azan subuh akan berkumandang dan selesailah tugas kami. 
TL : In one more hour, the Subuh call to a prayer would sound, and our duty 
would be over.  
(D186/NLM.P245/TLFT.P232/Dc.PBr/DF/A) 
The translator applies the combined translation techniques in the religious 
expressions above by employing the techniques of description and pure 
borrowing. These techniques employed to deliver the source expression concept 
are a combination act of domestication and foreignization. She translates the word 
adzan as “the call to a prayer” which describes the source concept well. The 
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translator also borrows the word subuh straight from the source text into the target 
text, without any modification.  
 
3. The Accuracy Degree of the Translation of the Religious Expressions 
The assessment of accuracy degree is conducted to measure that the 
message which exists on the source text is conveyed equally to the target text.  Its 
intention is to convey the message accurately. It means that the message in the 
source language should be accurately conveyed without any addition or omission. 
There are three degrees of measurements in terms of accuracy. They are accurate, 
less accurate, and inaccurate. 
 
 
 
a. Accurate Translation 
 The translation of religious expressions is considered accurate if the 
message of the particular religious expression in the source text is accurately 
conveyed into the target text according to the context of the novel by means of 
Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) and Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. 
From 241 data, it is discovered that 186 data are considered accurate. Below are 
some examples of them.  
 
SL : Insya Allah, dengan doa Amak dan Ayah, bisa lulus..”  
TL : Insya Allah, God willing, with Amak and Father‟s prayers, I can pass.”  
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(D7/NLM.P6/TLFT.P6/Amp/DF/A) 
 The translation of religious expression above is considered accurate since 
the expression Insya Allah has the same meaning with those in the target text 
“Insya Allah, God Willing”, too. “God Willing” is essentially the translation of  
Insya Allah itself as according to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), the Insya Allah 
expression means jika Allah mengizinkan (if God permits) (2008:559) which 
essentially has the same meaning as “God Willing”.  
 
SL : Amin bergema meliputi udara aula ini. 
TL : Amen echoed through the hall. 
(D55/NLM.P52/TLFT.P50/EE/D/A) 
 The datum 55 is considered accurate since the expression amin carries the 
same meaning as “amen” in the target text. According to Kamus Bahasa 
Indonesia (KBI), amin means terimalah or demikianlah hendaknya. Still 
according to KBI, it is meant to be said during or after praying. The Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary also carries similar notion regarding the meaning 
of  “amen”. It is said that “amen” means “may it be so” (1995:35) and meant to be 
used especially at the end of a prayer or hymn. 
 
SL : Rasulullah menjawab, "ibumu".  
TL : The Prophet Muhammad  answered, 'Your mother'.  
(D139/NLM.P141/TLFT.P132/Pt/D/A) 
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 The datum above is considered accurate since the expression rasulullah  
has the same meaning as “Prophet Muhammad” when placed in the context 
above. The expression rasulullah literally means “the messenger of God”. In 
Islam, it can be any of the messengers. However, according to the context above 
which is about a hadith concerning the status of mothers in Islam, the exact person 
who answered „your mother‟ is the prophet Muhammad. 
 
b. Less Accurate 
 The translation of religious expression is considered less accurate if most 
of the expression is accurately conveyed into the target language according to the 
context of the novel by means of Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) and Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary. However, there is still meaning distortion, 
ambiguous meaning, or deletion of the meaning which is disruptive to the whole 
meaning. Among 241 data, 26 data are considered less accurate. Below are few 
examples of less accurate translation. 
 
SL : Penetrasi pasukan jasus menjadi sangat luas dan dalam, karena bisa saja 
ada di antrian kamar mandi, kiftir, kelas, acara olahraga dan segala aspek 
kehidupan santri.    
TL : The infiltration of jasus forces ran far and deep; there could be one in the 
bathroom queue, the cafetaria, class, sporting events, and every other of 
student life.  
(D79/NLM.P77/TLFT.P72/Gn/D/LA) 
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The datum above is considered less accurate since there is a meaning 
distortion, The expression santri according to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) is 
orang yang mendalami agama Islam while “student” according to Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary is “a person, usually over the age of 16, who is 
studying at a university or college” (1995:1187). Still from the same dictionary, it 
can also mean “a boy or girl at school” (1995:1187). While it is correct that santri 
in this context means a boy at school, it does not specify that santri means 
someone who pursues Islam if it‟s translated into “student”. 
 
SL : Amanat dari jamaah surau kami untuk membeli seekor sapi untuk kurban 
Idul Adha minggu depan telah ditunaikan Ayah.  
TL : Father had fulfilled the task from our small mosque to buy a sacrificial 
cow.  
(D90/NLM.P91/TLFT.P84/Rd/D/LA) 
 The datum 90 is considered as less accurate since there presents a meaning 
distortion. The expression seekor sapi untuk kurban Idul Adha is reduced into “a 
sacrificial cow” when translated into the target text, omitting the phrase Idul 
Adha. While mostly the translation is considered accurate, the missing 
information about the event of Idul Adha is a disruption of meaning. 
 
SL : Puncaknya yang tinggi untuk menumpangkan corong TOA, bagian 
bawahnya untuk rumah beduk kulit kerbau.  
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TL : Its high peak had huge speakers, the bottom was the home of the water 
buffalo skin drum.  
(D97/NLM.P95/TLFT.P88-89/Gn/D/LA) 
 The datum above is considered less accurate. According to KBI, the 
expression beduk means a big drum, which usually is used in mosque or mushola 
(similar to a mosque but smaller) as a mean to notify the prayer time. On the other 
hand, the word “drum” in the target text, although mostly true, it does not signify 
the information that the drum has a specific use as a mean to notify the prayer 
time.  
 
 
c. Inaccurate 
 The translation of religious expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi‟s Negeri 5 
Menara is considered inaccurate when the meaning in the source text are not 
accurately conveyed into the target text according to the context of the novel by 
means of Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (KBI) and Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary or deleted.  Among 241 data found in the novel, there are 29 data 
considered as inaccurate. Below are the examples of the case. 
 
SL : Seorang laki-laki separo baya yang berbaju koko putih maju ke podium.  
TL : A middle-aged man dressed in white tunic came up to the podium.  
(D49/NLM.P48/TLFT.P46/Ap/D/I) 
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 The datum above is considered as inaccurate. The expression baju koko by 
KBI means “baju cina” which means “baju model Cina, kerahnya bulat tertutup, 
model seperti baju piyama”. However, according to Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary, “tunic” means a loose garment, typically sleeveless and reaching to 
the knees, as worn in ancient Greece and Rome. In short, baju koko has not the 
same meaning as “tunic”. To give a better translation, the researcher suggests 
keeping the translation in the original expression and provides an addition to the 
expression. 
 
SL : Sehabis Isya, murid-murid berbondong-bondong memenuhi aula.  
TL : After dinner, students filled the hall in droves.  
(D48/NLM.P48/TLFT.P46/DcC/D/I) 
The datum D48 is considered inaccurate. The source language expression 
isya is translated into “dinner” in the target language. According to Kamus 
Bahasa Indonesia (KBI), isya means an obligatory prayer for muslim in the 
evening after a maghrib prayer with 4 raka’ah. The expression is clearly unknown 
to the target culture. So, the translator decides to establish a temporary 
equivalence with  the expression “dinner” which is entirely different from isya. 
Through the context, it can be known that the students filled the hall in droves 
close to the isya prayer instead of after dinner time. Thus, the translator suggests 
an alternative to the translation with “isya prayer.”   
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SL : Dengan penuh haru kami bertiga dan disusul Fatia yang telah bangun, 
bersama-sama melantunkan syair yang menegakkan bulu roma itu, seperti 
yang biasa kami lakukan di PM sebelum shalat berjamaah.  
TL : Full of emotion, the three of us, joined by Fatia who'd already woken up, 
sang the chilling poem, just as we'd done at MP before Friday communal 
prayer.  
(D239/NLM.P404/TLFT.P382/Pt/D/I) 
 The religious expression above is considered inaccurate because the 
meaning is not accurately conveyed in the target text. According to KBI, shalat 
berjamaah means “shalat bersama-sama dengan mengikuti imam”. Shalat itself 
means praying towards God. However, “Friday communal prayer” is a specific 
two raka‟ah shalat ritual in Friday which happens at noon, is done after khotbah 
and only obligatory for men. Thus, the meaning is not accurately conveyed. In this 
case, the translator seems mistaken that the prayer refers to Friday prayer. 
Unfortunately, the expression above refers to a regular prayer. To fix the 
translation, the researcher pursues a better translation that is “communal prayer.” 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
 This chapter is the final part of the research which consists of two parts, 
namely conclusion and suggestions. Conclusion comprises a concise explanation 
that is derived from the research findings and the discussion. It covers the 
translation techniques employed by the translator in translating the religious 
expressions, the translation ideologies behind the translation techniques and the 
accuracy degree of the translation output of the religious expressions. The 
suggestion contains several suggestions for some parties who want to partake and 
to improve on similar research or to gain some uses in the translation practice. 
Those conclusion and suggestions are discussed as follows. 
A. Conclusions 
Based on the research findings and discussion of the research, the 
conclusions are derived as follows. 
1. In relation to the first formulated problem of this research, the researcher 
finds out that out of the 18 translation techniques proposed by Molina and 
Albir, only 13 techniques are employed by the translator to translate the 
religious expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi’s Negeri 5 Menara. Out of 241 
data, the translator mostly uses borrowing and combined translation 
techniques to translate the religious expressions found in Ahmad Fuadi’s 
Negeri 5 Menara. Both techniques have high number of percentage with 
borrowing at 23.24% (56 data), and combined translation techniques at 
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17.43% (42 data). Those techniques then followed by literal translation at 
11.2% (27 data), established equivalent and amplification; each at 9.13% (22 
data), description at 8.71% (21 data), and generalization at 6.64% (16 data). 
The least techniques used are adaptation at 2.9% (7 data), particularization at 
1.66% (4 data), transposition at 1.24% (3 data), reduction and variation; each 
at 0.83% (2 data), also modulation and discursive creation, each at 0.41% (1 
datum). About 6.22% (15 data) of the religious expressions in the data is left 
unrealized. 
2. In accordance with the second formulated problem, there are three kinds of 
classification found in the research. The three of them are domestication, 
foreignization and combination between both domestication and 
foreignization. The techniques used on this research which are considered as 
domestication are adaptation, naturalized borrowing, description, discursive 
creation, established equivalent, generalization, modulation, particularization, 
reduction, transposition, and variation. The datum that left unrealized is also 
included in domestication category since the principle is most similar to one 
of the domestication technique namely reduction. The combined translation 
techniques between the domestication techniques are also included in the 
classification. The techniques used below the umbrella of foreignization are 
pure borrowing, literal translation and the combination between the 
foreignization techniques. If the translation techniques used have the 
combination of both domestication and foreignization technique, the datum is 
included in combined ideologies. Most case of amplification techniques are 
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also include in this classification, since the amplification technique, most 
often, is inclined partially toward source and target languages. Based on the 
research, the most frequently occurred ideology is domestication at 45.64% 
(110 data).  Then, it is followed by foreignization at 33.61% (81 data). The 
least occurred ideology is the combined ideologies of domestication and 
foreignization at 20.75% (50 data). The fact that domestication is the most 
used ideology, and followed closely by foreignization shows that there is no 
serious tendency from the translator to perform particular ideologies in 
translating the novel. 
In regard of the third formulated problem assessing the accuracy of the translation 
of religious expressions, it can be concluded that the amount of accurate 
translation is the highest in the translation of religious expressions in the novel of 
Negeri 5 Menara. The percentage is around 77.18% (186 data). The accurate 
translation is then followed by inaccurate translation at 12.03% (29 data). That is 
because there are so many unrealized expressions in the translated text. The less 
accurate translation is the least translation found in the research data. The number 
of percentage is around 10.79% (26 data). This result indicates that most of the 
time the translator manages to maintain the accuracy from the source expression 
into the target expression. In the regards of domestication and foreignization, the 
foreignized expressions have higher percentages of accuracy (95,06%) than the 
domesticated expressions (60,91%). Also, translation by foreignized translation 
techniques has the minimum percentage of translation that is inaccurate with 
2,47%, while the domesticated translation techniques possess the highest 
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percentage with 15,45%. Translation using the combination of both has the better 
result with accuracy of 84% and inaccurate translation at 2%. 
 
B. Suggestions 
According to the conclusions of the research, the researcher proposes some 
suggestions for some parties who may engage in similar research on the future. 
The suggestions are as follows. 
1. To Translators 
In translating religious expressions, the translators are suggested to choose a 
certain ideology based on their purposes of translation. It can form a sense of 
closeness or distance based on the ideology chosen. There is no wrong or right in 
translating using a certain technique, as long as the purpose of translation is 
fulfilled. However, certain technique under particular ideology will have a 
different degree of accuracy than other technique under different ideology. 
Further, translating religious expression is not an easy job due to the need of the 
translators to truly understand the knowledge of both source and target languages 
concerning religious expressions. 
2. To the Students of English Language and Literature Majoring in 
Translation 
It is suggested to the students of English Language and Literature Majoring in 
Translation to consider themselves to conduct a research concerning religious 
expression and the ideology of the translation due to the rarity of the chosen topic. 
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Moreover, it is even more infrequent if the research is in focus of Indonesian 
literature. However, to conduct such a research, there is an obligation for the 
researcher to possess the knowledge concerning religious expression either from 
the source language or the target language. 
3. To other researchers 
This research unavoidably has a weakness and is far from perfect. The 
weakness appears to be the limited theories and knowledge of the researcher. 
There is an absent of classification of religious expressions in this research. 
Therefore, it is suggested to the fellow researchers to dig more of the theories 
concerning the topic and add a specific and detailed classification concerning the 
type of religious expressions. However, the absent of the classification does not 
diminish the validation of this research. 
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A. Data Sheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Ap: Adaptation   Md:  Modulation  PBr:  Pure borrowing 
NBr:   Naturalized borrowing Pt:   Particularization Cq:   Calque   
Cp:     Compensation   Rd:  Reduction  LT:   Literal translation 
Dc:     Description   Tp:  Transposition  A: Accurate  
DcC:  Discursive creation  Vr:  Variation  LA: Less Accurate 
EE:     Established equivalent Amp: Amplification  I: Inaccurate  
Gn:    Generalization   Un: Unrealized 
Kubah raksasanya yang berundak-undak semakin
memutih ditaburi salju, bagai mengenakan kopiah 
haji. (NLM.P1)
The enormous dome with all its stairs grew whiter 
sprinkled with snow, as if wearing a kopiah  cap for 
the Hajj. (TLFT.P1)
Tugas liputan ke London untuk wawancara dengan 
Tony Blair, perdana menteri Inggris, dan misi 
pribadiku menghadiri undangan The World Inter-
Faith Forum. Bukan sebagai peliput, tapi sebagai 
salah satu panelis. Sebagai wartawan asal Indonesia 
yang berkantor di AS, kenyang meliput isu muslim 
Amerika, termasuk serangan 11 September 2001. 
(NLM.P2-P3)002.
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My work assignment: to go to London to interview 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair.  My personal 
mission: to attend the World Inter-Faith Forum --- 
not as a reporter, but as a panelist who was a 
journalist from Indonesia based in the US, 
immersed in covering American Muslim issues, 
including the September 11th attacks. (TLFT.P2-P3)
“masya Allah , ini ente, atang bandung? Sutradara 
Batutah?” (NLM.P4)
“ masya Allah , is it you,atang from bandung? 
Director of Batutah?” (TLFT.P4)
“Alhamdulillah , akhirnya ketemu juga saudara 
seperjuanganku…. ☺” (NLM.P4)
“ Alhamdulillah , finally I’ve found my long lost 
brother…. ☺” (TLFT.P4)
Aku tegak di atas panggung aula madrasah negeri 
setingkat SMP. (NLM.P5)
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I stood upright on the auditorium stage of the state 
junior high madrasah---religious school. (TLFT.P5)
Tiga tahun aku ikuti perintah Amak  belajar di 
madrasah tsanawiyah 2 ,  sekarang waktunya  aku 
menjadi seperti orang umumnya, masuk jalur non 
agama--- SMA.                                
_________________ 
2  Sekolah agama setingkat SMP (NLM.P5)
For three years I’d followed the orders of my Amak 
to study at an Islamic junior high school, and now 
was the time for me to be like the rest and  take the 
nonreligious route--- public high school. (TLFT.P5) 
Insya Allah, dengan doa Amak dan Ayah, bisa 
lulus..” (NLM.P6)
Insya Allah , God willing, with Amak and Father’s
prayers, I can pass.” (TLFT.P6)
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Coba waang  bayangkan bagaimana kualitas para 
buya, ustad, dan dai tamatan madrasah kita nanti. 
(NLM.P7)
Try, son, to imagine the quality of religious leaders 
and preachers graduating from our madrasah later. 
(TLFT.P7)
Coba waang  bayangkan bagaimana kualitas para 
buya, ustad, dan dai tamatan madrasah kita nanti. 
(NLM.P7)
Try, son, to imagine the quality of religious leaders 
and preachers graduating from our madrasah later. 
(TLFT.P7)
Coba waang  bayangkan bagaimana kualitas para 
buya, ustad, dan dai tamatan madrasah kita nanti. 
(NLM.P7)
Try, son, to imagine the quality of religious leaders 
and preachers graduating from our madrasah later. 
(TLFT.P7)
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Coba waang  bayangkan bagaimana kualitas para 
buya, ustad, dan dai tamatan madrasah kita nanti. 
(NLM.P7)
Try, son, to imagine the quality of religious leaders 
and preachers graduating from our madrasah later. 
(TLFT.P7)
Melakukan amar ma’ruf nahi munkar ,  mengajak 
orang kepada kebaikan dan meninggalkan 
kemungkaran,” kata Amak pelan-pelan. (NLM.P8)
Inviting people to goodness and to leave 
wrongdoing behind,” Amak said slowly. (TLFT.P8)
Bukan karena uang tapi supaya ada bibit unggul 
yang masuk madrasah aliyah 6 .” 
_________________________                                                      
6  Sekolah agama setingkat SMA (NLM.P8)
Not because of money, but so that it is a seed of 
quality that enters the madrasah high school.” 
(TLFT.P8)
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Bagiku, tiga tahun di madrasah tsanawiyah rasanya
sudah cukup untuk mempersiapkan dasar ilmu
agama. (NLM.P8)
For me, three years at madrasah felt like long
enough for providing a base of religious knowledge.
(TLFT.P8)
Aku ingin menjadi orang yang mengerti teori-teori
ilmu modern, bukan hanya ilmu fiqh dan ilmu
hadits. (NLM.P8)
I wanted to be someone who understood modern
theories, not only fiqh and hadiths. (TLFT.P8)
Aku ingin menjadi orang yang mengerti teori-teori 
ilmu modern, bukan hanya ilmu fiqh dan ilmu 
hadits. (NLM.P8)
I wanted to be someone who understood modern 
theories, not only fiqh and hadiths. (TLFT.P8)
..., bukan hanya berceramah di mimbar surau di
kampungku. (NLM.P9)
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..., not just lecturing at the podium of my village
mosque. (TLFT.P8)
Apalagi waang punya darah ulama dari dua
kakekmu." (NLM.P9)
Not to mention the fact that you, son, have the
blood of two religious scholars from your two
grandfathers. (TLFT.9)
Ini tugas mulia untuk akhirat. (NLM.P9)
This is a noble task for the hereafter. (TLFT.P9)
Dia lebih sering menyebut-nyebut keteladanan Bung 
Hatta, Bung Sjahrir, Pak Natsir, atau Haji Agus
Salim, dibanding Buya Hamka. (NLM.P10)
 -
"... Pak Etek punya banyak teman di Mesir yang
lulusan Pondok Madani di Jawa Timur.
(NLM.P12)
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... Your Uncle has alot of friends in Egypt who have 
graduated from Madani Pesantren 4  in East Java.                                           
__________________                                                
4 Islamic Boarding School (TLFT.P11)
Sekalian saja masuk pondok di Jawa yang jauh dari
keluarga. (NLM.P12)
Might as well go to a pesantren in Java far away
from family. (TLFT.P12)
Ya betul, Pondok Madani bisa jadi jalan keluar
ketidakjelasan ini. (NLM.P12)
Yup, Madani could be the way out of this mess.
(TLFT.P12)
Bekalku sebuah tas kain abu-abu kusam berisi baju,
sarung, dan kopiah serta sebuah kardus mie berisi
buku, kacang tojin dan sebungkus rendang kapau
yang sudah kering kehitam-hitaman. (NLM.P14)
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My profisions were an old grey cloth bag with a
shirt, sarong and kopiah prayer cap inside, and an
empty noodle box containing Tojin peanuts and a
package of dried, blackish rendang-- spicy meat.
(TLFT.P14)
Bekalku sebuah tas kain abu-abu kusam berisi baju,
sarung, dan kopiah serta sebuah kardus mie berisi
buku, kacang tojin dan sebungkus rendang kapau
yang sudah kering kehitam-hitaman. (NLM.P14)
My profisions were an old grey cloth bag with a
shirt, sarong and kopiah prayer cap inside, and an
empty noodle box containing Tojin peanuts and a
package of dried, blackish rendang-- spicy meat.
(TLFT.P14)
Belajar ilmu agama sama dengan berjihad di jalan
Allah," kata beliau. (NLM.P14)
Studying religion is the same as upholding Islam on
the path of Allah," she said. (TLFT.P14)
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Bujukan mereka agar tetap tinggal di kampung telah
kukalahkan dengan argumen berbahasa Arab yang
terdengar gagah, "uthlubul ilma walau bisshin ", 
artinya "tuntutlah ilmu, bahkan walau ke negeri
sejauh Cina". (NLM.17) 
I had already defeated their cajolery to stay in the
village with a strong sounding argument in Arabic,
"Uthlubul ilma walau bisshin," meaning, "Seek
knowledge, even if it's as far as China." (TLFT.P17)
Sementara itu di belakang ruang makan, berderet
puluhan kamar mandi dan WC serta mushala untuk
melayani penumpang antar kota yang mungkin
sudah tiga hari tiga malam menjadi musafir.
(NLM.P24)
..., while in the back of the restaurant were dozens
of washrooms and toilets along with a prayer room
to serve the intra-city passengers. (TLFT.P23)
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Sementara itu di belakang ruang makan, berderet
puluhan kamar mandi dan WC serta mushala untuk
melayani penumpang antar kota yang mungkin
sudah tiga hari tiga malam menjadi musafir . 
(NLM.P24)
..., while in the back of the restaurant were dozens
of washrooms and toilets along with a prayer room
to serve the intra-city passengers. (TLFT.P23)
Pagi mulai beranjak dhuha 13  .                                                                               
______________________________________                                                                           
13 Waktu ketika matahari mulai naik di pagi hari, 
tapi belum siang. Sebagian umat Islam melakukan 
shalat sunat di waktu dhuha ini. (NLM.P25)                                                                      
The morning started to approach dhuha , the time
when the sun starts to rise in the morning, but it's
not yet afternoon. (TLFT.P24)
"Assalamualaikum Pak. (NLM.P25)
"Assalamualaikum, Sir. (TLFT.P25)
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Sebuah kopiah beludru hitam melekat miring di
kepalanya. (NLM.P27)
He wore a black, velvet kopiah crooked on his head.
(TLFT.P26)
Mereka diapit oleh dua ibu berkerudung. 
(NLM.P27)
They were accompanied by two women wearing
scarves. (TLFT.P26)
Kiai kami bilang, agar menjadi rahmat bagi dunia
dengan bekal ilmu umum dan ilmu agama.
(NLM.P31)
The leader of the pesantren, our Kiai says, armed 
with general and religious knowledge, we will be 
blessings for the world. (TLFT.P29)
Kiai kami bilang, agar menjadi rahmat bagi dunia
dengan bekal ilmu umum dan ilmu agama.
(NLM.P31)
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The leader of the pesantren, our Kiai says, armed
with general and religious knowledge, we will be
blessings for the world. (TLFT.P29)
"Walau asrama penting, tapi kamar di sini lebih
berfungsi untuk tidur dan istirahat, kebanyakan
kegiatan belajar diadakan di kelas, lapangan,
masjid, dan tempat lainnya, seperti yang akan kita
lihat nanti," papar Burhan sambil mengajak kami
yang bergerombol di sekelilingnya untuk mulai
berjalan. (NLM.P31)
"Although the dormitories are important, the rooms
here function more for sleep and rest, while most of
the learning activities are held in class, the field,
mosque, an other places as you'll see later," Burhan
said as he invited us to gather around him to start
walking. (TLFT.P30)
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Pertama adalah Masjid Jami' 16  dua tingkat 
berkapasitas empat ribu orang.                                 
______________________________                          
16  Jami biasanya digunakan untuk menamakan 
masjid besar (NLM.P31)
The first is the main mosque with two floors and a
capacity to hold four thousands people. (TLFT.P30)
Di sini semua murid shalat berjamaah dan
mendalami Al-Qur'an. (NLM.P31)
Here, all of the students perform the Friday
congregational prayer together and study the Al-
Qur'an. (TLFT.P30)
Di sini semua murid shalat berjamaah dan
mendalami Al-Qur'an. (NLM.P31)
Here, all of the students perform the Friday
congregational prayer together and study the Al-
Qur'an. (TLFT.P30)
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Kubah dan menara raksasanya berkilau disapu sinar
matahari pagi. (NLM.P31-32)
Its giant dome and minaret sparkled in the wash of
the morning sun. (TLFT.P30)
Hadits mengatakan: Innallaha jamiil wahuwa
yuhibbul jamal. Sesungguhnya Tuhan itu indah dan
mencintai keindahan. (NLM.P34)
The Prophet Muhammad said: Innallaha jamiil
wahuwa yuhibbul jamal. Verily God is beautiful
and loves beauty. (TLFT.P33)
Hadits mengatakan: Innallaha jamiil wahuwa
yuhibbul jamal. Sesungguhnya Tuhan itu indah dan
mencintai keindahan. (NLM.P34)
The prophet Muhammad said: Innallaha jamiil
wahuwa yuhibbul jamal. Verily God is beautiful
and loves beauty. (TLFT.P33)
Laki-laki ramping ini adalah Ustad Salman, wali
kelasku. (NLM.P41)
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This slender fellow was Ustad Salman, my
homeroom teacher. (TLFT.P39)
Maninjau lebih dikenal orang luar karena lumayan
populer sebagai kota asal Buya Hamka, ulama 
sastrawan karismatik yang tersohor itu. (NLM.P43)
Maninjau was better known by outsiders because of
its popularity as the hometown of Buya Hamka, the
renowned charismatic cleric and writer. (TLFT.P41)
Dengan gagah dia berkata, "Aku ingin menjadi
ulama yang intelek, Ustad. (NLM.P44)
Sturdily, he said, "I want to be a Muslim scholar,
Ustad. (TLFT.P42)
"Alasan saya... Alasan saya ke sini apa ya? O iya,
saya ingin mendalami agama Islam dan menjadi
hafiz --penghapal Al-Qur'an." (NLM.P46)
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"My reason... what's my reason to come here? Oh
yeah, I want to deepen my understanding of Islam 
and become a hafiz -- one who has memorized Al-
Qur'an." (TLFT.P44)
"Alasan saya... Alasan saya ke sini apa ya? O iya,
saya ingin mendalami agama Islam dan menjadi
hafiz --penghapal Al-Qur'an." (NLM.P46)
"My reason... what's my reason to come here? Oh
yeah, I want to deepen my understanding of Islam
and become a hafiz -- one who has memorized Al-
Qur'an." (TLFT.P44)
Sehabis Isya, murid-murid berbondong-bondong
memenuhi aula. (NLM.P48)
After dinner, students filled the hall in droves.
(TLFT.P46)
Seorang laki-laki separo baya yang berbaju koko
putih maju ke podium. (NLM.P48)
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A middle-aged man dressed in white tunic came up
to the podium. (TLFT.P46)
Rambutnya yang setengah memutih menyembul dari 
balik kopiah hitamnya. (NLM.P48)
His salt-and-pepper hair stuck out from beneath his
black kopiah. (TLFT.P46)
Menurut penulisnya, Kiai Rais cocok disebut
sebagai renaissance man, pribadi yang tercerahkan
karena aneka ragam ilmu dan kegiatannya."
(NLM.P49)
According to the writer, Kiai Rais is fit to be called
a renaissance man , an enlightened individual
because of his variety of knowledge and activities."
(TLFT.P47)
Allahumma zidna ilman war zuqna fahman... Tuhan 
tambahkan ilmu kami dan anugerahkanlah
pemahaman... (NLM.P50)
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Allahumma zidna ilman war zuqna fahman. Lord,
add to our knowledge and grant us understanding.
(TLFT.P48)
Kami, para ustad, ikhlas mendidik kalian dan kalian
ikhlaskan pula niat untuk dididik." (NLM.P50) 
We, the ustads, are sincere in educating you all and
you all are sincere in your intention to be educated."
(TLFT.P48)
"Sebelum kita tutup acara malam ini, mari kita
berdoa untuk misi utama hidup kita, yaitu rahmatan 
lil alamin, membawa keberkatan buat dunia dan
akhirat," ucap Kiai Rais sambil memimpin sebuah
doa. (NLM.52)
"Before we close this evening's events, let us pray
for the main mission of our lives, rahmatan lil
alamin, bringing blessings for the world and the
hereafter," said Kiai Rais while leading a prayer.
(TLFT.P50)
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Amin bergema meliputi udara aula ini. (NLM.52)
Amen  echoed through the hall. (TLFT.P50)
"Dan sebelum beristirahat di kamar masing-masing
dan memulai misi besar kalian besok pagi:
menuntut ilmu, mari kita teguhkan niat dengan
membaca Ummul Al-Qur'an 23dan dilanjutkan
menyanyikan bersama himne sekolah kita. Al-
Fatihah..." ____________________________
23 Ummul Quran adalah sebutan lain untuk Al-
Fatihah, sebuah surat pendek yang indah di Al-
Qur'an yang merupakan summary dan esensi dari
Islam (NLM.P52)
"And before resting in your rooms and starting your
big mission tomorrow morning-- seeking knowledge-
- let strengthen our intentions by reciting Al-
Fatihah and continuing by singing our school's
anthem together." (TLFT.P50)
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"Dan sebelum beristirahat di kamar masing-masing
dan memulai misi besar kalian besok pagi:
menuntut ilmu, mari kita teguhkan niat dengan
membaca Ummul Al-Qur'an 23dan dilanjutkan
menyanyikan bersama himne sekolah kita. Al-
Fatihah..." ____________________________
23 Ummul Quran adalah sebutan lain untuk Al-
Fatihah, sebuah surat pendek yang indah di Al-
Qur'an yang merupakan summary dan esensi dari
Islam (NLM.P52)
"And before resting in your rooms and starting your
big mission tomorrow morning-- seeking knowledge-
- let strengthen our intentions by reciting Al-
Fatihah and continuing by singing our school's
anthem together." (TLFT.P50)
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Segera setelah Al-Fatihah ditutup dengan kata amin 
yang khusyuk, aula diselimuti bahana sebuah
himne yang mulai lamat-lamat dengan syahdu tapi
kemudian tempo meningkat dengan ketukan yang
keras dan optimis: (NLM.P52-53)
After Al-Fatihah closed with a solemn amen, the
hall was blanketed in the echo of the anthem that
started calmly, but then the tempo increased with a
loud and optimistic beat: (TLFT.P50)
Segera setelah Al-Fatihah ditutup dengan kata amin 
yang khusyuk, aula diselimuti bahana sebuah
himne yang mulai lamat-lamat dengan syahdu tapi
kemudian tempo meningkat dengan ketukan yang
keras dan optimis: (NLM.P52-53)
After Al-Fatihah closed with a solemn amen, the
hall was blanketed in the echo of the anthem that
started calmly, but then the tempo increased with a
loud and optimistic beat: (TLFT.P50)
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"Kak, kenapa kita tidak shalat berjamaah di masjid
saja?" (NLM.P57)
"Kak, why don't we just do communal prayer in the
mosque?" (TLFT.P54)
"Tentu kita berjamaah di masjid, tapi hanya Magrib 
saja. (NLM.P57)
"Of course we pray at the mosque but only for
Magrib. (TLFT.P54)
Setiap orang akan mendapat giliran menjadi imam. 
(NLM.P57)
Everyone will get a turn to become the imam,
prayer leader. (TLFT.P54)
Setiap kalian harus merasakan menjadi imam yang
baik. (NLM.57)
Every one of you must feel how it is to be a good
imam. (TLFT.P54)
Kamar ini tempat kalian tidur, shalat, dan belajar.
(NLM.57)

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This room is your place to sleep, pray, and study.
(TLFT.P54)
Hari ini aku segera pulas tertidur walau hanya
beralas sajadah. (NLM.57)
I fell fast asleep even though I was only on a prayer
rug. (TLFT.P54)
Isinya adalah fiqh Islam dilihat dari berbagai
mazhab, tanpa ada paksaan untuk ikut salah satu
mazhab. (NLM.P60)
It contains Islamic fiqh seen from various schools of
thought, without a bias towards any particular
schools. (TLFT.P57)
Isinya adalah fiqh Islam dilihat dari berbagai
mazhab, tanpa ada paksaan untuk ikut salah satu
mazhab. (NLM.P60)
It contains Islamic fiqh seen from various schools of
thought, without a bias towards any particular
schools. (TLFT.P57)
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"Bukan suluk, tapi shunduq, pakai shad, " jawab
Raja dengan tajwid yang sangat fasih. (NLM.P61)
"Not suluk, but shunduq, use shad, " answered
Raja, correcting Said's pronunciation with fluent
tajwid, Qur'an pronunciation.   (TLFT.P58)
Insya Allah tidak akan kena hukum. (NLM.P65)
Insya Allah  we won't be punished. (TLFT.P61)
"Ambil posisi berbaris bersaf. (NLM.P67)
"Line Up! (TLFT.P63)
Di masjid kami yang gagah ini setiap sore
berhimpun 3 ribu pelajar untuk menyambut
datangnya azan Magrib. (NLM.P69)
Every evening, three thousand students gathered in
our mighty mosque to greet the coming of the
Magrib call to prayer. (TLFT.P65)

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Kakak-kakak kelas kami dari Bagian Pengajaran
mengadakan inspeksi dari saf ke saf memastikan
tidak ada yang mencuri waktu tidur sebelum
Magrib. (NLM.P70)
Our seniors from the Teaching Section conducted
row-by-row inspections so there was no one stealing
nap timr before Magrib. (TLFT.P66) 
Shalat Magrib di masjid jami' dihadiri seluruh
penduduk sekolah. (NLM.70)
Magrib prayer at that main mosque was attended by
the whole school. (TLFT.P66)
Kismul I'lam, bagian yang khusus mengurusi
pengumuman tampil di depan jamaah. (TLFT.P70)
Kismul I'lam, the special section for taking care of
announcements, appeared in front of the 
congregation. (TLFT.P66)
Banyak yang berdoa khusyuk setelah Magrib agar
hari ini dia menjadi orang yang terpilih menerima
wesel. (NLM.P71) 

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Many prayed fervently that after Magrib they'd be
lucky enough to get a money order. (TLFT.P67)
Tiba-tiba Said mengangkat tangan dengan gembira,
menggumamkan alhamdulillah dan berteriak yes, 
sambil tangannya ditarik ke bawah, layaknya
striker habis mencetak gol tunggal di injury 
time. (NLM.P71)
Suddenly Said's hand shot up happily, he whispered
alhamdulillah, thank God, after yelled yes! As he
pulled his hand back down like a striker after
scoring the last goal of a soccer game in overtime.
(TLFT.P67)
Akhirnya, dengan membaca Alfatihah dan Ayat
Kursi, kami menguatkan diri dan berduyun-duyun
menuju ruang pengadilan angker ini. (NLM.P73)
Finally, after saying our prayer, we gathered our
courage and flocked to the daunting courtroom.
(TLFT.68)
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Akhirnya, dengan membaca Alfatihah dan Ayat 
Kursi, kami menguatkan diri dan berduyun-duyun
menuju ruang pengadilan angker ini. (NLM.P73)
Finally, after saying our prayer, we gathered our
courage and flocked to the daunting courtroom.
(TLFT.P68)
Penetrasi pasukan jasus menjadi sangat luas dan 
dalam, karena bisa saja ada di antrian kamar mandi, 
kiftir 26 , kelas, acara olahraga dan segala aspek 
kehidupan santri.    
_____________________________                                                                  
26  Kafetaria (NLM.P77)
 
The infiltration of jasus forces ran far and deep;
there could be one in the bathroom queue, the
cafetaria, class, sporting events, and every other of
student life. (TLFT.P72)
Bahasa Indonesia dan daerah haram hukumnya.
(NLM.P77)
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Indonesian and local languages were forbidden. 
(TLFT.P73)
Apakah ini akhlakul karimah 27 yang diajarkan
agama?                       
__________________________                               
27 Akhlak yang baik (NLM.P78)
Was this akhlakul karimah, good character, taught
by religion? (TLFT.P73)
Itulah inti qulil haqqa walau kaana murran.
Katakanlah kebenaran walau itu pahit. (NLM.P78)
That is the essence of qulil haqqa walau kaana
murran. Say the truth even when it's bitter.
(TLFT.P73)
Aku semakin panik, azan Ashar berkumandang tapi
kartuku masih kosong. (NLM.P81)
I grew more panicked, the call to afternoon prayer 
was already echoing but my card was still empty.
(TLFT.P76)
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Maka selesai shalat Ashar berjamaah, aku terpekur
lebih lama dan memanjatkan doa sebagai seorang
jasus yang "teraniaya" karena belum dapat
menemukan pelanggar aturan. (NLM.P82)
After finishing congregational Asr prayer, I
reflected a bit longer and prayed as a "battered"
jasus because I'd not yet found anyone who'd
broken the rules. (TLFT.P76-77)
Aku dengan khusyuk memohon Allah memudahkan
misi ini sehingga kehidupanku kembali tenang dan
damai (NLM.P82)
I solemnly begged Allah to ease this mission so my
life could return to a state of peace and calm.
(TLFT.P77)
Bismillah.  (NLM.P82)
Bismillah.  (TLFT.P77)

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Pada kenyataannya sarung dipakai selama beberapa
jam saja, ketika shalat berjamaah. (NLM.P85)
The fact was, sarongs were only worn for a few
hours, during congregational prayer. (TLFT.P79)
Aku cepat-cepat memakai baju lebaran tahun lalu,
yang telah aku lipat di sebelah dipan sejak kemarin.
(NLM.P88)
I quickly get dressed in my last year's Eid clothes,
which I had folded and left beside the couch since
the day before. (TLFT.P82)
Amanat dari jamaah surau kami untuk membeli
seekor sapi untuk kurban Idul Adha minggu depan
telah ditunaikan Ayah. (NLM.P91)
Father had fulfilled the task from our small mosque
to buy a sacrificial cow. (TLFT.P84)
Amanat dari jamaah surau kami untuk membeli
seekor sapi untuk kurban Idul Adha minggu depan
telah ditunaikan Ayah. (NLM.P91)

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Father had fulfilled the task from our small mosque
to buy a sacrificial cow. (TLFT.P84)
Untuk membeli sapi kurban! (NLM.P91)
 -
"Kemarin waktu dihukum membersihkan masjid,
aku kebagian membersihkan menara. (NLM.P93)
"The other day, when I was sentenced to clean up
the mosque, I was assigned to clean al-manara-- the 
minaret. (TLFT.P87)
Ternyata dasar menara ini tempat yang enak untuk 
istirahat," kata Said memperlihatkan temuannya. 
(NLM.P93)
Apparently, the base of this manara is a nice place
to rest," said Said, showing his findings.
(TLFT.P87)
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Tidak ketinggalan, ini tempat yang pas
mendengarkan kalam Ilahi yang dibaca sangat indah
oleh para qari, pembaca Al-Qur'an, pilihan PM.
(NLM.P94) 
Not to mention, this place was perfect for listening
to the book from God, recited very beautifully by
the qari, Al-Qur'an readers, the best MP had to
offer. (TLFT.P88)
Tidak ketinggalan, ini tempat yang pas
mendengarkan kalam Ilahi yang dibaca sangat indah
oleh para qari , pembaca Al-Qur'an, pilihan PM.
(NLM.P94) 
Not to mention, this place was perfect for listening
to the book from God, recited very beautifully by
the qari , Al-Qur'an readers, the best MP had to
offer. (TLFT.P88)
Ayat-ayat ilahiah ini terbang jauh ke seluruh
penjuru PM melalui corong besar di puncak menara.
(NLM.P94)
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These divine verses flew far to the corners of MP
through the large funnels at the top of the manara.
(TLFT.P88)
Puncaknya yang tinggi untuk menumpangkan
corong TOA, bagian bawahnya untuk rumah beduk 
kulit kerbau. (NLM.P95)
Its high peak had huge speakers, the bottom was the
home of the water buffalo skin drum. (TLFT.P88-
89)
Walau sudah dilarang dan dikejar-kejar gharin -- 
penjaga masjid-- kami para anak-anak kampung
selalu berhasil mengelabuinya untuk diam-diam
naik tangga melingkar ke puncak menara.
(NLM.P95)
Even though we'd been forbidden and were often
chased away by the mosque guard, we village kids
always managed to trick him and secretly climb the
winding staircase up to the top. (TLFT.P89)
Wallahua'lam.  (NLM.P98)

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Wallahua'lam.  (TLFT.P92)
Kami juga sepakat, setamat MTsN, kami akan
meneruskan ke SMA yang sama. (NLM.P100)
We also agreed, after graduating from the junior
high madrasah, we would continue on at the same
public high school ... (TLFT.P94)
Apakah pekerjan kamu setiap hari adalah shalat 
dan mengaji? (NLM.P101)
Is your daily task praying and reciting the Koran.
(TLFT.P95)
Apakah pekerjan kamu setiap hari adalah shalat
dan mengaji ? (NLM.P101)
Is your daily task praying and reciting the Koran . 
(TLFT.P95)
Sementara aku di sini, mungkin menjadi ustad dan
guru mengaji. (NLM.P103)
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While I here would maybe become an ustad or an 
Al-Qur'an recitation teacher. (TLFT.P97)
Raja yang paling ekspresif, tampak mengayun-
ayunkan tinjunya di udara sambil berteriak "Allahu
Akbar!". (NLM.P108)
Raja, who was the most expressive, shoved his fist
in the air yelling, "Allahu Akbar! God is great!"
(TLFT.P102)
Kami belajar dari Ustad Faris bagaimana menyerap
saripati ilmu, pengetahuan, kearifan dan makna dari
qalam ilahi dan sabda Nabi. (NLM.P112)
We learned from Ustad Faris how to absorb the
essence of science, knowledge, wisdom and
meaning from the holy book of Allah and the
sayings of the prophet. (TLFT.P105)
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Kami belajar dari Ustad Faris bagaimana menyerap
saripati ilmu, pengetahuan, kearifan dan makna dari
qalam ilahi dan sabda Nabi. (NLM.P112)
We learned from Ustad Faris how to absorb the
essence of science, knowledge, wisdom and
meaning from the holy book of Allah and the
sayings of the prophet. (TLFT.P105)
Hadits adalah rekaman perkataan dan perbuatan
Nabi Muhammad yang dilaporkan oleh umat Islam
generasi pertama yang hidup dekat dan sezaman
dengan nabi. (NLM.P113)
Hadits are recorded sayings and deeds of the
Prophet Muhammad as reported by the first
generation of Muslims living nearby and in the
same era as the prophet. (TLFT.P105)
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Hadits adalah rekaman perkataan dan perbuatan
Nabi Muhammad yang dilaporkan oleh umat Islam
generasi pertama yang hidup dekat dan sezaman
dengan nabi. (NLM.P113)
Hadits are recorded sayings and deeds of the
Prophet Muhammad as reported by the first
generation of Muslims living nearby and in the
same era as the prophet. (TLFT.P105)
Hadits adalah rekaman perkataan dan perbuatan
Nabi Muhammad yang dilaporkan oleh umat Islam
generasi pertama yang hidup dekat dan sezaman
dengan nabi. (NLM.P113)
Hadits are recorded sayings and deeds of the
Prophet Muhammad as reported by the first
generation of Muslims living nearby and in the
same era as the prophet. (TLFT.P105)
Mereka disebut sahabat rasul. (NLM.P113)
They were called friends of the Prophet.
(TLFT.P105)
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Untuk itu sebuah hadits dilengkapi dengan
sanad, jalur para pelapor cerita tentang nabi ini,
(NLM.P113)
For that, a hadith is equipped with sanad, the path
of the story's reporters. (TLFT.P106)
Kalau dia sudah berbicara begini, seisi kelas
senyap, diam dan tafakur. (NLM.P113)
When he spoke like this, the whole class was silent,
quiet and pensive. (TLFT.P106)
"Coba sekarang ananda Teuku yang baca surat 
Annisa," katanya dari balik meja guru. (NLM.P113)
"Teuku, try to read Surat An-Nisa," he said from
behind his teacher's desk. (TLFT.P106)
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Teuku dengan sikap sempurna memulai membaca
ayat pertama Annisa dengan lagu bayyati, sebuah
qiraah-- irama membaca Al-Qur'an klasik
menggunakan suara rendah, lembut, tenang, dan
hanya dihiasi dua-tiga cengkok suara di bagian
paruh pertama dan terakhir. (NLM.P113-114)
Teuku with impeccable manners, started to read the
first verse of Annisa with the song bayyati, a 
qiraah-- classic rhythm of reading Al-Qur'an-- in a
low, soft, calm voice, with only two or three twisted
sounds in the first half and the end. (TLFT.P106) 
Teuku dengan sikap sempurna memulai membaca
ayat pertama Annisa dengan lagu bayyati , sebuah
qiraah-- irama membaca Al-Qur'an klasik
menggunakan suara rendah, lembut, tenang, dan
hanya dihiasi dua-tiga cengkok suara di bagian
paruh pertama dan terakhir. (NLM.P113-114) 
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Teuku with impeccable manners, started to read the
first verse of Annisa with the song bayyati, a 
qiraah-- classic rhythm of reading Al-Qur'an-- in a
low, soft, calm voice, with only two or three twisted
sounds in the first half and the end. (TLFT.P106) 
Teuku dengan sikap sempurna memulai membaca
ayat pertama Annisa dengan lagu bayyati, sebuah
qiraah -- irama membaca Al-Qur'an klasik
menggunakan suara rendah, lembut, tenang, dan
hanya dihiasi dua-tiga cengkok suara di bagian
paruh pertama dan terakhir. (NLM.P113-114)
Teuku with impeccable manners, started to read the
first verse of Annisa with the song bayyati, a 
qiraah-- classic rhythm of reading Al-Qur'an-- in a
low, soft, calm voice, with only two or three twisted
sounds in the first half and the end. (TLFT.P106) 
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Lalu Teuku mendemonstrasikan kemampuannya
memakai beraneka qiraah yang sulit dengan napas
panjang seperti kuda pacu. (NLM.P114)
Then he demonstrated his ability to use various
difficult rhythms with long breaths like a racehorse.
(TLFT.P106)
Berturut-turut dia bacakan qalam ilahi dengan gaya
jiharkah, shaba,  dan banyak lagi. (NLM.P114)
He read in various styles, (TLFT.P106)
Berturut-turut dia bacakan qalam ilahi dengan gaya
jiharkah,  shaba,  dan banyak lagi. (NLM.P114)
He read in various styles, (TLFT.P106)
Kami merinding khusyuk. (NLM.P114)
It gave us goosebumps. (TLFT.P107)
Sejauh ini Musabaqah Tilawatil Quran tingkat
dunia cukup dikuasai Indonesia. (NLM.P114) 
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So far the Musabaqah Tilawatil Quran at the world
level had been pretty well dominated by Indonesia.
(TLFT.P107)
Aku sendiri kuat berjam-jam menulis kaligrafi 
"Bismillahirrahmanirrahim" dalam berbagai gaya 
tadi. (NLM.P115)
I myself was strong enough to practice for hours
writing in calligraphy "Bismillahirrahmanirrahim" 
in those various styles. (TLFT.P108)
Now, dibaca dengan berdengung panjang, persis
seperti dia membaca mad panjang tiga harakat 
dalam ilmu tajwid. (NLM.P118)
Now, he read with long vibration, just as if he were
reading Al-Qur'an. (TLFT.P110)
Now, dibaca dengan berdengung panjang, persis
seperti dia membaca mad panjang tiga harakat 
dalam ilmu tajwid. (NLM.P118)
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Now, he read with long vibration, just as if he were
reading Al-Qur'an. (TLFT.P110)
Dia membaca bahasa Inggris seperti membaca Al
Quran, lengkap dengan tajwid , dengung dan
qalqalah. (NLM.P118)
He read English like he read Al-Quran, complete
with tajwid,  vibration and qalqalah.  (TLFT.P111)
Dia membaca bahasa Inggris seperti membaca Al
Quran, lengkap dengan tajwid, dengung dan
qalqalah . (NLM.P118)
He read English like he read Al-Quran, complete
with tajwid, vibration and qalqalah.  (TLFT.P111)
Tampak dari jendela asrama, kepala-kepala
berkerudung putih sedang sibuk belajar.
(NLM.P128)
White-veiled heads, busy studying, could be seen
through the dorm windows. (TLFT.P119)
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"Melihat yang bukan muhrim bisa menghilangkan
hapalan Al-Quranku," kata Baso dengan suara
rendah. (NLM.P128)
"Looking at one who is mahram could erase my Al-
Quran memorization," said Baso in a low voice.
(TLFT.P120)
Setiap selesai shalat Subuh, seorang kakak
penggerak bahasa masuk ke setiap kamar dan
berdiri di depan, tepat di sebelah imam shalat kami
tadi. (NLM.P132)
After every Subuh prayer, a language patroller
upperclassman came into every room and stood up
front, right beside the prayer leader. (TLFT.P123)
Setiap selesai shalat Subuh, seorang kakak
penggerak bahasa masuk ke setiap kamar dan
berdiri di depan, tepat di sebelah imam shalat kami
tadi. (NLM.P132)
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After every Subuh prayer, a language patroller
upperclassman came into every room and stood up
front, right beside the prayer leader. (TLFT.P123)
Meneriakkan kosa kata baru di subuh buta,
memaksakan diri untuk memahami dan
memasukkan ke kalimat, lalu melihat tulisannya dan
terakhir mengikat ilmu baru ini ke dalam memory 
terdalam kami dan menuliskannya. (NLM.P133)
Yelling new vocabulary words at the break of dawn, 
forcing ourselves to understand and put it into
sentences, then seeing how it was spelled and
finally tying it into our deepest memory by writing
it down. (TLFT.P124)
Sementara 2 kali seminggu, setiap selesai Subuh, 
dalam suasana temaram, terang-terang tanah, kami 
membuat dua barisan panjang di lapangan, dan
diharuskan melakukan percakapan dengan teman di
depan kami menggunakan suara sekeras-kerasnya
sampai serak. (NLM.P133)
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Also, two times a week, after Subuh, in dim
sunlight, we formed two long lines in the field.
There we had to converse with the partner before us
at the top of our lungs until our voices were hoarse.
(TLFT.P124)
Sampai pada suatu Jumat, jam 4 subuh. 
(NLM.P135)
And then something happened one Friday, at four
o'clock in the morning. (TLFT.P126)
Alhamdulillah ya rabbi.  (NLM.P136)
Alhamdulillah.  (TLFT.P127)
"Pasang niat kuat, berusaha keras dan berdoa
khusyuk, lambat laun, apa yang kalian perjuangkan
akan berhasil. (NLM.P136)
"Set your strong intention, work hard, and pray,
slowly but surely, what you strive for will come to
be, (TLFT.P127)
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Ini sunnatullah-- hukum Tuhan." (NLM.P136)
This is God's law. (TLFT.P127)
Yang harus kalian cari adalah ridho ibu, karena
dengan ridhonyalah pintu-pintu surga terbuka buat
kalian. (NLM.P140)
What you should look for is mother's blessing, 
because with her blessing, the doors to heaven will
open for you all. (TLFT.P131)
Selama mereka tidak membawa kepada kekafiran, 
wajib bagi kalian untuk patuh." (NLM.P141)
As long as they are not bringing you to godlessness , 
you must be obedient. (TLFT.P132)
Rasulullah menjawab, "ibumu". (NLM.P141)
The Prophet Muhammad answered, 'Your mother'.
(TLFT.P132)
Waktu ini diisi untuk shalat Subuh berjamaah di
dalam kamar masing-masing. (NLM.P145)
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This time is filled with communal prayer in our
rooms. (TLFT.P136)
Shalat Zuhur berjamaah di kamar masing-masing
dan makan siang di dapur umum. (NLM.P146)
Communal Zuhur prayer in individual room and
lunch in the kitchen. (TLFT.P137)
Shalat Ashar berjamaah dan membaca Al-Quran
di kamar. (NLM.P146)
Communal Asr Prayer and reading Al-Quran in
the room.  (TLFT.P137)
Shalat berjamaah Isya  di kamar lagi.  (NLM.P147)
Communal Isya prayer in the room again.
(TLFT.P137)
Pada suatu Idul Fitri, Ayah menerima hadiah
kamera Yashica bekas dari Pak Etek Gindo yang
pulang berlibur dari Cairo. (NLM.P160)
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One Idul Fitri holiday, Father received a used
Yashica camera from Uncle Gindo who was home
on holiday from Cairo. (TLFT.P150)
Sedikit-sedikit Ayah mengajariku memotret dan
mulai memberiku kepercayaan untuk memotret
acara seperti perpisahan kelas enam di SD, khatam 
Al-Quran di madrasah, sampai kelulusan TK kedua
adikku. (NLM.160-161)
Father taught me to take pictures and started to
instill in me the confidence to photograph events
like the sixth grade farewell ceremony, khatam Al-
Quran at the madrasah, and my two younger
siblings' kindergarten graduations. (TLFT.P150-
151)
Beliau itu kiai dan hapal Quran pula," sergah Baso
dengan wajah paling hakul yakin yang dia punya.
(NLM.P164)
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He's the kiai and memorized Al-Quran too,"
snapped Baso with the surest face he had.
(TLFT.P155)
Setiap Jumat sore, di depan ribuan muridnya, sambil 
mengelus-elus jenggotnya yang rapi, dia dengan
telaten membimbing kami menafsirkan ayat-ayat Al-
Qur'an dengan cara yang sangat memikat.
(NLM.P165)
Every Friday evening, in front of thousands of his
students, while stroking his neat beard, he patiently
explained the verses of Al-Quran in a fascinating
way. (TLFT.P155)
Pada kesempatan ini dia memakai pakaian jubah
putih panjang, kopiah haji dan sorban tersampir di
bahu, layaknya seorang syaikh pengajar di Masjid
Nabawi. (NLM.P165)
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During this time, he wore a long white robe, a hajj
kopiah, and a turban hung over his shoulder, like a
syaikh at Nabawi Mosque, Saudi Arabia.
(TLFT.P155)
Selain menggondol gelar MA di bidang tafsir, dia
juga menggondol pengakuan sebagai seorang
haafiz,  penghapal al-Quran. (NLM.P165)
Other than the title of MA in the field of tafsir, he
also had the title of haafiz, one who has memorized
Al-Quran. (TLFT.P155)
Tepat setelah Ashar, kami setengah berlari menuju
ke lapangan karena tidak mau kehabisan tempat.
(NLM.P167)
Right after Asr, we half-ran to the field because we
didn't want to be left without seats. (TLFT.P157)
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Lalu kami akan bertengkar mempersoalkan
bagaimana muslim bule dan hitam ini berwudhu dan 
rukuk, apakah bacaan shalatnya fasih, apakah
mereka pakai sarung dan kopiah seperti kami dan
perkara remeh-temeh lainnya. (NLM.P177)
Then we fought over how different races of
Muslims did their ablutions and prostrating,
whether they said fluent prayers, whether they wore
sarongs and kopiahs like us and other frivolous
matters. (TLFT.P166)
Lalu kami akan bertengkar mempersoalkan
bagaimana muslim bule dan hitam ini berwudhu dan
rukuk, apakah bacaan shalatnya fasih, apakah
mereka pakai sarung dan kopiah seperti kami dan
perkara remeh-temeh lainnya. (NLM.P177)
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Then we fought over how different races of
Muslims did their ablutions and prostrating , 
whether they said fluent prayers, whether they wore
sarongs and kopiahs like us and other frivolous
matters. (TLFT.P166)
Lapangan bulutangkis itu terletak persis di samping
Masjid Raya. (NLM.180)
The badminton courts were right next to the main
mosque, (TLFT.P169)
Setelah shalat Jumat, Dul si penggagas ide, bersama
beberapa murid lain terbungkuk-bungkuk
menggotong sebuah televisi besar berlayar cembung
gemuk dari rumah Kiai Rais ke panggung di depan
aula. (NLM.P182-183)
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After Friday prayer, Dul, the initiator of this idea,
and some other students were hunched over
carrying a huge television with a convex screen
from Kiai Rais' house to the stage in front of the
assembly hall. (TLFT.P171)
Setelah shalat Isya, ribuan murid lain telah
menyemut di aula dan berebut tempat di depan layar
televisi yang terlihat mungil dibanding aula yang
luas ini. (NLM.P183)
After Isya prayer, thousands of other students
swarmed the aula and scrambled for seats in front of
the television screen which looked tiny compared to
the vast hall. (TLFT.P171)
Malamnya, semua murid dikumpulkan di aula untuk
menyaksikan pembukaan musim ujian oleh Kiai
Rais, seakan-akan ujian adalah sebuah hari besar
keramat ketiga setelah Idul Adha dan Idul Fitri.
(NLM.P189-190)
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That night, all students were gathered in the
assembly hall to witness the opening of the exam
season by Kiai Rais, as if exams were the third
biggest holy day after Idul Adha and Idul Fitri.
(TLFT.P177)
Beliau menegaskan keutamaan menuntut ilmu,
bahkan sampai disebutkan siapa yang menuntut
ilmu dengan niat yang ikhlas, dia mendapat
kehormatan sebagai mujahid, pejuang Allah.
(NLM.P190)
He stressed the virtue of studying, even saying that
he who studies with sincere wil, will be honored as
a mujahid,   defender of Allah. (TLFT.P178)
Bahkan kalau mati dalam proses mencari ilmu,dia
akan diganjar dengan gelar syahid, dan berhak
mendapat derajat premium di akhirat nanti.
(NLM.P190)
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Even if one dies in the process of seeking
knowledge, he will be rewarded with the title of
syahid, martyr, and be entitled to a premium
position in the hereafter. (TLFT.P178)
Uthlubul ilma minal mahdi ila lahdi.  (NLM.P190)
Uthlubul ilma minal mahdi ila lahdi.  (TLFT.P178)
Baru setelah segala usaha disempurnakan berdoalah
dan bertawakal lah.. (NLM.P190)
After every effort is done, pray and trust in God.
(TLFT.P178)
Salah satu hikmah ujian bagiku ternyata menjadi
lebih mendekat padaNya. (NLM.P194-195)
One of the exam wisdoms for me turned out to be
becoming closer to Him. (TLFT.P182)
Aku mencanangkan untuk menambah ibadah
dengan shalat sunat Tahajjud setiap jam 2 pagi.
(NLM.P195)
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I declared that I would add an additional night
prayer called Sunna Tahajud at two o'clock every
morning. (TLFT.P183)
"Daftarkan diri kalau ingin dibangunkan shalat 
Tahajud malam ini". (NLM.P195) 
"Sign up if you would like to be woken up for the
night prayer tonight." (TLFT.P183)
"Qum ya akhi, Tahajjud," bisik Kak Is,
membangunkan aku malam buta, seperti
permintaanku. (NLM.P197)
"Time for night prayer," whispered Kak Is, waking
me up in the dead of the night, as I'd requested.
(TLFT.P184)
Di akhir rakaat, aku benamkan ke sajadah sebuah
sujud yang panjang dan dalam. (NLM.P197)
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In the last raka'ah or prayer movement, I sunk
myself onto the prayer rug in a very deep and long
prostation. (TLFT.P185)
Di akhir rakaat, aku benamkan ke sajadah sebuah
sujud yang panjang dan dalam. (NLM.P197)
In the last raka'ah or prayer movement, I sunk
myself onto the prayer rug in a very deep and long
prostation. (TLFT.P185)
Alhamdulillah, selesai tahajud badanku terasa lebih
enteng dan segar. (NLM.P197)
Alhamdulillah, after Tahajud, my body felt lighter
and fresher. (TLFT.P185)
Hampir satu jam kami khusyuk dengan pelajaran
masing-masing. (NLM.P199)
For almost one hour, we focused on our individual
lessons. (TLFT.P186)
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Wajah kami tidak ada yang tenang, dan semua
komat-kamit menghapal dan mungkin juga
menyebut doa tolak bala. (NLM.P200)
There wasn't a calm face among us, everyone was
muttering and perhaps also saying prayers to ward
off misfortune. (TLFT.P188)
Aku merapikan baju dan masuk ke dalam kelas yang
lengang ini dengan mengucap salam. (NLM.P201)
I tidied up my shirt and went into the nearly empty
class and said my salam greeting.  (TLFT.P188)
Setelah shalat Dzuhur dan makan siang, aku
bergabung dengan gerombolan teman-teman yang
duduk berangin-angin di koridor asrama.
(NLM.P204)
After Dzuhur prayer and lunch, I joined a group of
friends taking a walk in the dorm corridor.
(TLFT.P192)
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Aku melakukan sujud syukur setelah menerima
hadiah tidak terduga ini. (NLM.P205)
I did a prostration of thanks after receiving this
unexpected gift. (TLFT.P193)
"Tuhan itu bisa mendatangkan rezeki kepada
manusia dari jalan yang tidak pernah kita sangka-
sangka." (NLM.P205)
"God can bring blessings to man in unexpected
ways." (TLFT.P193)
Misalnya, dia mengabarkan di Washington DC,
ibukota negara superpower ini, telah berdiri sebuah
masjid raya yang besar di daerah elit pula.
(NLM.P208)
For example, he reported that in Washington D.C.,
the capital of the superpower nation, a big mosque
was built -- in an elite area at that. (TLFT.P195-
196)
Masing-masing punya tafsir sendiri. (NLM.P209)
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Each had his own interpretation. (TLFT.P196)
Mereka biasa mengadakan pengajian di masjid
Unpad Dipati Ukur. (NLM.P219)
They usually had monthly lectures at the
Padjadjaran Mosque. (TLFT.P205)
Ballighul anni walau aayah.  (NLM.P219)
Ballighul anni walau aayah. (TLFT.P206)
Tiga mahasiswi berjilbab banyak bertanya ke Atang
dalam bahasa Sunda. (NLM.P220)
Three female students wearing headscarves asked
Atang a lot of questions in Sundanese. (TLFT.P207)
Di akhir acara, pengurus masjid berbaju koko yang
mengenalkan dirinya kepada kami bernama Yana,
menyelipkan sebuah amplop ke saku Atang.
(NLM.P220)
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After the event, the caretaker of the mosque,
wearing Muslim clothes, introduced himself to us
as Yana and put an envelope in Atang's pocket.
(TLFT.P207)
Punten, ini sedikit infaq dari para jemaah untuk
pejuang agama, mohon diterima dengan ikhlas."
(NLM.P220)
Punten, pardon me, but this is a small token of
appreciation from the congregation for the
defenders of religion, please accept it sincerely."
(TLFT.P207)
Dia memakai baju putih terusan seperti piyama dan
jari tangannya terus memetik tasbih yang dibawa ke
mana-mana. (NLM.P223)
He wore a long white shirt like pajamas and his
fingers kept touching the prayer beads he brought
everywhere. (TLFT.P210)
"Aku juga sudah tiga kali ceramah, dua di masjid,
satu di kantor Fatayat NU," kata Said menimpali
cerita kami ceramah di Unpad. (NLM.P224)
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"I also gave three lectures, two at the mosque, and
one at the Fatayat Nahdhatual Ulama office," said
Said when we told him about our lectures at
Padjadjaran University. (TLFT.P210)
Jalanan pasar semarak dengan barang dagangan
yang menjela-jela ke jalan, mulai dari baju muslim,
bahan pakaian, sajadah, batik, minyak wangi sampai
kurma dan air zamzam. (NLM.P224-225)
It was crowded with merchandise sticking out into
the street, from Muslim clothes, cloth, prayer rugs,
batik, and fragrances, to dates and Zamzam holy
water. (TLFT.P211)
Dia mungkin mengadakan perlawanan atas
ketakutan ini dengan membaca Ayat Kursi dan 
Surat Yasin dari kitab Quran kecilnya, lamat-lamat.
(NL,P241)
Perhaps he was fighting his fear by silently reciting
the Throne Verse and Surah Ya Sin from his small
holy Al-Quran. (TLFT.P228)
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Dia mungkin mengadakan perlawanan atas
ketakutan ini dengan membaca Ayat Kursi dan
Surat Yasin dari kitab Quran kecilnya, lamat-lamat.
(NL,P241)
Perhaps he was fighting his fear by silently reciting
the Throne Verse and Surah Ya Sin from his small
holy Al-Quran. (TLFT.P228)
Satu jam lagi azan subuh akan berkumandang dan
selesailah tugas kami. (NLM.P245)
In one more hour, the Subuh call to a prayer would
sound, and our duty would be over. (TLFT.P232)
Dengan gugup aku memicingkan mata, membaca
zikir, sambil menyorongkan kaki kursi ke arah
depan. (NLM.P247)
Nervously, I squinted, said a zikir prayer, holding
the legs of the chair up in front of me. (TLFT.P233)
Setelah subuh, aku langsung terjun ke kamar mandi,
sebelum antrian mengular. (NLM.P252)
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After Subuh prayer, I went straight down to the
bathroom before the line got long. (TLFT.P238)
Saya pribadi telah memutuskan untuk berwakaf 
kepada PM. (NLM.P253)
I personally have decided to donate to MP.
(TLFT.P239)
Keduanya sudah saya khatam 2-3 kali."
(NLM.P265)
I have completed both two or three times."
(TLFT.P249)
Sudah tradisi kami, siapa pun yang menerima rezeki 
paket dari rumah, maka dia harus berbagi dengan
kami semua sebagai lauk tambahan di dapur umum
nanti. (NLM.P270)
It was our tradition, whoever was lucky enough to
receive a packet from home should share the extra
food in the kitchen later. (TLFT.P254)
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Hadits adalah segala sabda dan perbuatan Nabi
Muhammad selama beliau menjadi Rasulullah.
(NLM.P274)
Hadiths are the words and deeds of the Prophet
Muhammad in his time as the messenger of Allah.
(TLFT.P258)
Hadits adalah segala sabda dan perbuatan Nabi
Muhammad selama beliau menjadi Rasulullah. 
(NLM.P274)
Hadiths are the words and deeds of the Prophet
Muhammad in his time as the messenger of Allah.
(TLFT.P258)
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Aku menuliskan secara garis besar jenis hadits
berdasarkan keasliannya, antara lain hadits shahih, 
artinya punya isi yang sejalan dengan Al-Quran,
kuat dan otentik alur penyampaian dari zaman Nabi
sampai sekarang, lalu hadits hasan yang
kualitasnya di bawah shahih, lantas hadits dhaif
atau lemah antara lain karena daa penyampaiannya
yang diragukan dan yang terakhir adalah hadits
maudhu'  atau palsu. (NLM.P274)
I wrote a big outline of types of hadiths based on
their authenticity, like shahih hadiths, which means
the content is consistent with Al-Quran, with a
strong and authentic flow of delivery from the
Prophet's time until now; then hasan  hadiths, whose 
quality is below that of shahih; dhaif or weak
hadiths, accompanied by oubt regarding their
delivery; finally, maudhu' or false hadiths.
(TLFT.P258)
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Aku menuliskan secara garis besar jenis hadits
berdasarkan keasliannya, antara lain hadits shahih, 
artinya punya isi yang sejalan dengan Al-Quran,
kuat dan otentik alur penyampaian dari zaman Nabi
sampai sekarang, lalu hadits hasan yang
kualitasnya di bawah shahih, lantas hadits dhaif
atau lemah antara lain karena daa penyampaiannya
yang diragukan dan yang terakhir adalah hadits
maudhu'  atau palsu. (NLM.P274)
I wrote a big outline of types of hadiths based on
their authenticity, like shahih hadiths, which means
the content is consistent with Al-Quran, with a
strong and authentic flow of delivery from the
Prophet's time until now; then hasan  hadiths, whose 
quality is below that of shahih; dhaif or weak
hadiths, accompanied by oubt regarding their
delivery; finally, maudhu' or false hadiths.
(TLFT.P258)
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Aku menuliskan secara garis besar jenis hadits
berdasarkan keasliannya, antara lain hadits shahih, 
artinya punya isi yang sejalan dengan Al-Quran,
kuat dan otentik alur penyampaian dari zaman Nabi
sampai sekarang, lalu hadits hasan yang
kualitasnya di bawah shahih, lantas hadits dhaif
atau lemah antara lain karena daa penyampaiannya
yang diragukan dan yang terakhir adalah hadits
maudhu' atau palsu. (NLM.P274)
I wrote a big outline of types of hadiths based on
their authenticity, like shahih hadiths, which means
the content is consistent with Al-Quran, with a
strong and authentic flow of delivery from the
Prophet's time until now; then hasan  hadiths, whose 
quality is below that of shahih; dhaif or weak
hadiths, accompanied by oubt regarding their
delivery; finally, maudhu' or false hadiths.
(TLFT.P258)
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Aku menuliskan secara garis besar jenis hadits
berdasarkan keasliannya, antara lain hadits shahih , 
artinya punya isi yang sejalan dengan Al-Quran,
kuat dan otentik alur penyampaian dari zaman Nabi
sampai sekarang, lalu hadits hasan yang
kualitasnya di bawah shahih, lantas hadits dhaif
atau lemah antara lain karena daa penyampaiannya
yang diragukan dan yang terakhir adalah hadits 
maudhu'  atau palsu. (NLM.P274)
I wrote a big outline of types of hadiths based on
their authenticity, like shahih hadiths, which means
the content is consistent with Al-Quran, with a
strong and authentic flow of delivery from the
Prophet's time until now; then hasan  hadiths, whose 
quality is below that of shahih; dhaif or weak
hadiths, accompanied by oubt regarding their
delivery; finally, maudhu' or false hadiths. 
(TLFT.P258)
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Menjelang shalat Jumat gerimis akhirnya pergi.
(NLM.P278)
Before Friday communal prayer, the drizzle finally
went away. (TLFT.P261)
Setelah shalat Ashar, murid-murid berbondong-
bondong ke lapangan sepakbola yang semakin
penuh. (NLM.P278)
After Asr prayer, students flocked to the field,
which was filling up. (TLFT.P262)
Tapi diam-diam aku merasa tidak sabar untuk
segera kembali ke PM bulan Syawal depan.
(NLM,P285)
But secretly, I already couldn't wait to get back to
MP next month in Shawwal. (TLFT.P268)
Wawancaraku dengan Ustad Khalid dulu tentang
konsep mewakafkan diri membuka hijab pikiranku. 
(NLM.P295)
My interview with Ustad Khalid on the concept of
self-donation opened my mind. (TLFT.P276)
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Sementara aliran pahala yang deras terus
melingkupi para guru yang budiman dan murid yang
khidmat. (NLM.P295)
With this cable, the current of knowledge flows
smoothly, while the heavy current of reward
continues to suround wise teachers and respectful
students. (TLFT.P276)
Padahal masih ada satu halaman lagi yang harus
ditulis tangan indah menjelang azan Subuh
berkumandang. (NLM.P296)
But there was still one more page that had to be
written beautifully by hand before the dawn call to
prayer sounded. (TLFT.P277)
Hanya transfer amal, doa, dan pahala. (NLM.P297)
Only the transfer of deeds, prayers, and merits.
(TLFT.P278)
Hanya transfer amal, doa, dan pahala. (NLM.P297)
Only the transfer of deeds, prayers, and merits. 
(TLFT.P278)
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"Kullukum ra'in wakullukum masulun an
raiyatihi 63. " ini kata-kata penting untuk leadership 
di PM.
________________________________________ 
63Setiap orang itu pemimpin, dan setiap orang
bertanggung jawab atas apa yang dipimpinnya.
(NLM.P297)
"Kullukum ra'in wakullukum masulun an
raiyatihi 20. " these were important words for
leadership at MP.
____________________________________  
20Each person is a leader, and each person is
responsible for what they lead. (TLFT.P278)
Dia siap bertugas hanya demi ridho Ilahi.
(NLM.P300)
He was ready for duty, for the sake of divine
blessings. (TLFT.P281)
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Baru sekali ini aku melihat dia puasa senyum lebih
dari lima menit. (NLM.P301)
This was the first time I'd seen him abstain from
smiling for more than five minutes. (TLFT.P281)
Assalamualaikum Wr Wb.  (NLM.P303)
Assalamualaikum Wr Wb.  (TLFT.P284)
Wassalam,  (NLM.P303)
Wassalam,  (TLFT.P284)
Tahun lalu, dia bahkan masuk ke dunia lain lagi,
mendalami apa itu seni tasawuf dan sufi melalui
buku-buku Al-Ghazali. (NLM.P304)
Last year, he even entered another world, exploring
Sufism and Sufi art through the books of Al-
Ghazali. (TLFT.P285)
Tahun lalu, dia bahkan masuk ke dunia lain lagi,
mendalami apa itu seni tasawuf dan sufi melalui
buku-buku Al-Ghazali. (NLM.P304)
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Last year, he even entered another world, exploring
Sufism and Sufi art through the books of Al-
Ghazali. (TLFT.P285)
Pertama, dia tidak pernah lagi latihan bahasa Inggris
denganku, karena dia telah sukses menghilangkan
dengung dan qalqalah dari pronounciation- nya. 
(NLM.P305)
For starters, he never practiced English with me
anymore, because he'd already succeeded in
eliminating the Arabic emphasis from his
pronunciation. (TLFT.P286)
Aku beranjak ke masjid untuk menunaikan Magrib. 
(NLM.P313)
I headed to the mosque for Magrib prayer.
(TLFT.P293)
Hatiku bertakbir, Allahu Akbar. (NLM.P318)
My heart hailed to Allah, Allahu Akbar!
(TLFT.P298)
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Dengan anggukan kecil kepada mereka, aku
membuka penampilan dengan salam terfasih dan
terbaikku. (NLM.319)
With a small nod to them I opened my speech with
my smoothest and best salam.  (TLFT.P298)
Suatu sore setelah Ashar setahun yang lalu, sebuah
sepeda kuning meluncur kencang ke asrama kami.
(NLM.P321)
One evening after Asr prayer, about one year ago, a
yellow bicycle sped to our dorm. (TLFT.P301)
Menurut Amak, isinya gado-gado: rekaman catatan
penting kehidupan, batas pelajaran kelas yang
diajarnya, catatan pengeluaran penting, catatan
belanja di pakan dan potongan-potongan petuah
religius yang didengarnya di pengajian induak-
induak setelah subuh di Surau Payuang, sebuah
mushola kecil di Nagari Bayur, Maninjau.
(NLM.P324) 
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Amak said that the content was a mixture of things,
from important life notes to teaching notes,
important expenditures, shopping list for pakan-- a
weekly fresh market-- and religious quotations that
she heard at the women's recitation group after
subuh prayer in Surau Payuang, a small mosque in
Nagari Bayur, Maninjau. (TLFt.P303)
Menurut Amak, isinya gado-gado: rekaman catatan
penting kehidupan, batas pelajaran kelas yang
diajarnya, catatan pengeluaran penting, catatan
belanja di pakan dan potongan-potongan petuah
religius yang didengarnya di pengajian induak-
induak setelah subuh di Surau Payuang, sebuah
mushola kecil di Nagari Bayur, Maninjau.
(NLM.P324)
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Amak said that the content was a mixture of things,
from important life notes to teaching notes,
important expenditures, shopping list for pakan-- a
weekly fresh market-- and religious quotations that
she heard at the women's recitation group after
subuh prayer in Surau Payuang, a small mosque in
Nagari Bayur, Maninjau. (TLFt.P303)
Menurut Amak, isinya gado-gado: rekaman catatan
penting kehidupan, batas pelajaran kelas yang
diajarnya, catatan pengeluaran penting, catatan
belanja di pakan dan potongan-potongan petuah
religius yang didengarnya di pengajian induak-
induak setelah subuh di Surau Payuang, sebuah
mushola kecil di Nagari Bayur, Maninjau.
(NLM.P324)
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Amak said that the content was a mixture of things,
from important life notes to teaching notes,
important expenditures, shopping list for pakan-- a
weekly fresh market-- and religious quotations that
she heard at the women's recitation group after
subuh prayer in Surau Payuang, a small mosque in
Nagari Bayur, Maninjau. (TLFt.P303)
Menurut Amak, isinya gado-gado: rekaman catatan
penting kehidupan, batas pelajaran kelas yang
diajarnya, catatan pengeluaran penting, catatan
belanja di pakan dan potongan-potongan petuah
religius yang didengarnya di pengajian induak-
induak setelah subuh di Surau Payuang, sebuah
mushola kecil di Nagari Bayur, Maninjau.
(NLM.P324)
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Amak said that the content was a mixture of things,
from important life notes to teaching notes,
important expenditures, shopping list for pakan-- a
weekly fresh market-- and religious quotations that
she heard at the women's recitation group after
subuh prayer in Surau Payuang, a small mosque in
Nagari Bayur, Maninjau. (TLFt.P303)
Menurut Ustad Salman, PM akan mengadakan
syukuran akbar dengan menggelar berbagai acara
mulai dari seminar nasional sampai bazaar,
mengundang tokoh nasional mulai dari Presiden,
cendekia sampai konglomerat, dan mengadakan
pertandingan mulai dari sepakbola antar pondok
sampai antar asrama. (NLM.P326)    
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According to Ustad Salman, MP would have a huge
anniversary celebration with many events from a
national seminar to a bazaar, inviting top national
figures like the president, scholars, and
conglomerats. There would also be soccer
competitions among pesantrens and dorms.
(TLFT.P304-305)
"Alaikum salam, tapi siapa kamu?" Nadanya
menuntut. (NLM.P330)
"Alaikum salam, but who are you?" His tone was
demanding. (TLFT.P309)
Sudah selama ini, aku baru hapal 10 juz, atau
sekitar 2000 ayat. (NLM.P362)
But after all this time, I have only memorized 10
juz , or about 2000 verses. (TLFT.340)
Bahkan aku sudah shalat Istikharah untuk meminta
keputusan terbaik dari Allah. (NLM.P366)
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I even did an Istikharah prayer to ask for the best
decision from Allah. (TLFT.P344)
Melakukan amar ma’ruf nahi munkar, mengajak 
orang kepada kebaikan dan meninggalkan
kemungkaran, (NLM.P371)
Doing amar ma'ruf nahi mungkar, inviting people
to goodness and to leave wrongdoing behind.
(TLFT.P349)
Terngiang-ngiang petuah Kiai Rais dulu: keluarlah
dari PM dengan husnul khatimah, akhir yang baik.
(NLM.P376)
Kiai Rais' advice echoed in my mind: you will come
out of MP with husnul khatimah, a good ending.
(TLFT.P354)
Setelah itu kita bertawakal." (NLM.P382)
... and after that, leave the rest to God!" 
(TLFT.P360)
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Semakin lama di PM, aku semakin sadar bahwa inti
hidup itu adalah kombinasi niat, ikhlas, kerja keras,
doa dan tawakkal. (NLM.P382)
..., the longer I'm at MP, the more I realize that the
essence of life is actually a combination of sincere
intention, hard work, prayer, and surrender to God.
(TLFT.P360)
Selain itu aku juga telah sepakat dengan Atang,
untuk melakukan shalat Tahajud setiap jam 2
malam, sebelum kami memulai sesi malam.
(NLM.P384)
I also agreed to do Tahajud prayer with Atang at
two o'clock in the morning before we started the
night study session. (TLFT.P362)
Keluar dari ruangan ujian lisan ini, aku berkali-kali
membisikkan alhamdulillah. (NLM.P387)
Walking out of the room, I whispered
Alhamdulillah many times to thank God. 
(TLFT.P364)
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Bahkan salah satu bukunya, Bidayatul Mujtahid
yang membahas perbandingan berbagai mazhab 
kami pakai sehari-hari di kelas. (NLM.P389)
One of his booka, Bidayatul Mujtahid, even talked
about comparisons between some of the mazhab or
schools of thought that we used daily in class.
(TLFT.P367)
Menjelang zuhur aku kembali pulang untuk
menyuapi nenek.  (NLM.P392)
Before Zuhur, at midday, I walk back home to feed
my grandmother.  (TLFT.P369)
Pepatah andalan Kiai Rais yang selalu mengundang
geerr dan terus muncul di setiap acara syukuran 
habis ujian dan menjelang libur adalah, ...
(NLM.P393)
Kiai Rais' proverb that always led to laughter and
was a constant on these thanksgiving night was, ...
(TLFT.P370)
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Seperti banyak teman lainnya, aku segera sujud 
syukur di aula, berterima kasih kepada Allah untuk
kelulusan ini. (NLM.P395)
As many of my friends did, I bowed down to the
floor, prostating in thanks to God for this
graduation. (TLFT.P373)
Resep yang selalu dikhotbahkan Said berhasil.
(NLM.P395)
The recipe preached by Said had paid of.
(TLFT.P373)
Pergunakanlah dengan baik dan tawadhuk. 
(NLM.P397)
Use it well and tawaduk, full of responsibility.
(TLFT.P374)
Tiba-tiba, laptop kepunyaan Raja
mengumandangkan azan Subuh. (NLM.P404)
Suddenly, Raja's laptop was proclaiming the call to
Subuh prayer. (TLFT.P382)
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Dengan penuh haru kami bertiga dan disusul Fatia
yang telah bangun, bersama-sama melantunkan
syair yang menegakkan bulu roma itu, seperti yang
biasa kami lakukan di PM sebelum shalat 
berjamaah. (NLM.P404)
Full of emotion, the three of us, joined by Fatia
who'd already woken up, sang the chilling poem,
just as we'd done at MP before Friday communal
prayer. (TLFT.P382)
Setelah kami mengerahkan segala ikhtiar dan
menggenapkan dengan doa, Tuhan mengirim benua
impian ke pelukan masing-masing. (NLM.P405)
After we exerted every effort and rounded them out
with a prayer, God sent each continent-dream into
embrace. (TLFT.P383)
Kun Fayakun, maka semula awan impian, kini
hidup yang nyata. (NLM.P405)
Kun Fayakun, the original dream clouds are now a
living reality. (TLFT.P383)
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